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Country Pride
North Carolinian
Chris Ingle has a dream
—to bring a gay
community center to
rural Alamance County
—and his efforts
are paying off
by BRIAN COCHRAN
Like many gay men, North Carolina native Chris
Ingle once believed that in order to find a sense of
community he had to leave his roots and move to a
larger city. Burlington, located in Alamance County,
was like other small towns—gay men and lesbians
who were brave enough or pioneering enough to
live there were separated by the usual societal divisions of hate, fear, and prejudice.
So, in search of a gay and lesbian society, Ingle
moved to coastal North Carolina. Moving, however, didn't solve Ingle's problems.
"I knew I wanted to lead an 'out' life," Ingle
says. "During the three years there, I was 'known.'
I was out even to the local police. However, depression coupled with alcohol abuse continued to push
me down."
Ingle might have gone on like this for many
years, perhaps for the rest of his life, except for
what occurred on a sunny day in September when
he was at the beach with some friends, drinking
beer and joking around. The events of that day
changed the course of his life.
Two other men were on the beach that day—
one in his 30s and one in his late teens or early 20s.

At the time Ingle noticed them, one was swimming
and one was practicing martial arts. It was a typical
beach scene, seemingly innocent and carefree. What
happened next was anything but innocent.
Ingle was assaulted by the two men, who beat
him simply because he was gay. The bashing took
its toll on Ingle, leaving him with severe gashes
around his eyes, several teeth gone, and bruises and
cuts at over his body.
"I thought about using my beer bottle for a
weapon at the time," Ingle says, "but then, if I had,
they might have killed me."
Ingle pressed charges, but after a while—tired
and dejected from a long and debilitating battle in
the courtrooms of Jesse Helms' North Carolina—
Ingle threw up his hands and went home to
Burlington. Ironically, it was there that he found the
community he was searching for in the first place.
"Several things happened to me at once that
opened my eyes," Ingle remembers. "I saw the film
'Tongues Untied.' I met Mandy Carter, who is now
director of the Black Gay and Lesbian Leadership
Forum at the Human Rights Campaign Fund. And I
went on a weekend retreat sponsored by the North
Carolina Coalition for Lesbian and Gay Equality.
Mandy became one of my mentors," he adds.
"Soon after that, I started to see things differently," Ingle says. "I thought about how much we
need a gay organization in my hometown, for kids
growing up. 'Where will they be ten years from
now?' I wondered. And why wasn't I doing something about it?"
Beginning with only five members, one of whom
dropped out almost immediately, Ingle founded the
Alamance Gay and Lesbian Alliance. That number
has recently increased to 57 members, most of whom
are men.
Ingle values members of both sexes equally for
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Emory law school to allow Atty. Gen. to recruit on campus
Decision reverses prior ban
caused by Bowers' withdrawal
of job offer to lesbian
Atlanta—The Emory School of Law has
reversed a 1991 decision barring the state Dept.
of Law from recruiting on its campus—a decision made when Attorney General Michael
Bowers withdrew a job offer from Emory law
graduate Robin Shahar because she was participating in a religious "marriage" ceremony
with her female partner.
Emory, and other law schools in the Atlanta area, banned Bowers' department because the American Bar Association requires
that accredited law schools not discriminate
based on sexual orientation, and that they
"communicate to every employer to whom it
furnishes assistance and facilities.. .the school's
firm expectation that the employer will observe the principle of equal opportunity."
In an exchange of letters last month, meant
to clarify the law school's position, Bowers
wrote to Emory Law Dean Howard 0. Hunter
that "the Department of Law does not make
personnel decisions on the basis of whether a
person is heterosexual or homosexual."
Hunter replied that he saw no "inconsistency between your letter" and a policy state-

ment signed by the department earlier this year.
"Permission is granted, and a date is set,"
said Julia Belian, president of Emory Gay and
Lesbian Advocates, a lesbian/gay law student
group, adding that the group was not convinced that Bowers has had a change of heart.
"We are really glad Bowers has put into
writing that the Department of Law does not
discriminate," Belian said. "But we read his
statement as being limited to private sexual
conduct."
Bowers did in fact qualify his non-discrimination statement in the following sentence,
when he wrote "Private sexual conduct is not a
subject of inquiry in this office."
Bowers, who switched parties to run for
reelection this year as a Republican, reiterated
that statement when contacted by Southern
Voice, but he did not answer questions regarding his possible actions should he learn an
employee was gay or lesbian.
In his letter to Hunter, who could not be
contacted for comment in time for this issue,
Bowers also questioned the "legal definition"
of the term "sexual orientation," saying that
he was not aware of "any limitation on the
possible breadth of matters to which it might
apply."
Ruth Harlow of the American Civil Liberties Union's Lesbian/Gay Rights Project, who
is representing Shahar in her suit against Bowers, said that Bowers' proclamations of non-

Attorney General Michael Bowers says
the Department of Law does not discriminate, but others are not so sure.
discrimination mean little.
"I would say the Attorney General is splitting hairs in order to avoid realizing and acknowledging that he discriminates," she said.
"In the Shahar case and other occasions, [Bowers] appears to have a very narrow definition
of what discrimination based on sexual orien-

tation constitutes. From everything we know,
he does have discriminatory practices toward
gay and lesbian employees."
Bowers was the state attorney general in
the now infamous Bowers v. Hardwick case,
when the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the
right to privacy does not preclude an arrest for
sodomy. Bowers has also ruled against domestic partnership on at least two occasions,
and last May told a group of Georgia State
University students that he believes homosexuality is "immoral."
Shahar's federal lawsuit against Bowers
was filed in October 1991, claiming that the
withdrawal of the job offer constituted discrimination based on her religious beliefs, and
that the action violated the 14th amendment's
guarantee of equal protection under the law.
At the time, Bowers accused Shahar of "holding herself above the law" by participating in
the religious ceremony, although the Reconstructionist Jewish rite had no relationship to
civil laws.
Last year, U.S. District Court Judge Richard C. Freeman ruled that, while lesbians and
gay men have a right to employment, the particular duties of the state Department of Law
give the Attorney General an exception to that
basic right. Freeman's ruling has been appealed.
KC W1LDM00N

Atlanta man with AIDS claims housing discrimination
Midtown resident Steven Maxwell has filed
a complaint with the Atlanta Office of Fair
Housing and Equal Opportunity against Partners Management, a local property management company. Partners oversees a five-unit
apartment building at 794 Penn Ave. where
Maxwell, 47, lives. The complaint accuses Partners of asking Maxwell to vacate the property
because he has AIDS.
Also named in the complaint is the
building's owner, Mrs. Charles Grania, whose
first name and address are listed as unknown.
According to Maxwell, who is a technical
writer for Panasonic, harassment by the management company began in February when he
received a letter asking that he remove a flagpole from his courtyard because it "is too
large, looks out of place and detracts from the
appearance of the building." At the Partners
office the next morning, Maxwell asked if the
issue was the size of the flagpole or the fact
that a rainbow flag was flying from it. He was
informed by Bill Lane, an associate broker
with Partners, that the only issue was size.
Maxwell then shortened the pole and purchased a smaller flag to accommodate Partners' request. When paying his March rent, he
informed Lane that he had made the changes
and explained he needed the flag to guide
meal and drug deliverers to his apartment because he has AIDS.
"There are seven gates," said Maxwell,
"and I had received many phone calls from
delivery people who could not figure out what
gates to use."
According to Maxwell, Lane said everything would be fine.
The next incident involved Maxwell's decision to adopt a pet from the Atlanta Humane
Society. Maxwell, who holds a signed receipt
from Partners dated March 24 for a $100 pet
deposit, received a letter returning his deposit
and telling him that at the owner's request
dogs were not allowed in his apartment. The
letter was dated March 24 but was received
three days later, after he had purchased his
pet.
"I had rented the same apartment in 1988
and had a dog, and the tenants in two other
units had dogs," said Maxwell. "I had also

signed a document at the Humane Society. I
could not return my dog."
In July, another letter from Partners said
the owner would allow Maxwell to keep his
pet, but that he would have to pay a $200
nonrefundable pet fee by Aug. 5. Maxwell
complied with the request before the due date.
Maxwell next received a letter dated Aug.
1 terminating his lease effective Aug. 31,
signed by Partners employee Patricia Strode.

by to look at his apartment, if he would be
interested in taking the combined unit. The
resident, who has requested anonymity, indicated he would take the unit but added, "I
would want to keep Steve Maxwell as my
roommate."
Days later, he also received a letter from
Partners requiring that he vacate his unit within
60 days. The letter from Strode cited the work
required to combine the units as the reason for
the termination action.
According to the resident, however, an
opening between the two units already exists
and is simply covered with plywood. "I had it
covered with a bookcase, and I showed that to
Bill Lane when he came by to look at my
apartment," he said.
According to Linda Allen, public affairs
officer at the Office of Fair Housing, under
federal law owners and managers of rental

housing are not allowed to discriminate based
on race, creed, sex, national origin, familial
status or disability. Although gays and lesbians are not protected from discrimination under federal law, Maxwell is considered disabled and falls within a protected class because he has AIDS.
Since being asked to vacate his apartment,
Maxwell is anxiously waiting for the results of
the investigation. "The last time we met, [the
Office of Fair Housing] was asking how much
money I wanted to settle out of court," he said.
"I'm not sure I want to settle. I just want to be
sure this doesn't happen to anyone else who is
not well enough to challenge it. One thing I
am going to insist on is that this be public. I
won't agree not to talk about it."
Telephone calls to Partners Management
for this story were not returned.
PAMELA EVANS

N.C. town becomes state's first to
register domestic partners
Steven Maxwell says Partners Management is evicting him because he has
AIDS.
When Maxwell demanded an explanation, he
was informed that the owner intended to sell
the building and wanted to combine Maxwell's
unit, number four, with the unit next door,
number five, in order to turn the property into
a quadraplex, which would be easier to sell.
"I didn't believe the building was really
for sale," said Maxwell, "and when [the Office of Fair Housing] did their investigation
they could not find any record of it being for
sale."
Around the same time, the resident in number five was asked by Lane, who had stopped

Carrboro, N.C. (AP) —Carrboro became
the first city in North Carolina to approve
the registration of unmarried homosexual
and heterosexual couples as domestic partners following a unanimous vote by the town
council.
The ordinance instructs the town clerk
to accept and record statements of domestic
partnership by unmarried Carrboro residents.
The unions "will be recognized as similar to
marriages.
Michael Nelson, a gay alderman who
introduced the registration idea, called the
measure a step toward reforming a legal
system that treats couples as "total strangers" if they aren't married.
"I believe this is a fundamental civil
rights issue," he said. "It's an issue of fairness."
Carrboro officials received a last-minute
flurry of mail from churches and residents

opposed to Nelson's ordinance. But few of
those who spoke against the ordinance last
week attended the Sept. 13 meeting, when
two measures each were approved 7-0.
Another action will require elected officials to file disclosure statements for their
partners, as is done now with married
couples.
The board approved to make the domestic partnership law effective Oct. 11,
which is known as National Coming Out
Day.
A decision to allow town employees to
add domestic partners to their health packages was tabled until the spring, when the
town renegotiates contracts with its insurance carriers. Domestic partners will have
to pay $40 for a registration certificate,
which is the same price as a marriage certificate.
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Charges dropped against attorney
in FL who allegedly trashed gay bar
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ture frames and pulling down plants at the bar.
They went bar-hopping after finishing their
rugby club's annual cross-dressing golf tournament. Hynes was identified as wearing a
black cocktail dress with spaghetti straps.
"They did it, and they got away with it,"
said bar owner Kenneth Rohlman.
McHugh's attorney, David Bogenschutz,
maintained his client was not at the bar.
"I'm sure he's going to be very relieved,"
Bogenschutz said of McHugh, 32, who is vacationing in Ireland after being put on administrative leave.
Bartenders and a patron who described the
incident as "a mob scene" identified only one
suspect, Hynes.
"They were all grouped together and everybody screaming and yelling," bartender
Kirsten Nordberg said in a sworn statement.
After Hynes staited a bump-and-grind strip
routine, affronted bartender Steve Pace said,
"I cut the music off, I told him that we were in
the city of Boca, and in this establishment we
did not allow stripping."
Ralph Ray, one of McHugh's supervisors
as chief assistant state attorney, said the department hoped to make a decision on
McHugh's status by the end of the week.
Asked whether the decision could be seen
as prosecutors protecting prosecutors,
Bogenschutz said it was "a spin that could
conceivably be put on this."
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Va. gov. agrees to discuss gay issues
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West Palm Beach, FL—A Broward County
prosecutor accused of shouting anti-gay slurs
and trashing a gay bar with a group of fellow
rugby players won't be tried on disorderly conduct or hate-crime charges.
Mark McHugh, a felony division supervisor in Broward's state attorney's office, and
three other men were arrested after about a
dozen men wearing women's clothing raided
the Paradise Club in Boca Raton on June 17.
There is insufficient evidence to pursue
any charges against McHugh, Palm Beach
County Assistant State Attorney Moira Lasch
concluded Sept. 7 in a nine-page report.
Christopher Hynes will be charged with
disorderly conduct, and Edward Murphy faces
a charge of resisting arrest without violence.
Both charges are misdemeanors. Charges were
dropped against a fourth man.
Lasch, the losing prosecutor in the William Kennedy Smith case, said in a report she
could not prove "that any one individual was
targeted as a victim because of his sexual orientation."
But the Gay and Lesbian Lawyers Association of South Florida believes the state
should pursue the charges.
"If during the course of a disorderly conduct they say things that evidence prejudice,
that's the definition of a hate crime," said Mark
Leban, a Miami attorney and board member
for the 60-member group.
A dozen men were accused of jumping on
tables, shouting anti-gay insults, smashing pic-
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Meeting between activists and
Gov. George Allen would be
first in history between a Va.
governor and the gay community
Richmond, VA—Virginia Gov. George
Allen agreed on his monthly radio broadcast
Aug. 25 to meet with gay activists to discuss
his positions on gay issues.
Richmond activist Kelly McHugh made
the phone call to Allen's program, according
to the Washington Blade. McHugh's partner,
Shirley Lesser, told the Blade that she and
McHugh are working with Allen staffers to set
a date for the meeting, which would be the
first such meeting between gay activists and a
Virginia governor.
"We're trying to get a diverse group of
lesbian and gay activists around the state,"
Lesser said.
A broadcast earlier this summer prompted
McHugh's phone call. On June 25, Allen, commenting on the case of Sharon Bottoms, a
lesbian battling with her mother for custody of
her son, said that it is "not in the best interests" of children to be raised by gay or lesbian
parents. Allen went on to say that homosexu-

Gov. Allen, pictured here after last
November's election, has said that homosexuality is "not acceptable behavior" and
should remain illegal in Virginia.
ality was not "acceptable behavior," that it
was illegal in Virginia and "I think it should
stay illegal."
"We're not asking him to change personal
beliefs," Lesser said, "but we'll question the
validity of his personal beliefs alienating a
group of constituents."

Youth jailed two months as female
Goldsboro, /VC—A 17-year-old Mexican
youth was jailed for two days in the Women's
Section of the Wayne County Jail last month
when police failed to realize the cross-dressing youth was male.
The Front Page reported that Wayne
County authorities learned the prisoner was
male when a friend asked about him at the jail.
They had identified him as "Jessica Alviso,"
because of identification on the boy when he
was arrested for driving while intoxicated.
Alviso was moved to a single cell because

jailers feared for his safety if he were to be
incarcerated with male prisoners.
Alviso, who was arrested wearing a strapless blue party dress, appeared in court after
his arrest and told the judge through a translator that he was "both" male and female, but
admitted under further questioning that he was
"more" male. The judge gave Alviso credit for
time served and ordered that he be ineligible
for a drivers license until he is 18.
In an interview with the Goldsboro New
Argus, Alviso admitted that he is gay.
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CA Governor Vetoes Domestic Partners Legislation:
California Gov. Pete Wilson on
Sept. 11 vetoed legislation that
would have allowed unmarried
couples, gay or heterosexual, to
register as domestic partners
with the state. California would
have been the first state to enact
such a law. In a statement, Wilson said, "Government policy
ought not to discount marriage
by offering a substitute relationship that demands much less—
and provides much less than is
needed both by the children of
such relationships and, ultimately, much less than is needed
in
society." The measure would
Gov. Pete Wilson has added a domestic parthave allowed registered domesners veto to his anti-gay record.
tic partners to have hospital visitation rights, bequeath property to each other and act on behalf of each other should one
become incapacitated. Democratic assemblyman Richard Katz, sponsor of the bill,
called Wilson's veto message "paranoia, right-wing rhetoric" and said he would reintroduce the bill during the coming legislative session.
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Idaho Governor Weighs In Against Anti-gay Initiative: Gov. Cecil Andruss
joined more than 300 people at the Idaho State Capitol on Sept. 8 to kick off the
campaign to defeat Proposition 1, sponsored by the Idaho Citizens Alliance. "We reject
hatred whenever and wherever it appears, and it appears in this proposition," Andruss
told the crowd on the statehouse steps. "We, the people of Idaho, must vote 'No,'" the
retiring governor said. "This is not the Idaho way." Proposition 1 is roundly opposed by
civil and political leaders in the state, but ICA leader Kelly Walton is predicting that his
anti-gay measure will win in a landslide.
Cincinnati To Appeal Ruling In Gay Rights Case: The Cincinnati City Council
voted Sept. 8 to appeal a federal judge's ruling that a city charter amendment banning
gay-rights laws violates the constitutional rights of lesbians and gay men. Gay and
lesbian advocates sued immediately after the amendment was passed by voters last
November, and U.S. District Judge S. Arthur Spiegel permanendy blocked its implementation on Aug. 9. A boycott against the city, called 10 months ago by Gay Lesbian
March Activists and ACT UP in response to passage of the amendment, will continue.
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Lesbian References 'Prejudicial' In Child Abuse Case, Court Rules: A
Detroit woman accused of sexually abusing a 4-year-old boy deserves a new trial
because references to her sexual orientation were prejudicial and irrelevant, the Michigan Court of Appeals has ruled. The 2-1 opinion held that testimony from a teenager
who said she had seen Ramona J. Harper having sex with a woman had nothing to do
with the child abuse charges. Harper's conviction on five criminal sexual conduct
charges and her 20- to 50-year sentence have been thrown out, and the case sent back to
Detroit City Recorder's Court.
Three Men Arrested In Nevada Gay-Related Attack: Three men were arrested
in Reno, Nev., in connection with the Sept. 4 kidnapping and beating of an acquaintance
they believed was gay, authorities said. Lester Arthur, 22, Jason Gear, 23, and Chris
Kirkand, 25, were booked Sept. 9 as California fugitives on a variety of felony charges.
Thomas C. Lee, 32, of Reno was found beaten and in shock near Emigrant Gap, 30
miles west of Truckee, Calif. He told authorities that three men had talked him into
driving them to Sacramento, but on the way the three threatened him with a shotgun,
beat him with a baseball bat, stripped him of clothing and tied him to a tree while
hurling anti-gay epithets. The three suspects are also suspected of being white supremacists.
Appeals Court Remands Lesbian Custody Case: The Utah Court of Appeals has
rejected a judge's finding that a Salt Lake City woman is a morally unfit parent because
she is lesbian living with her female partner. In an opinion released Sept. 9, the court
sent the case back to 3rd District Judge Frank G. Noel. The appeals ruling does not
make a new custody award, but orders Noel to reconsider his decision and back it up
with Stronger factual findings. "I'm still in a state of shock," appellant Lynne Tucker
said, adding that she was relieved by the new chance at custody of her 4-year-old
daughter. "I felt like [Noel] was saying 'You're gay, you shouldn't be a parent.'" The
judge had said Tucker demonstrated "a lack of moral example" by living with her lover
"without benefit of marriage."
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Polygraph Weakens Case In Gay Killings: Police in Irving, Tex, say results of a
polygraph test weaken their theory that a confessed killer of one gay man also committed two similar murders. Edwin Bernard Perkins was charged with murder three weeks
ago after confessing to the stabbing of Larry David Allen, but police had suspected
Perkins in the slayings of two other gay men. Perkins has denied any involvement in the
killings of Leopoldo "Paul" Quintanilla Jr. and Larry Leggett. Police said Sept. 7 that
Perkins passed a lie-detector test in connection with Quintanilla's death. "At this point,
I don't have anything that will positively link him to the other two murders," said Irving
detective Tom Rowan, who added that Perkins will remain a suspect while police'await
DNA test results, which are expected in eight weeks.
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3 openly gay candidates win in primaries
14 Victory Fund candidates
advance to general elections
Washington, DC—Three more openly gay
and lesbian candidates won their September
13 primaries, bringing the total number of Victory Fund candidates in the November 8 elections to a record high of 14, according to Victory Fund Deputy Director Kathleen DeBold.
With all but the absentee ballots tallied,
Karen Burstein appears to have beaten her
three tough opponents in the Democratic primary for New York State Attorney General.
Will Fitzpatrick won the Democratic primary for Rhode Island State Senate with 55
percent to his closest opponent's 39 percent.
Unless a write-in candidate appears, Fitzpatrick
will be unopposed in the general election.
Phoenix businessman Ken Cheuvront won
the Democratic primary for Arizona State
House of Representatives with 44 percent of
the vote. The man Cheuvront will face in the
general election got 39 percent of the vote in
the Republican Primary.
Burstein, Fitzpatrick and Cheuvront join
the Victory Fund's other winners in advancing
to the November 8 general elections. The 14
Victory Fund recommended candidates running in this year's general election are:
• Tom Ammiano for San Francisco Board of
Supervisors
• Derek Belt for Massachusetts House of
Representatives
• Karen Burstein for New York State
Attorney General
• Chuck Carpenter for Oregon House of
Representatives
• Ken Cheuvront for Arizona House of
Representatives

Karen Burstein beat three opponents in
her bid to be the Democratic nominee
for New York State Attorney General
• Bonnie Dumanis for San Diego Municipal
Court
• George Eighmey for Oregon House of
Representatives
• Will Fitzpatrick for Rhode Island State
Senate
• Sheila Kuehl for California State Assembly
• Susan Leal for San Franciscv Board of
Supervisors
• Tony Miller for California Secretary of
State
• Teri Schwartz for Los Angeles Superior
Court
• Cynthia Wooten for Oregon House of
Representatives
• Tim Van Zandt for Missouri House of
Representatives
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Anti-gay gubernatorial candidate
loses primary in Minnesota
St. Paul, Minn. _ In a high-profile defeat
for the religious right, Republican voters in
the Minnesota gubernatorial primary Sept. 13
overwhelmingly rejected Allen Quist, an antigay religious right activist who sought to unseat popular incumbent Arne Carlson for his
support of gay and abortion rights.
Quist, a farmer, father of 10 and fundamentalist Christian who believes in creationism, won the largely symbolic endorsement
of the state Republican Party at its convention in June because of a large turnout of
conservative delegates who never forgave
Carlson for signing a gay rights bill into law
and supporting abortion rights.
One Quist ad said that because the governor supports current abortion laws, which do
not specifically ban abortions at any stage of
pregnancy, Carlson therefore supports abortions in the ninth month of pregnancy.
Another ad claimed that a Carlson task
force drafted legislation that would legalize
gay marriages. The ad asks voters to stop
Carlson's "weird liberal nonsense." The radio ad is not sponsored by Quist's campaign
but by the independent Minnesota Conservative Political Action Committee.
In the ad, a preacher asks "Rick" and
"Steve" whether each man will take the other
as his lawfully wedded husband.
After each says, "I do," the preacher says,
"I now pronounce you man—and man?" A
wedding march plays in the background.
While a task force did write draft legislation legalizing gay marriages and adoption
by gay couples, the panel was appointed by
Go v. Rudy Perpich before Carlson took office. The recommendations were never enacted into law.
And while Carlson signed Minnesota's
1993 gay rights law, putting him at odds with
many in his party, the law—which guarantees basic rights to housing, jobs and education—specifically prohibits same-sex marriages.
In an interview with a weekly Jewish
newspaper, Carlson likened the rise of the
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Gov. Arne Carlson celebrates his victory
over Allen Quist, an anti-gay religious
right activist in the Minnesota Republican primary. Pictured with Carlson is his
running mate, Joanne Benson.

religious right in the state GOP to the rise of
Adolf Hitler. He later apologized.
The Carlson-Quist race was viewed in the
national media as a battle for the soul of the
national Republican party, and the outcome
does not bode well for far right activists.
"This was a high-profile referendum on
the [Pat] Robertson wing of the party," said
Richard Tafel, national director of Log Cabin
Republicans, a GOP gay rights group. "Quist
embodied the fundamentalist agenda on every issue, and he lost big among Republicans.
It's another victory for those who want the
Republican Party to be the party of Lincoln,
not the party of gay bashing."
MARY R. SANDOK
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Ohio lesbians raped in brutal hate crime
Canton, Ohio—Two South Canton area
lesbians were raped and assaulted by an unknown attacker on Aug. 25, according to the
Gay People's Chronicle in Cleveland.
The women were bound, raped and beaten,
and threats were made to harm one of the
victims' sleeping child. The crime appears to
have been motivated by the fact that the
women were lesbians, the Chronicle reports.
'There was a rainbow wind sock hanging
on the porch, and a flag with a pink triangle
on it in the back of the house," Sally Wamsley,
one of the victims, told the Chronicle.
Throughout the ordeal, the attacker made remarks such as, "I'm tired of all the lesbians
moving into the southwest end of Canton,"
and he repeatedly made anti-lesbian remarks.
The intruder broke into the home of one
of the women around 2:00 am. Sally Wamsley,
a house guest, was suddenly awakened when
the unknown man entered her room holding a
knife to her friend's throat.
Both women were then blindfolded and
had their hands tied behind their backs. The
attacker took one woman into another room
where he sexually assaulted her, and then
returned to Wamsley's room where he violently raped her both anally and vaginally.
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The ordeal lasted more than four hours.
During the attack, the friend's 8-year-old
daughter was asleep in another bedroom. "He
had warned us that if we made any noise to
wake her up, or if she woke up and came into
the room, he would kill her in front of us."
Wamsley said.
"My daughter is okay," the girl's mother
said. "It was terrifying," she added, "because
while he ordered us to remain silent, he made
no attempt himself to keep quiet. Thank God
that my daughter slept through the whole
thing."
On the incident report given to the Cleveland Lesbian-Gay Community Center,
Wamsley described the Canton police
department's overall response to the incident
as "indifferent and hostile."
"When the police finally got there,"
Wamsley told the Chronicle, "we got the impression that they did not really believe us."
There are no suspects at this time. Although the Canton police department has no
official criteria to identify a crime as a hate
crime, a detective from the force said that
given the specific circumstances of this case,
he was treating the situation as a hate crime.
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Crime bill a mixed bag
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Bill strengthens penalties for
hate crimes and violence
against women but adds
mandatory HIV testing for
some arrestees
Washington, D.C.—The much-delayed federal crime bill, signed into law by President
Clinton September 13, includes enhanced penalties for hate crimes and violence against
women but also includes a Republican-sponsored amendment that forces HIV-antibody
testing on those accused of sexual offenses.
The amendment also commissions a study
of sentencing guidelines for people with AIDS/
HIV who engage in sexual activities with the
intent of exposing another person to HIV.
Washington-based AIDS lobbyists expressed
their surprise and frustration that the amendment was included in the crime bill, and that
progressive members of Congress were not
able prevent its inclusion.
The final version of the bill includes the
Hate Crimes Sentencing Enhancement Act and
the Violence Against Women Act, two measures supported by the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force. Tanya Domi, NGLTF legislative director, said, "This act sends a dramatic signal to those who seek to victimize
gay people and others. The federal government declares that hate crimes will be taken
seriously by the federal courts and will be
punished."
The bill will advance the federal response
to crimes in which the perpetrator intentionally selects a victim because of his or her
"actual or perceived race, color, religion, national origin, ethnicity, gender or sexual orientation." Specifically, the act increases penalties for federal crimes that are hate-motivated
and enhances federal sentences not less than
three offense levels.
Along with the Hate Crime Sentencing Enhancement Act, the Violence Against Women
Act was folded into the massive crime bill.
That act doubles the federal penalty for repeat
sex offenders and requires that federal laws
treat acquaintance rape and stranger rape the
same. The act also mandates restitution for the
victims of sex crimes. The measure includes

NGLTF's Tanya Domi applauds the bill,
but AIDS advocates express anger and
frustration over the HIV-testing provisions.
money for a wide variety of police training,
counseling services, data collection systems,
and educational programs.
According to IN Newsweekly, the Republican amendment enables the victim of a sexual
offense to apply to a federal court and ask that
the judge order the defendant be tested for
HIV. When the federal courts deem it appropriate, the legislation states that the results of
the defendant's HIV results may be disclosed
to "the parent or legal guardian of the victim,
and to the person tested.
"Helen Fox, public policy director at the
National Minority AIDS Council, said, "The
bill raises serious civil rights concerns for us
because it's discriminatory and singles out
people with HIV although we've spent so much
time trying to reduce hysteria around HIV."
According to Denise McWilliams, an attorney for the Health Division of the
Boston-based Justice Resource Institute, advocates who work in the HIV/AIDS, sexual
assault and victim rights fields have consistently concluded that testing those accused of
sexual crimes does nothing to aid the victim,
but does much to further stigmatize those living with HIV and AIDS.

Washington roommates charged
with vandalizing their own house
Tacoma, WA—Bail was set at $15,000 each
for two men accused of vandalizing their rented
home and then claiming they were victims of a
hate crime against gay people.
Eric Sturgis, 26, and Lee Brovold, 24,
pleaded innocent Sept. 12 in Pierce County
Superior Court to charges of first-degree theft,
malicious mischief and obstructing a police
officer.
Also pleading innocent was Michelle
Murray, 24, a roommate of the couple. She
was held on $2,500 bail and was charged with
first-degree theft and malicious mischief.
Sturgis and Brovold were arrested as they
were preparing to flee the state, said Lilah
Amos, a Pierce County deputy prosecutor.
The vandalism, described at the time as
Tacoma's worst hate crime, caused an estimated $20,000 damage to a converted turn-ofthe-century church the three rented together.
The three tenants have filed insurance claims
for more than $53,000 in personal losses.
"The whole thing from the get-go was a
scam," said police spokesman Jim Mattheis.
When the two men were arrested, they had

just returned from a three-week vacation in
Florida, Amos said. They had bought a house
in Omaha, Neb., and were heading out of state
with their car packed full of their belongings
when police arrived, she said.
Both men filed a renter's insurance claim
with Allstate Insurance for $33,400 in stolen
or damaged property against a policy they purchased about a week before the vandalism,
court documents showed. They have received
$2,400 so far. Murray filed a claim for $20,000
with Safeco Insurance Co. and has received
more than $2,500, according to court documents. She also purchased her policy about a
week before the incident.
The roommates said they returned home
from a gay-pride parade on July 31 to find
swastikas and hate slogans such as "kill fags"
and "get out fags" spray-painted on the walls.
Water pipes were smashed, appliances toppled
and crushed glass covered the floors.
The three are scheduled to return to court
on Sept. 27.
KATHRYN CRAWFORD
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Chasing the pink pound I Flip Your Lid!
British gay magazines
are in a boom market
byWAYNE HOFFMAN
British gay magazines are booming in
1994. Market surveys pointing to the gay
community as an untapped consumer gold
mine have led mainstream advertisers to support new gay publications. As with a similar
American boom a couple of years ago, which
launched Out, Genre, and Ten Percent, the
British explosion is motivated first and foremost by the gay dollar—or in this case, the
pink pound.
"There was a lot of stuff here about a year
ago in the mainstream press about this pink
pound story, and it got out of all proportion,"
says Paul Burston, Consultant Editor and
co-founder of Attitude Magazine. "All these
publishers who had never before shown any
interest in financing gay projects suddenly
thought there was a market there and they
could make some money."
Attitude was eventually picked up by quite
an unlikely publishing house, Northern &
Shell, which makes its profits from mainstream celebrity magazines along the lines of
People or Us, and from straight pornography.
Northern & Shell had never touched a gay
magazine before Attitude premiered in April,
but the allure of the pink pound changed that.
Burston wanted a magazine less restricted
in its perspective than Britain's single
longstanding community-oriented news
magazine, Gay Times.
"The motivation for starting it was that I
was dissatisfied with the gay press we had
here. It was very narrow," he says. "We
wanted something that looked a bit more outward, that wouldn't just be read by a gay
audience, that wouldn't exclude intelligent
straight people."
Attitude is slick and hip and bordering on
pretentious as only British magazines can. It
concentrates on fashion and celebrities rather
than news, and true to its mission, it is not
exclusively gay centered. Excluding the 5000
copies distributed throughout the United
States, the circulation is hovering below veteran Gay Times' 50,000. [By comparison, in
the U.S., Out leads the gay magazines with a
circulation of 100,000]. But Burston insists
that the two magazines are not in direct competition.
"Attitude is about trying to be a gay style
magazine, and the immediate competition is
the men's style magazines, who of course
trade on the fact that a lot of their readers are
gay," he says. "It makes absolute sense to
read Gay Times and Attitude and get totally
different things from them, so I don't see any
reason why they should be in competition."
Besides, Gay Times has launched its own
competition. In the wake of the pink pound
excitement last year, Gay Times editorial assistant Frances Williams approached the
magazine's publishing company, gay-owned
Millivres, and proposed launching a national
lesbian magazine, Diva. Now in its sixth
month, the bi-monthly is selling even better
than expected, says Williams.
"We didn't really think that we could conquer the world in a day, but we've doubled
our print run every issue," says Williams,
now Diva's editor. As the only large-scale
paid lesbian magazine in the U.K., Diva's
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quality cars and service.
New & Used Cars • Full Service
Parts • Body Shop

451-2700
Attitude is slick and hip and bordering on
pretentious as only British magazines can.
Diva, a bi-monthly lesbian magazine in its
sixth month, is selling even better than
expected.

circulation has already topped 20,000, with
2000 more copies sold in the United States.
Diva takes a comprehensive view of lesbian culture, from international news to social concerns to media reviews, and maintains a respectable standard of journalism
while infusing the magazine with a sense of
style. While Williams refers to Diva as the
sister publication to Gay Times, she stresses
that Diva is not simply Gay Times for women.
"It's been seen as a sub-niche of the gay
market," she says of her readership, "but I
see this as a women's magazine. It's both a
women's magazine and a gay magazine, and
that gives it a much wider scope in terms of
how we market it. I think lesbian issues do
tend to cut across women's issues and gay
issues and aren't so easily containable."
Williams remembers the atmosphere at
Gay Times this spring when the magazine
market opened up seemingly overnight.
"It was absolute madness," she says. "I
think it's good that it happened because it
means that the market is diversifying. Having said that, I think there was a bit of
over-optimism about the extent of the gay
market, and how many magazines the market
can actually hold."
Williams is referring to the ill-fated Phase,
CONTINUES ON PAGE 18
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respectful ofthe presence ofmy female life partner during the sale. Ms. Ellis could relate
to me more comfortably than any other car salesperson ever has.
I appreciated her availability at Curry Honda. During my two days ofbusiness at
your dealership, I was aware oftwo other same-sex couples making purchases.
Thankyou once again for your dealership's stance to be gay/lesbian sensitive andfor
providing quality gay personnel such as Julie Ellis.
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Laine Peek
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GUEST EDITORIAL

Have we lost the original civil rights spirit?
by DAVID M. PERRY
The philosophies and experiences of Mahatma Gandhi and the Rev. Martin Luther King,
Jr. have engendered the modern movement for
civil and human rights. We have inherited powerful tools from them for fighting the violence
of bigotry, self-righteousness and prejudice.
Marches, boycotts and acts of nonviolent resistance and non-cooperation with evil were
and are the hallmarks of their ideologies. Yet
it seems to me that we have failed to embrace
the heart and soul of their powerful legacy.
For in each of these men's hearts, they truly
believed they had found a way out of the madness of oppression and bigotry. What they
asked from those who would fight for civil
rights required great courage and unwavering
conviction.
I have searched my own soul and the writings of these two men in order to see more
clearly the path toward achieving equal rights
for gay men, lesbians and bisexuals. What I
have thus far found has both inspired and
humbled me:
• They asked that "an ethic of love" be the
guiding principle of the civil rights workers
and freedom fighters.
• They did not believe in winning at any
price.
• Their purpose did not include defeating
or humiliating the opponent but rather to win
the opponent's friendship and understanding.
• Their ultimate goal was a reconciled and
loving larger community.
• They believed that the nonviolent resistef
should fight against the evil, not the evil-doer.
This is to say, to expose prejudice and bigotry
wherever they exist, so that the perpetrators
and the larger community can see them for the
evil they are and thus agree to bring about
their end for the good of all.
• They fostered the willingness to accept
suffering without retaliation, to accept blows
without hitting back. And even more challenging, without hating back.
• They promoted and encouraged the hopeful conviction that "the universe is on the side
of justice." Which is to say that whatever God
or "Universal Consciousness" there is, it is on
the side of all those fighting to bring about
justice.
From the time of Stonewall to the present,
our fight for justice has achieved much by
utilizing the political tools of Gandhi and King.
Yet, I believe that we have failed to thor-

oughly capture and utilized their underlying
beliefs and convictions, which are essential to
the ultimate effectiveness of their philosophies.
It is clear to me that it will take much more
than marches and legislation to transform our
society enough to abandon long-held prejudices and bigotry. In addition to this, we need
to access the profound spirit that these two
men inspired in their followers. As we celebrate this 25th anniversary of Stonewall, I
feel it would serve us greatly to do an examination of conscience using their spiritual principles. Or I do not believe we will see our
efforts come to fruition within the next 25
years.
Gandhi and King clearly wanted more than
laws and rights, they wanted a transformed
larger community. They believed that this
transformation had to start first with them and
their followers. They grasped the simple wisdom of becoming that which you seek. Thus
we learn from them that to seek justice means
first to become just. To seek a world without
prejudice means we must first free ourselves
from prejudice. To seek equal treatment means
we must first treat each other as equals.
Yes, we still need to be politically savvy.
Yes, we need to procure legislation to curtail
bad and unjust behavior. We cannot be naive
about the powers arrayed against us. But our
efforts are sorely incomplete without also embracing the broader tasks of changing hearts
and minds, informing consciences and raising
consciousness. Beginning with ourselves, we
need to see our own prejudices and bigotry for
what they are. We need to see how we inflict
injustice and violence upon ourselves. How
can we expect the world around us to change
in attitude towards us when we are not willing
to give up the narrow ways in which we perceive each other? Our opponents must first see
us treating each other with dignity.
We need to ask ourselves how our efforts
for equal rights are served when we objectify
each other sexually; when we exhibit our bigotry toward effeminate men and masculine
women; when we abandon a friend or lover
who is HIV-positive or is diagnosed with
AIDS; when we have unsafe sex or deceive
others regarding our HIV status; when we insist on remaining an invisible minority; or when
we reject, isolate and discount one another
because of age, gender, ideals of beauty, physical or mental challenge, race, and so forth?

This is not to say that we need to be perfect
beings before we deserve equal rights. For it is
by virtue of our dignity as human beings than
we deserve our rights. What I am saying is that
I believe that there is a spiritual connection
between how we treat ourselves and how we
are treated by the world around us. It seems to
me that we have access to a spiritual means to
make these rights a reality for us. But there
will be sacrifices involved. Courage will be
needed. We will have to give up some, if not
all, of our most cherished illusions about ourselves.
Until and unless we are able to look at our
own darkness—our own internalized homophobic, heterophobic, racist and sexist reactions—
and make real changes, we should not expect
the rest of American society to embrace us as
part of a national family. By not making real
internal changes within ourselves and our
movement, we are merely rearranging deck
furniture on a Titanic of effort for political and
legislative change. The insights provided by
Gandhi and King call us beyond these ultimately superficial and short-lived solutions.
For we know all too well that morality cannot
be legislated. Laws have and will continue to
be overturned when the tides of bigotry rise
again.
We have within us an indomitable spirit
and a wellspring of courage. I have seen evidence of this from before Stonewall through to
the AIDS crisis. And, as I too often see politicians and legislators reaching for short term
and cursory solutions, I know we must do
more. From ancient times gay, lesbian and
bisexual people have played essential roles in
the spiritual growth of the human community
as healers, shamans, priests and priestesses.
Throughout the ages, we have risen up to point
the way to deeper human values and the healing of broken communities. Let us call upon
this wisdom within our heritage to make real
and lasting changes for ourselves and society
at large. In so doing, I believe we will find our
way back to the path valiantly forged by Mahatma Gandhi and the Rev. Martin Luther King,
Jr.
David Perry is a licensed counselor and is
writing a book on Gandhi, King, and the gay
rights movement. He lives in Raleigh, N.C.
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Macon sends thanks
How can we ever thank you enough? Your
support was instrumental in our being able to
provide services and to help people understand what we were going through at the time.
When we complain about Atlanta being
the "other Georgia," we will look back on how
Southern Voice garnered the support of Atlanta and surrounding areas to come to the aid
of their peers in other parts of the state and
southeast. You are truly regional in scope.
The plea for dollars raised almost $600.
Your plea for supplies resulted in an entire van
load of usable products—cleaning supplies,
paper products, medicine, medical supplies and
dietary supplements like Ensure and Sustical
were irreplaceable in our efforts to survive the
Flood of '94.
We recovered to find we had in August
almost 12 people die from HIV-related illness.
We usually have one a week or one every
other week. I cannot help but think the stress
and poor sanitary conditions played a part.

We are back on line now with only a few
people still out of work, but I do want you to
know that you saved lives in the HIV community. Our death toll would have been much
higher without the help of Southern Voice,
The Lambda Center, Midtowne Medicine and
all the others that helped you to help us during
our crisis. You were the first to call us to lend
a hand, and I hope we will be the first you call
when we can help you or someone else in
trouble.
Another interesting item: The Midwest responded much as Southern Voice did, sending
expertise in how to dig out of the aftermath
and sending much needed supplies and volunteers experienced in flood recovery. We certainly thank them and would also like to thank
the Kroger company for providing much
needed water and supplies at no increased cost
during the hood.
A final note—don't ever take your water
for granted.
Johnny Fambro
The Rainbow Center
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Separatism and its discontents
I note with mixed emotions the passing of
the Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance. The
organization that had stood for 20 years as an
emblem of lesbian/feminist strength in Atlanta
has come to an end. The dwelling itself will be
sold, with the final disposition of their 20-year
lesbian/feminist archive as the major unresolved issue.
For those new to Atlanta, ALFA was the
first lesbian organization in the Southeast, and
when I moved here in 1983, one of the bulwarks of the community. They provided
women who were coming out (or women who
had been ill-treated by men) with a space for
healing and sanctuary.
And it was an aggressively separatist,
womyn-only space—no men allowed, with
even the address kept as secret as possible. I
remember the story that circulated about
ALFA's purchase of a piano—they had the
movers' leave the piano on the sidewalk, and
then the womyn moved it through the yard, up
the porch and into the house, thank you very
much.
We chuckled at that story, as though the
presence of an accidental male pheromone
would desanctify the residence—a little too
similar to the elementary school concept of
Cooties to suit me. I look back on that now as
just another typically male response to being
informed about a place where I couldn't go—I
immediately, automatically, instinctively
wanted to go there, just to see what it is I'm
not supposed to see. Perversity, thy name is
Man.
And that's the exact point the ALFA
womyn wanted to make—that in this society
full of male privilege, here's one place where
your male status is as much a detriment to you
as our female status is to us everywhere else.
And that was the only message ALFA had for
me—my opinion of their separatism was not
on their meeting's agenda.
Needless to say, ALFA was not an organization I admired very much, for reasons both
of efficiency and karma Efficiency-wise, separatism limits our ability to work together to
change things for the better. And karma-wise,
separatism only demonstrates that the weak
can learn to play by the same oppressive rules
that the oppressors use. This sort of anti-male
fetishism (which continues to this day at some
women's music festivals, where male children
past puberty are not welcome) felt extremely
counter-productive, exclusive.
My instincts were to move away from
places where men and women couldn't learn
to work together, and toward co-sexual organizations. Within a year, I stopped volunteer-

Mayor Bill Campbell
Atlanta City Hall
55 Trinity Avenue, SW
Atlanta, GA 30335
Dear Mayor Campbell:
I have enclosed an article from the September 1 issue of Southern Voice, a local gay
newspaper. The article describes the arrests of
men having sex in a remote area of Piedmont"
Park during the recent "Operation Street
Sweep" action by the Atlanta Police Department. I found several aspects of the article
disturbing. Doubtless, you are familiar with
the policy and politics behind such police actions, if not with the details of these particular
arrests.
While I in no way condone the activities of
those seeking to have sex in public places, or
in this case barely public places, I am outraged
and mystified by what can only be described
as a colossal waste of police manpower and
therefore of tax dollars in a city rampant with
crime. You are the mayor of the city with the

ing at the Atlanta Gay Center, which struggled
with female involvement the entire time I was
there, and started working with SAME (Southeast Arts, Media & Education Project), one of
the first Atlanta organizations run by a woman
that addressed the entire range of progressive
political concerns, not just feminist and lesbian issues. Director Rebecca Ranson's political instincts had developed from the grassroots/coalition model of the '60s, and she had
strong connections with gay men.
SAME addressed separatism when approached by some women to sponsor a womenonly event. Rebecca was quite properly concerned about producing an event that some of
SAME'S members could not attend, and SAME
drew up a policy that acknowledged the need
for separatist events, but stated that SAME
was a place where people looked for common
ground to work together.
As I was reading James Redfield's odd
little bestseller, "The Celestine Prophecy," I
was intrigued to note the similarities between
his model for consensus at meetings and our
SAME board meetings.
In the "Celestine" world view, at a meeting of any size, everyone is entitled to his or
her say. And if everyone at that meeting is
actively attuned to the group's energy, it will
be clear whose idea is most powerful, and he
or she will speak. Redfield shows what happens when this model isn 't followed—how a
group is injured when someone monopolizes a
meeting by talking just to hear himself talk, or
when someone holds their idea back from fear
of expressing it. I couldn't help but see a
backdoor connection to ALFA—had acceptance of this sort existed in society in the early

highest rate of violent crime of any city in
America last year (FBI statistics).
, On the very evening and at about the same
time these particular arrests were taking place,
a friend of mine was robbed at gunpoint less
than 30 yards off Peachtree Road in
Buckhead—supposedly one of the safest areas
of the city. Surely the (at least) four plainclothes
policemen taking part in the entrapment of
these men in a remote section of Piedmont
Park could be used far more productively. Such
arrests as these are only window-dressing theatrics supposedly combating the ever rising
tide of real crimes against persons and property we, in the city of Atlanta, face daily.
With a continued squandering of time, energy, and money by the APD against this type
of "criminal," the murderers and robbers in
Atlanta promise to again make us number one
on the FBI crime list for 1994. I shall await
with interest your comments and justification
for this action.
Sincerely,
Ivy Sinclair

'70s, a separate space might not have been
necessary.
Fast-forward to the present—on vacation
this summer, while talking with our lesbian
B&B host about the state of Atlanta's lesbian/
gay community, I noted the ALFA House's
closing as a landmark in Atlanta gay political
history. I made some grand statement about
how "separatism has given way to co-sexual
cooperation in the gay community, thank goodness" and then my traveling companion mentioned the Gay Spirit Visions Conference,
which we both help organize, and which he
pointedly noted was a gay male-only event.
Hmmm—three years I had helped organize this conference of 100 or more spiritually
oriented gay men, and I had managed to entirely ignore the fact that I was creating a '90s
version of Separate Space.
Our model is almost exactly the one that
Redfield describes. We open with a Heart
Circle, where every man gets the chance to
say who he is and what's in his heart, and the
power generated by that one simple act propels our conference forward as if by magic.
After that, we're not organizing, we're simply
holding on for the ride.
We consciously define our space positively,
asking that our participants be present to address the spiritual gifts and burdens of being a
gay man in this society at this time. And in the
past, we have found ways when asked to accommodate a stealth "straight" man who attended our second year, and the heterosexual
staff at the facility where we hold the conference. In other words, we try to define our
mission inclusively—if they have a Gay Spirit
Vision to celebrate, they are welcome.
And now, I can finally see that at the core
of all separatist groups is the need for safe
space, where its members heal and strengthen
privately, and then go forth into the world and
create more safe spaces. Just as there must be
places where we gather together, the must also
be places where we assemble alone, as we do
at the Mountain in North Carolina, and as the
womyn of ALFA did in their house at that
once-unknown address.
On their passing, then, it should be noted
that in a society where even their gay brothers
had little respect for what they were doing, the
womyn of ALFA managed to not only to create and guard their safe space, but to plant in
my mind a seed that would eventually, almost
unconsciously, lead me along their path. I honor
their pioneering work, and acknowledge their
visible legacy—the empowerment of the vibrant lesbian community that graces Atlanta
today.
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GLAAD
News
by AL KIELWASSER, GLAAD/SFBA

Here's the story off a
dyke named Brady...
"Here's the story of a lovely lady,
who was bringing up three very lovely
girls..." For well over a decade, the familiar Brady Bunch refrain has chimed
daily from television sets around the
globe. Now, the campy '70s hit series is
being made into a Hollywood feature film
and one of those "lovely girls" might
also be a lovely lesbian.
The Paramount film is currently in
production, and writers Jim Berg and Stan
Zimmerman (creators of Roseanne's infamous "lesbian kiss" episode) have suggested that the character of Marcia Brady
will become involved with another
woman. In the film, Marcia's best friend
is Nicole, an out lesbian. Marcia's friend
develops a crush on the eldest Brady
daughter and, according to Stan
Zimmerman, "Nicole gets what she's after in the end."
A queer Brady could powerfully subvert the historical heterosexism of
television's "family" sitcoms. A lesbian
Marcia would explode the mythic heterosexuality of The Brady Bunch, radiating a uniquely affirmative message
throughout the popular culture. Such cultural transformations—whether humorous or serious—are essential to combating homophobia, which is largely maintained through film and television.
Send feedback to Stan Zimmerman
and Jim Berg, Brady Bunch Movie, c/o
Paramount Studios, 5555 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood CA 90038, (213) 9564900.

People who read
People
Readers of People Weekly have been
treated to an improved, more lesbian-positive magazine. Most recently (Sept. 5),
the popular magazine's "Couples" section featured a two-page spread on singer
Melissa Etheridge and her lover, Julie
Cypher. "Her Grammy is nice," the magazine notes, but Etheridge's lover is her
"greatest prize."
"A House in Harmony," written by
Peter Castro and John Griffiths, profiles
Etheridge and Cypher in both words and
photos. The feature deals nonchalantly
with the couple's blossoming relationship and peeks—without sensationalism—into the personal histories of each
woman.
Send your comments to Jason
McManus, Editor-in-Chief, People
Weekly, Time & Life Building,
Rockefeller Center, New York, NY
10020.
We welcome and thank you for your
contributions to this column. Permission
is granted to distribute and/or reproduce
this column in part or in its entirety provided attribution is made to GLAAD/Atlanta andAl Kielwasser, GLAAD/SFBA.
For more information about GLAAD/'Atlanta write P.O .Box 55111, Atlanta, GA
30308; phone 404-876-1398; fax 404876-4051; internet: glaadatl@aol.com.
This column is a product of the Gay &
Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation/Atlanta, Inc.
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AIDS Research Consortium of Atlanta gets renewed federal funds
Atlanta—The National Institute of Allergy
and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) has awarded
a five-year $3.77 million contract to the AIDS
Research Consortium of Atlanta (ARCA) to
continue its mission of studying promising
therapies against HIV and its associated illnesses. This grant means that more than
10,000 Atlantans who are infected with HIV
and receive their care from ARCA physicians will continue to have local access to
investigational drugs being studied through
NIAID's Community Programs for Clinical
Research on AIDS (CPCRA).
Founded in 1988, ARCA is a non-profit
community-based association of physicians
who conduct clinical drug trials of HIV treatments. ARCA provides people with HIV infection access to new therapies through these

drug trials, including those persons historically left out of research such as women,
African Americans, Latinos and injection drug
users. Patients enrolled in ARCA trials receive study medications and physical exams,
free of charge.
ARCA's members include 50 metro Atlanta physicians in private practice and three
public health clinics: Grady Infectious Disease Program, Veterans Administration Medical Center, and Southside Healthcare, Inc.
ARCA also conducts clinical research
sponsored by the pharmaceutical industry.
To date, over 800 patients have participated
in 29 trials sponsored by ARCA. In addition,
approximately 6,000 patients are enrolled on
the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention's Adult Spectrum of Disease

study, which ARCA conducts through a contract with the Georgia Department of Human
Resources.
ARCA was first named one of NIAID's
CPCRA sites in 1989. NIAID's decision to
renew ARCA's contract stems from a long,
competitive process. Thirty seven community-based organizations across the country
submitted applications to become or renew
as CPCRA sites. Only 16 sites were awarded
contracts. Twelve, including ARCA, are incumbent sites.
The first-year funding for the 16 five-year
awards totals $12 million. The CPCRA is
one of four HIV clinical trials programs supported by NIAID, which is a component of
the National Institutes of Health, a U.S. Public Health Service agency.

"The CPCRA provides an important avenue for Atlanta patients to gain access to
new therapies, and we are very pleased that
NIAID has renewed our contract," said Dr.
Melanie Thompson, ARCA's founder and
principal investigator. "NIAID's decision to
continue our relationship is a positive reflection on our efforts to collect and report high
quality data while offering access to potentially lifesaving therapies for all persons living with HIV infection in Atlanta."
ARCA's investigators are hopeful that the
clinical trials they are conducting, including
the ones sponsored by the CPCRA, will lead
to better treatments and ultimately a cure.
Five of the drugs studied in clinical trials at
ARCA have since been licensed to treat patients with HIV infection.
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A Benefit for The NAMES Project & Positive Impact

Saturday, October 1st, 1994 8pm
NationsBank Plaza - 26th Floor
North Avenue and Peachtree Street
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Sponsored by
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The Boy Next Door
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The Godmothers
House of Colors
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Minorities account for growing
share of AIDS cases, CDC reports
Atlanta—Minorities are being hit increasingly harder by AIDS, accounting for more
than half of all new cases in the United States
in 1993.
Of the 106,949 AIDS cases reported last
year in the United States, Puerto Rico, Guam
and the Virgin Islands, 58,538—or 55 percent—were among minorities, the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention reported Sept.
8.
In 1992, minority cases accounted for 52
percent of new cases, up from 51 percent the
year before.
As the epidemic develops, its pace has
slowed among gay white men while quickening among minorities, particularly among
blacks.
The AIDS rate last year among whites was
30 cases per 100,000 people. The rate was
more than five times higher among blacks (162
cases per 100,000 people) and three times
higher among Hispanics (90). Among American Indians and Eskimos, it was 24 per
100,000, and among Asians and Islanders, 12
per 100,000.

Black women, with an AIDS rate of 73 per
100,000, were about 15 times more likely than
white women to get the disease. Black males,
with a rate of 266 per 100,000, were nearly
five times more likely than white males to get
AIDS.
Geography also makes a difference in how
the virus spreads, said Dr. Teresa Diaz of the
CDC's National Center for Infectious Diseases.
"Although we aggregate minorities together, there are large geographic differences
among minority groups," she said. "For black
and Hispanic men in the Northeast, it's spread
by intravenous drug use," while homosexual
contact is the greater risk elsewhere for those
men.
The Northeast—particularly New York
state—has the highest rates of AIDS infection
for both blacks and Hispanics, while the South
and Midwest are generally lower.
In some states, vast differences between
minorities exist. In Florida, the rate for blacks
is almost three times greater than for Hispanics.
A.J. H0STETLER
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INVESTIGATIONAL PROGRAM
FOR PEOPLE WHO ARE
HIV POSITIVE WITHOUT SYMPTOMS

A

HIVcauses progressive loss of immune function over a long
period of time. Treatment with newer therapies may reduce
disease progression.
IF YOU or someone you know is HIV-infected and without
symptoms and would be interested in participating in a
research study involving an investigational treatment for
HIV, we may be able to help you.
Currently there is a nationwide research study involving
more than 30 centers. The product under investigation may
help you maintain your immune system longer.
Those who qualify for entry into the program will have study related
medical costs covered. Some qualifying criteria are:
— You are at least 18 years of age.
— You are HIV positive.
— You do not have any current symptoms.
— Your CD4 count is between 100-400 cells/mm3.

MTV show "Smart Sex" examines
young people's sexual attitudes
New York—"Smart Sex," a one-hour special focusing on young adults' sexual attitudes
and experiences, will premiere on MTV: Music Television September 27. The show is produced by Linda Ellerbee's Lucky Duck Productions and is hosted by Christian Slater.
"Many young people know the facts about
HIV and other STDs. What they don't know is
how to use that information to protect themselves," said Ellerbee. '"Smart Sex' provides
a personal look at the sexual choices young
people are making and how some of them are
now living what they've learned about safer
sex...and some are not. This is a story of truth
and consequences."
The program features 11 young people,
straight and gay, in a variety of sexual relationships: single and safely playing the field;
promiscuous and refusing to use condoms; HIV
positive and practicing safer sex; and choosing abstinence for now.
Producers point to the rising rates of sexual
activity and sexually transmitted diseases
among young people as the impetus behind
"Smart Sex." AIDS is now the second leading
cause of death among all 25 to 44-year-olds,
many of whom were probably infected in their
teens or early 20s.
"In presenting 'Smart Sex' on MTV, we
hope to raise awareness among young adults
about making safer sexual choices," said Judy
McGrath, president of MTV. "By sharing some

For additional qualifications and further information, you can
call the following toll free number at any time: 1-800-584-6866.

How to Get the Most
From Your Doctor
1. Talk to someone you trust with your deepest
concerns.
2. Formulate personal goals for your health.
Dwayne, interviewed on "Smart Sex," is
gay and says he only has protected sex.
Others on the show refuse to use condoms or have chosen abstinence.
of these young adults' stories with our viewers, we hope to encourage them to take steps
to protect themselves."
During "Smart Sex," viewers will be encouraged to call the toll-free Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) National
AIDS Hotline number (1-800-342-2437),
which will be flashed onscreen, to ask questions and receive additional information about
HIV prevention.

CDC to set up women's health office
The Atlanta-based Centers for Disease Control and Prevention plans to set up an Office of
Women's Health to coordinate CDC programs
that relate to women's issues, the Atlanta Journal-Constitution reported Sept. 13.
"The office will ensure that women's health
receives the kind of attention and expertise
that's needed," said CDC director David
Satcher.
The CDC's move is part of an overall government response to years of criticism that
women's health has been underfunded and ignored, said Bill Grigg, a spokesman for the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, the government's umbrella health
agency.

— If female and of childbearing potential, you must be
practicing effective contraception.

Dr. Wanda Jones, interim director and formerly associate director of the Office of HIV/
AIDS, is setting up the office and determining
budget and staff needs. It will be months before a permanent director is hired, Satcher said.
Projects already in place that the new CDC
office will oversee include:
• Prevention of breast and cervical cancer
by promoting early screening and testing.
• Research into female-controlled contraception, both for birth control and preventing
the spread of AIDS.
• Prevention and treatment of sexually
transmitted diseases before they cause permanent harm such as sterility.
ANNE R0CHELL

3. Co-design actions for achieving the results you
want.
4. Get started soon.
I would be pleased to use my training and
experience to help you enjoy reaching your goals.
13 Corporate Square
Suite 107, Atlanta
325-2273
STOSH OSTROW, M.D.
General Practice

VIATICAL
ASSISTANCE
CORPORATION

m

We assist those living with HIV/AIDS and Cancer by helping
them sell their life insurance policies; turning the policy into an
investment vehicle. Dignity is a right, not a privilege. Call for a
free brochure and information packet. Ask about our community
involvement. We truly care about you!

800-892-1280

800-892-1282

Member, National Association of People With AIDS,
Founding Member, National Viatical Association
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DDICTION
RECOVERY RESOURCES
OF DECATUR HOSPITAL

COMMON
A Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Affirming Program

Chemical Dependency
Eating Disorders
Nicotine Too!
Nurses In Recovery
Sex Addiction
We stand ready to support and assist
you as a lesbian* gay, or bisexual Member
of our community, because we affirm
you as an equal member of society.
We have PRIDE in presenting you
with a creative, duality choice
for treatment and recovery.
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Gene therapy to be tested on
ovarian cancer patients
Houston, TX—Ten women with ovarian
cancer will be the first to undergo a newly
approved test that researchers hope will eliminate many of the toxic side effects of anticancer drugs.
Researchers at the University of Texas
M.D. Anderson Cancer Center are conducting the test, which involves manipulating the
genetic material of bone marrow cells so they
are protected from the toxic side effects of
chemotherapy.
Dr. Albert Deisseroth, chairman of the
hospital's hematology department, said Sept.
8 that federal authorities had approved the
therapy for study on ovarian cancer patients.
"If it's successful, this principle of therapy
could be expanded to other kinds of cancer,"
Deisseroth said. "This could have a major

effect on the burden that chemotherapy imposes."
Traditionally, physicians have been limited because virtually all cancer drugs attack
both healthy and cancerous cells. In many
cases, patients have died because of complications when the drugs attacked healthy cells
along with the cancerous cells.
The newly approved therapy, called
chemoprotection, is aimed at women with cancer who aren't helped by chemotherapy or
who develop infections after surgery.
About 30,000 cases of ovarian cancer are
diagnosed every year. Deisseroth said 15 percent, or 4,500, of those women won't benefit
from standard or chemotherapy treatments.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Settlement reached in patient's suit
against dentist with AIDS
Savannah, GA—An $850,000 legal settlement will be split among 495 former patients
of a dentist who died after contracting AIDS,
even though none of the patients has tested
positive for HIV.
The settlement, formalized Sept. 2, is believed to be the first in Georgia based on
claims of emotional suffering from a fear of
contracting AIDS, said Brent Savage, the
plaintiffs' lawyer.
Lawsuits based on similar claims have
been thrown out in Tennessee and Delaware,
he said.
The plaintiffs contended in a class-action
suit that Morrison Dental Associates should
be held accountable for employing Dr. Ron

Marasco, who died in 1992. Marasco did not
tell his patients he suffered from the disease.
"Our theory...was that if a dentist has a
100 percent fatal disease—even if the odds of
contracting the disease are minuscule—that
if he does not inform the patients, he has
committed a battery," Savage said.
Morrison Dental argued that Marasco hid
his illness, even from his employer.
In April, Chatham County Superior Court
Judge James Head ruled that the patients had
the right to sue the practice, even though "there
is absolutely no way [Morrison Dental] could
have legally discovered Marasco's HIV status, absent his own admission."
ASSOCIATED PRESS

AIDS drug back in production
1-800-783-7318
404-377-5768
450 North Candler Street
Decatur, GA 30030

The drug sulfadiazine is back on pharmacy shelves in the U.S., nearly two years
after its only domestic manufacturer gave up
on production.
Eon Labs Manufacturing of New York
won federal approval July 29 to manufacture
and sell sulfadiazine. The drug, in combination with pyrimethamine, is the standard treatment for toxoplasmosis, a parasitic infection
of the brain that strikes many people with
AIDS.
For the past two years, sulfadiazine has
been available only through the U.S. Centers

for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
which imported the drug from foreign manufacturers. Some "buyer's clubs" also provided
the drug to toxoplasmosis patients. One of
those clubs, the New York City-based PWA
Health Group, said it is "very pleased that
sulfadiazine, the first-line drug of choice for
the treatment of toxoplasmosis, is back in
stock in this country."
However, the group said it is "appalled"
that "it took two years for a drug available in
virtually every country in the world to be
made available again to Americans."

We Care Co.
<Pedmda, QB/@yn crfuoalah*, <P.&
Leslie Anne Pope, DO
Bernard Greenberg, MD

Charli Vogt, CNM
Alan Pomerance, MD

Our staff of three board-certified OB/GYN physicians and
a certified Nurse-Midwife is dedicated to providing friendly,
accepting, thorough, unhurried gynecologic and obstetric care.
Conveniently Located at 1-285, Exit 29 » 493-9191

SAFE SEX KIT
Tired of going all over town, in
traffic, to get the supplies you
need? We do your leg work for
you. You can now buy what you
need from home.

404*875*7951
Travel Size
19.95*

Home Size
29.95*

Now you can get
the best for your pet
without leaving the
neighborhood.
SELF SERVICE DOG WASH
QUALITY PET SUPPLIES
DOG TRAINING

Mon-Sat 10:30 to 8:00
Sunday 1:00 to 6:00
Or write to:
WE CARE CO., PO Box 95219
Atlanta, GA 30327
"Add 3.50 for postage and handling

892-1595
1186 North Highland
In Post Office Parking Lot
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Man's best friend brightens
life for hospice residents
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It's not the end
of your youth,
if s a place to
put your stuff.

Freedom offers companionship to Michael Wilson, an AIDS patient at Coming Home
Hospice in San Francisco.

San Francisco—Freedom's best trick who lost her sight to diabetes four years ago.
"I get a lot more dates now that Freecomes naturally—he gives affection, and he
gets it back. The yellow Labrador retriever dom is with me," Stookey said. "I should
and her owner, Jenny Stookey, visit hospi- learn to trust her judgment about men more.
tals and nursing homes twice a week as part Sometimes I meet a guy and I think he's
of a program to bring animals to people in OK, but Freedom doesn't like him. Freedom
need of tender loving care.
usually turns out to be right."
"I don't like dogs in general, but I sure
Stookey is the only blind person among
do like this one," said Michael Wilson, an the 80 human volunteers in the Animal AsAIDS patient at
sisted Therapy program of the San
Coming Home Hospice.
"I don't get a lot of closeness Francisco Society for
the Prevention of
Although it may
these days," said one man
Cruelty to Animals.
seem like a modest
with AIDS. "It's nice to
David Benz, who
skill,
Freedom
is
unable
to speak,
knows how to jump
know that someone or
on a bed without
nodded when asked
something cares about you.
prompting and can
if he would like a
lie still and respond
dog
to visit him at
This dog just feels good."
to the frailest touch.
the hospice. Benz
She hops on dozens
reached out as best
of beds each week in hospitals throughout he could and Freedom met his hand halfthe city and allows herself to be petted.
way. Benz kissed the dog's head and closed
"I don't get a lot of closeness these days," his eyes, and Freedom did, too.
said Wilson, who has had AIDS for several
"That's the first time I've seen David
years. "It's nice to know that someone or smile in a long time," whispered Benz's
something cares about you. This dog just mother, Muriel. "He loves dogs. He had
feels good."
beautiful dogs all his life."
ASSOCIATED PRESS
Freedom is also a guide dog for Stookey,
32, a student at San Francisco City College,

All STDs transmissible between
women, survey shows
A national lesbian and bisexual women's
health survey has concluded that all sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) can be
passed between women. The survey of over
6,000 women was distributed by the
Wholistic Health for Women's Health Clinic
of West Hollywood, Calif.
Small but significant numbers of women
reported sexually contracting gonorrhea,
chlamydia. syphilis, herpes, human
papilloma virus, hepatitis, chronic fatigue
syndrome, and HIV infection from other
women.
Preliminary results of the survey were
released at the National Lesbian and Gay
Health Conference in New York, which was
held in June in conjunction with the 25th
anniversary of the Stonewall riots in June.

"The implication of these findings is compelling," said Suzann Gage, clinic executive
director and a gynecological nurse practitioner. "It validates our nearly 10 years of clinical experience in serving and treating lesbians, as well as over 20 years of my own
personal clinic practice in providing health
care for lesbians. Transmission of STDs between women is certainly not as common as
among heterosexuals, but it does happen and
it needs to be taken seriously."
The survey is considered the largest of
its kind and the first longitudinal survey of
lesbian and bisexual women's health. The
survey also looked at the risks of breast cancer, illnesses, health habits and sexual practices.

You're young, you're practical, and you have so much stuff
that talk of cargo space excites you. You're reading the right ad.
Our sporty new wagon can hold a 21" television set—with the
back seats up. You know, the one you can buy with all the
money you'll save by getting a Saturn.
M.S.R.P. of the 1994 Saturn SW2 is $12,925 including retailer preparation and transportation.
Tax, license, and options additional. © 1993 Saturn Corporation.
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Gay Marine recommended for promotion

BAD
HAIR DAY
With its rack-and-pinion steering, rally-bred suspension and
legendary turbocharged engine,* the Saab 900 Convertible
is specially formulated for flyaway hair. See us for a test drive.
* The 900 Convertible is also available without turbo.

Hix Green SAAB
5900 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
455-1100

Camp Lejeune, N.C.—Marine Corps Sgt.
Justin Elzie, who publicly admitted his homosexuality last year and filed a lawsuit to
stay in the military, has been recommended
for promotion.
Officially, the Marine Corps wants to
get rid of him.
But Elzie has received glowing performance evaluations in the past year.
"I have had three different commanding
officers who have recommend me for promotion," said Elzie, a 12-year veteran of the
Corps. "I really respect those officers who
gave me marks based on my performance as
a Marine."
Elzie can shoot, too. He recendy rated
"high shooter" in his group during an annual
rifle requalification at Camp Lejeune, scoring 237 out of a possible 250 points with an
M-16 rifle.
Despite his high marks, Elzie remains in
a quiet state of siege, working each day in a
world that seems to have accepted him on a
personal level but still seeks his expulsion.
Elzie disclosed his sexuality on national
television, following President Clinton's
speech proposing to lift the ban on gays in
the military. The Marines quickly moved to
administratively discharge him.
Elzie filed a lawsuit against the government in September 1993, claiming his discharge violated his right to free speech.
U.S. District Judge Stanley Sporkin ordered the Marine Corps to retain Elzie on
active duty until his lawsuit is resolved.
While he works in legal limbo, his efforts have not gone unnoticed. In his Marine
performance evaluations, Elzie said he consistently has been rated "excellent" or "outstanding," the two highest marks that can be
awarded.
Public affairs officials at Camp Lejeune
confirm that Elzie has been recommended
for promotion during the past year, but won't
discuss details in an individual's evaluation,
the Wilmington Morning Star reported Sept.
12.
Elzie said higher ranking officers, however, have not concurred with recommendations for promotion because of his legal status.
A promotion board is not obligated to
select any Marine for promotion, nor is it
required to explain why a Marine is not selected.
A Marine Corps Headquarters spokesman, Chief Warrant Officer Robert Jenks,
said that officially, there is no reason why
Elzie cannot be promoted.

Sgt. Justin Elzie, who admitted being gay
last year, has been recommended for
several promotions as he awaits the outcome of his status in the Marine Corps.

"If Sgt. Elzie is eligible for promotion,
he will be considered like every other Marine," he said.
A recent court ruling challenges the current policy of "Don't ask, don't tell" for
gays in the military. Last month, the 9th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals let stand the
reinstatement of Navy Petty Officer Keith
Meinhold, who had publicly announced his
homosexuality.
The court held that a statement by an
individual claiming homosexuality is not
grounds for discharge because merely admitting being gay isn't an admission of homosexual activity.
Between 1983 and 1992, some 900 Marines were discharged for homosexuality,
according to the Camp Lejeune public affairs office. Eight Marines from Camp
Lejeune were discharged in 1993 for homosexuality.
While the military and courts struggle to
cope with shifting policy terrain, Elzie continues to go about the day-to-day business
of being a Marine. He lives in a barracks
room on base. In his unit, sergeants usually
have their own room, and Elzie has his.
But there are times when the tension rises,
usually when someone meets him for the
first time, he said.
"I try to just come across as a Marine
Corps sergeant," Elzie said. "I am not timid.
I know my job."
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On Sept. 1, as a kick-off event to the 13th Annual PFLAG Convention, members staffed
an all day toll free helpline where callers were able to talk to parents who have gone
through similar experiences and receive referral information regarding support groupsin their local community.

Uptown, but
not uptight

PFLAG convention weds unlikely allies
San Francisco—Radical
Faeries and Lesbian Avengers made friends with straight
white couples from Dayton at
the 13th Annual International
Convention of Parents,
Friends and Family of Lesbians and Gays PFLAG) over
Labor Day weekend at the
Hyatt Regency in downtown
San Francisco.
One thousand PFLAGers from around the
world—a small portion of the 30,000 member
households^had their choice of workshops
and speakers with topics ranging from "Lesbian Health Issues" to "When Parents Are More
Out Than Their Kid."
The parents who attended a bridge building workshop hosted by a nose-ringed Radical
Faerie and a Lesbian Avenger spanned a wide
spectrum.
"I chose this workshop because I want to
find out why these radical groups do all these
outrageous things that seem to be working
against everything PFLAG is trying to accomplish," said Janice Dietz, a mother of a gay
son, before the Saturday morning "Meet the
Faeries/Sisters/Lesbian Avengers" workshop
began. The middle-aged Phoenix resident likened the work of groups like Queer Nation to
the Black Panthers. "Here we are trying to get
people to think our kids are just like everyone
else's kids, and then they go parading around
naked, get on TV, and effectively work against
PFLAG."
In contrast, Joyce Nacca-Rankin and Dub
Rankin are "advanced" parents—their son
came out to them seven years ago, and since
then Nacca-Rankin has served on the national
board of PFLAG. The hearty, rainbow-covered North Carolina couple, who have picketed Jesse Helms, Dan Quayle and George
Bush, chose the Faerie/Avenger workshop because they were "ready for something a little
more exciting than the coming out workshops."
"We attended a leather workshop in New
Orleans [at a PFLAG conference] and it really
opened our minds," says Nacca-Rankin. "As a
parent of a gay son, I need to know about all
parts of the community. Plus, I think radical
actions need to be done—if people aren't will-

ing to speak out, the movement will get nowhere."
The parents crowding the room, many fresh
from an inspirational speech by Presbyterian
minister Jane Spahr, fell respectfully quiet
when young Downy Soft, a Radical Faerie
with hair cut into a brilliant fuschia arrow,
began to explain the earth-loving, non-authoritarian nature of the Faeries. "We are witches,
magicians, faggot farmers and city sissies who
believe in the sacredness of nature and earth,"
he explained, describing in a soft voice the
importance of ritual, understanding, peace, diversity and art in his life. "Each Faerie is divine and speaks for himself."
Parents were unselfconsciously curious and
intensely sincere in their questions for Downy
Soft. "Mr. Soft," asked one father, "how do
you support yourself?" Another wanted to
know if Downy Soft's nose ring interfered
with sneezing (no), and yet another asked if
"normal gays with jobs and hair" are welcome
at the Faerie sanctuaries across the nation (they
are).
The next speaker, Lesbian Avenger Katie
Hern, laughed nervously in her opening remarks when broaching the theme of the PFLAG
convention—"Building Bridges." "I think we
at the Lesbian Avengers are trying to burn
bridges down," which brought a correspondingly nervous chuckle from the audience, who
agreed. "You wouldn't want to introduce us to
parents that were just getting used to their kids
being queer."
But when Hern went on to describe recent
Lesbian Avenger actions throughout the country—the SF Bobbitt-Q (they roasted wieners)
and the southern Lesbian Avengers who deposited a pickup load of horse manure on the
lawn of a local church that had been sponsoring a billboard blaming queers for violent
crimes—the parents were amused. One woman
even asked if straight white parents were allowed to come to Lesbian Avenger meetings,
and if so, could she please drive the next pickup
load of horse shit?
After the workshop, Hern and Downy Soft
were surrounded by smiling parents. "Oh, you
have the soul of a poet," one mother exclaimed
to Downy Soft. Others thanked the speakers
for putting a human face on the people at the
queer margins.
"I love you both," said a mother from Sacramento. "But I still don't want anyone calling
my child 'queer.'"
MINDY RIDGWAY
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Pink Pound
Continued from page 9
yet another slick British gay magazine that
debuted this spring. Combining fashion, culture; politics, and a dollop of Madonna gossip in a pretty package aimed at gay men and
women (with the typical 80% for men, 20%
for women split), Phase felt more American
than the other newcomers, and quite reminiscent of Out. And perhaps the editors had
delusions of Out's American-sized circulation; the initial press run of 100,000 copies—
of which only 30,000 sold—put the magazine deep in debt after its very first issue.
With no advertising department hired until
after the premiere hit the shelves, Phase was
doomed.
Attitude's Burston, taking swipes at his
competition, argues that Phase was "appalling, amateurish. There seemed to be no edi-
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torial concept." But just as it was pounds that
made Phase possible, in the end it was pounds
that closed it down.
Kim Watson came to Phase in June to
save the magazine from bankruptcy. But as
Operations Manager, Watson knew it was
simply too late, and the magazine closed in
July after a very hard and grueling month of
Watson's assistance.
Another new magazine—Boner—
launched by a gay newspaper publisher in
London, also folded quickly, and the publishing momentum came to a halt. No more
magazines have been launched since the initial burst this spring.
"Suddenly, since Boner and Phase folded,
all the press now has been 'There is no pink
pound,'" says Burston. "But nobody is questioning that maybe people didn't buy those
products because the products weren't very
good."

The three major British gay magazines
left standing have settled into a healthy competition. Even Gay Times, which stood to
lose the most from the new magazines' success, has grown. While Gay Times initially
worried that less gay-specific magazines like
Attitude would steal mainstream advertisers
finally targeting the gay market, the results
have not been so black-and-white.
Burston explains, "What happened is that
a lot of the companies that advertised with us
and then saw results said, 'Oh, we should
advertise in the gay press.' So we were like a
halfway house into advertising in the gay
market, and now there are a lot of mainstream companies advertising in Gay Times,
and there weren't before April."
Watson agrees. Since leaving the defunct
Phase, Watson has become the Advertising
Manager at Gay Times, and she has seen the
symbiotic relationship with Attitude as well.

"We've benefited in that way from the
existence of Attitude, and even Phase," she
says. "We've been pitching to advertising
agencies since the existence of Gay Times,
and having extra publications out there doing
the same thing has really boosted awareness
to gay publications in the country."
As advertisers see results from their efforts in gay magazines, more advertisers move
in behind them, and the market can expand
further in the future. Even if the initial pink
pound story was mostly speculation, in the
end the real pink pound will determine how
large the gay magazine industry will become.
"It's evolving. I don't think it could ever
happen as quickly as it did in the United
States," says Watson. "Over here we're not
just selling our publications, we're selling
ourselves, and breaking down barriers and
preconceptions. But it's improving."

Dear Fulton County Voter:
As you may know, I have successfully completed the Primary and
Run-off Elections. I am now the Democratic Nominee for Chairman of
the Fulton County Board of Commissioners.
Your vote for me in November will send a clear message that you are
concerned about effective leadership and fiscal responsibility by
elected Commissioners.
As Chairman of the Board of Commissioners, I will:
Work in a cooperative manner with the other six county
commissioners and mayors of other cities in Fulton
County for the best possible government for our citizens.
NOT support any increase in property taxes.
Establish a county-wide domestic violence prevention
program and comprehensive support services for victims
of domestic violence.
Consolidate the Fulton County Police under the Sheriff of
Fulton County.
Push for self sufficiency and increased funding for The Arts.
Promote Fulton County as an attractive place for families
to visit, which will help increase revenues In the form of
sales taxes, and other expenditures.

Honesty, Integrity,
Experience

fkJoe

Education Background
Attended Howard & American Universities
Stanford University's Small Companies
Executive Program
Dartmouth College - Amos Tuck School of
Business, Minority Business Executive
Program
White House Presidential Executive
Program - Served one year in the
U.S. Office of Personnel Management
International Business Fellow
London Business School, England
A Certified Administrative Manager (C.A.M.)

Thanks III
General Election
November 8, 1994

Hudson
for
Chairman
Fulton County Board of Commissioners
District 1 Countywide
Remember
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Your Vote Counts

You may vote in the November 8, 1994 General Election
even if you did not vote in the Primary Election
Paid for by Friends of Joe Hudson
Hugh M.H. Dash, Treasurer, Campaign Headquarters, 2245 Godby Road, College Park, Georgia 30349 • (404) 559-9002
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Continued from page 1
their different contributions. He says, "It
seems that lesbians are more likely to give of
their time, and are more involved with causes.
Men give money, which is important too."
Ingle's group recently received a grant
from the Fund for Southern Communities'
Southern Outlook Fund, which works with
gay and lesbian groups at the grassroots level.
FSC hopes that this grant and others will
empower gays and lesbians in rural areas,
giving them the choice to live a quiet life
while meeting their needs for social and political action. As Ingle knows from personal
experience, coming out and living in these
areas is not only difficult, it can be dangerous. His hope is that the Alliance will make
things a bit easier for lesbians and gays who
choose to live outside the mainstream.

The rural approach
Those who live in the urban gay centers
might wonder how gay activism can be done
in a small town. Ingle explains, "We can do
'queer' organizing in our home towns because of the tradition of the 'eccentric' neighbor, the maiden aunt, the bachelor uncle. Rural areas have a space where the 'monsters,'
the 'queers' can live," he continues, citing
Mab Segrest's book "My Mama's Dead Squirrel" and Jim Sears' "Growing Up Gay in the
South." "It is an open secret in many small
communities."
Although Ingle began by sending letters
to the newspaper under a pseudonym, he no
longer feels such protection is necessary for
him. "I can be 'in your face' with my representatives because I went in with the attitude
of believing in democracy and stood up as a
citizen," he explains in the handbook for a
planned Alliance conference next year. "I can
demand that they support bills or introduce
legislation, knowing full well that they probably won't. Yet five years of providing them
information, following up with personal visits and questioning them on specific passages
in the information will created change and
add factual knowledge to weigh against stereotypes."
Although Ingle admits that "I have been
doing this work for a very short time," he
says he has seen change happen in his county.
"I have seen the defeat of naming a stretch of
interstate highway in honor of Jesse Helms,"
he says. "I have seen contact being made to
guidance counselors, and I have seen a state
representative suggest that he would support
decriminalizing the sodomy law if a legal
study showed the need."
The FSC grant will enable the Alliance to
find a permanent home, where the members
will feel safe and free to meet other gays and
lesbians, to socialize and to learn about the
issues that affect them most. So far, the group
has had to meet at members' homes.
Safety, a well-lit location, sprinkler systems and a rear entrance are Ingle's main
concerns in finding a location, and he is advertising openly in the local press for a rental
location. "I figure if anyone answers this ad,
they'll rent to me," he says.
Ingle's plans for the center are not grandiose, at least in terms of what gay centers in
larger cities offer. He wants to organize potluck dinners, have game nights, possibly organize a support group or two. Also important to Ingle's plan is a lending library that
will stock the latest in gay and lesbian periodicals, newspapers and literature. "It's 20
miles one way to the nearest place that has
these things for sale, and that's a long way for
a teenager," Ingle says.
To increase gay and lesbian visibility in
the community, Ingle also plans to hold work-
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After three years in a city, Chris Ingle
decided to move back home to ease other
rural gays' coming-out.
shops for such charitable organizations as
Habitat for Humanity, Meals on Wheels, and
the American Cancer Society. He believes
that gay and lesbian participation in these
groups will build and bridges between the
gay community and others.
Ingle's politicism was not always as evident as it is now. In his first voting election,
he unabashedly admits casting a ballot for
Jesse Helms. "I didn't like his opponent, Robin
Britt. I thought he had beady eyes," Ingle
explains. But he did show, at least, that he
had a kind of gay sensibility—in the presidential election, he voted for Pat Paulsen. "I
thought he was funny," Ingle declares.

candidates for Fulton County Commission Chair
* Mitch Skandalakis
• Joe Hudson
jW^cmdiwates for the Georgia state legislature
f(fends from Atlanta City Council & Fulton Co. Commission

Sunday, September 25th
3 pm to 6 pm
$20/person $35/couple
(hors d'oeuvres & drinks included)
call the GAPAC line for tickets:
Visa, MC, Amex accepted

« 872-8095
rain or shine

A benefit to
support GAPAC
Lobbying

Family ties
Though his political values may have
changed, Ingle's dedication to what he calls
"right-wing family values" has not. "Family
has always been my base," he affirms. "I
have a strong bond with my home—home is
where you're grounded. My family's acceptance and approval is very important to me."
Not surprisingly, Ingle is currently living
with his parents "It's cheaper," he insists. "I
can help Mom out. And I want them to be a
part of my life—not just some of it, all of it.
When I first told my parents I was gay, it was
hard. We had crying jags, and it was tough to
say it out loud. When I meet the man I want
to become my husband, he's going to have to
look my father in the eye, and my father is
going to tell me exactly what he thinks of
him. He's an incredibly good judge of character, and I respect his opinions."
Ingle credits his parents with teaching him
openness. "The only reason I felt I had to tell
them I was gay," Ingle continues, "was because they raised me not to be a hypocrite."
Ingle does feel he has to draw the line somewhere, though: "The only place they can't go
is my bedroom," he jokes.
Ingle's extended family, the members of
the Alliance, mean as much to him as his
immediate family. "I've heard from many
people that gays and lesbians don't work together well. I don't see it and never have in
North Carolina," he states proudly. "I do think
that dealing with AIDS has pulled us together.
All men and women, straight and gay, bi, all
colors, we have .to work together to get things
done."
"When I moved back here, after the attack, I had no self-esteem," Ingle recalls. "I
was getting over my victim emotions, I didn't
consider myself yet what I am—a survivor.
My persona] growth in the past three years
has been incredible. The Alliance is a big part
of it.
"Being attacked was not the best thing
that ever happened to me, but it was a lifechanging event. I drew power from it."

Fighting the radical right here in Georgia
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Living
with
AIDS
should not be
a financial
challenge...
Coping with a personal crisis
should at least be on your
own terms.
Selling your life insurance
policy can help reduce
financial stress and allow you
to regain control of your
personal affairs.
We can help.
Normally, we offer 60 to
80% of the face value
of the policy.
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Upon accepting our offer, your
money will he placed in an
escrow account* specifically
created for you. The full
amount will he sent to you
no later than 48 hours after
receiving proof of the requested
changes to your policy.
At Individual Benefits, Inc.,
we care how you feel about
us. Please call (anytime):

(800) 800-3264
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616 Guilford College Road, Suite A , Greensboro, North Carolina 27409
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Lambda Center launches
"Pennies From Heaven" drive
The Atlanta Lambda Center kicks off a and deliver banks to Charis Books & More
fundraising drive October 1 when it distrib- and Outwrite Books on October 1. The Lambda
utes piggybanks to two local gay-lesbian busi- board is asking people to take a bank home,
nesses. Organizers hope that people and orga- drop spare change in it and return it. The small
nizations will fill 500 cardboard banks with boxes should hold up to $20, said Sally Ringo,
everything from pennies to dollar bills. The Lambda development committee co-chair.
money will go toward the estabThe idea for the "Pennies
lishment of a permanent
From Heaven" campaign came
home for the Atlanta
as board members recalled
Lambda Center.
how other groups success"It's the pennies
fully raised money. In
and nickels and dimes
Jewish communities
that are going to be a
across the country, it
big part of opening
is common to hand out
the doors of the cenbanks to individuals
ter and making a
and families as part of
home for our coma fundraising drive.
munity," said Lynn
Ringo urges other
Cothren, co-chair of
merchants to hand out
Lambda board of dibanks. "It will create
Atlanta Lambda Center repeat
rectors. "Metro Atcustomers for
lanta has one of the
businesses. As people
biggest concentrations of lesbians and gays in walk by the business, they will be reminded to
the country. We need a safe space where people put money in their bank. Eventually they will
can meet and network."
return the bank to the business and, inevitably,
Over two years ago, a diverse group began spend money there at the same time."
meeting to make the dream of a community
The "Pennies From Heaven" campaign
center a reality. Since then, a board has been hopes to raise $10,000 between October 1 and
created and over $70,000 raised.
December 14.
Board members will meet with the public

PENNIES FROM
HEAVEN

Bishop to lead worship with gay
Lutherans and Episcopalians
The Atlanta chapters of Lutherans Concerned and Integrity will worship together on
Friday evening, September 23. The occasion
marks the first time Lutheran bishop Harold
Skillrud will be present to lead worship for the
gay and lesbian affirming groups since Skillrud
became bishop of the Southeastern Synod in
1989. Clergy from Integrity will also participate in the cooperative worship with their
Lutheran colleagues.

The service will be held at the Lutheran
Church of the Redeemer, Peachtree at Fourth
Street, beginning at 7:30 pm. The communion
service will feature a chorale setting that traces
its origins back to Martin Luther. There will
also be a potluck dinner following the service
and a time to talk with Bishop Skillrud. For
more information call the Lutherans Concerned
information line, 266-9615.

Charity tour of water gardens planned
Serving the Bisexual,
Gay & Lesbian Community

Wonderfalls, Inc. announces its first annual fall tour, "A Fall Charity Tour of Water
Gardens," scheduled for Sunday, September
25, from 12 to 5 pm. The tour features ten
naturalistic water gardens designed and constructed by the local landscape design firm
Wonderfalls, Inc. Most of the fall tour gardens
are located Intown within a mile of each other.
A donation of $5.00 is requested, with proceeds benefiting Project Open Hand, a "meals-

MORE COMMUNITY NEWS ON PAGE 22

819 Juniper Street Atlanta, GA 30308

Aphids Caterpillars Inchworms Ladybugs Boll wee*^>**^*raying Mantis
Thrips ^ntsJr^0m^^^ Fleas Ticks
Codling Mot r^Lfl j\?e wiQI c*ird,ers
Leaf hopper ^^H^^jSn bs hoopers
Mosquitos \V^/eetles Red
Spider Mites ^S^ijTM" Stink Bugs
Midtown's best choice for your gardening needs.
T404J 874-5619

854 Highland five.. NE

Store Hours: Mon-Fri 8am-8pm. Sat 8am-6pm. Sun 1 lam-6pm

on-wheels" program funded primarily by private donations. Senior citizens and children
under 12 admitted free.
Maps are available at Murray's Garden
Center, Peachtree Tropicals, Christine Sibley
Studios, Atlanta Botanical Gardens, and The
Old Country Store.
For more information call Wonderfalls, Inc
at 937-4113.

Mark
Knudsen
PAUL LIGHT'S

BUCKHEAD

CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH

The '95s are here!!
Credit Problems OK
PROUDLY & RESPECTFULLY
SERVING OUR COMMUNITY

Deceased
Pet Care
Memorial Gardens
and Crematory
Because Your Pet

is a
Member of the Family
• Office • Cemeteries •
• Crematory • Showroom •
24 Hour Service
4991 Peachtree Rd.
Chamblee

457-7659
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Atlanta Team Tennis's Peach tourney awards $3,000
As participation swells, local
players dominate first-place titles
Atlanta—On the heels of the largest Gay
Games ever, Atlanta is one of the few cities to
have sports tournaments increase in participation. It was true for the Armory Classic softball tournament. It was true for the Hotlanta
Volleyball tournament. And now it's true for
the Peach, a tennis extravaganza hosted over
Labor Day weekend by the Atlanta Team Tennis Association (ATTA) for the seventh successful year.
This year, the Peach hosted 260 athletes
from 20 states and four foreign countries, making it the largest turnout for the ATTA event.
Mingled in this sea of competitors were 15 of
the medalists from the games in New York.
One of the highlights of the weekend was a

50% increase in the women's draw—which,
based on the statistics from '93, would represent most of the growth for this year's tournament.
One contributing factor to the success of
the tournament would have to be the $3,000 in
prize money for the open divisions. "Open
division competitors have enough trophies,"
says David Black of ATTA. "So for the first
year, we've offered prize money." The other
divisions received hand-blown crystal trophies
in the shape of a peach. Prize money was
made possible in part by corporate sponsors
10K Beverage and Crystal Springs Water.
The tournament took place at Blackburn
Tennis Center, DeKalb Tennis Center, and the
courts at Piedmont Park. An opening party
was held at the Lowe Gallery, which was catered by the Peasant Restaurant. The Peasant
also hosted the closing banquet Sunday night.
There were 23 first-place winners, of which

12 were from Atlanta, including Julie Gedro
who won three first-place trophies. "We did
really well this year," says Black.
The first-place winners in women's play
were: Open Singles: Kelly Coleman (Atlanta).
Open Doubles: Kelly Coleman (Atlanta) and
Paige O'Neill (Atlanta). A Singles: Julie Gedro
(Atlanta). A Doubles: Julie Gedro (Atlanta)
and Olivia Van Houten (Atlanta). B Singles:
Paige Schaper (Menlo Park, CA). B Doubles:
Paige Schaper (Menlo Park, CA) and Tian
Satana (Menlo Park). C Singles: Gillian Francis
(Brooklyn). C Doubles: Gillian Francis (Brooklyn) and Marcia Day (New York).
First-place winners in men's play were:
Open Singles: Russell Buchi (Nashville). Open
Doubles: Russell Buchi (Nashville) and Mark
Mays (Atlanta). A Singles: Tony Lance (Atlanta). A Doubles: Bob Bailey (Calif.) and
Warren Revich (Toronto). B Singles: Steve
McConnell (Chicago). B Doubles: Craig

Kettles (Atlanta) and Patrick O'Hara (Atlanta).
C Singles: John Avery (Atlanta). C Doubles:
John Patrick (Atlanta) and David Sprague
(DC). D Singles: Nique Nix (Atlanta). D
Doubles: Craig Dorsey (Fort Lauderdale) and
Chuck Hall (Fort Lauderdale). 35 Singles: J.
W. White-Tapp (Bradenton, FL).
First-place winners in the mixed doubles
division were: Open: Peter Prinsloo (Atlanta)
and Leigh King (Atlanta). A Mixed: Julie
Gedro (Atlanta) and Jeff Martin (Dallas). B
Mixed: Michael Smith (Atlanta) and Laura
Thompson (Atlanta). C Mixed: Susan Perry
(Conyers) and Bob Wheeler (Conyers). Peach
Tournament director was Mark Mays, who is
also the Gay & Lesbian Tennis Association
commissioner.
RICHY HOWARD
For more information on local tennis call
(404) 621-2699.

GOING
Mercedes
The Mercedes-Benz E-Class. A full line of exceptional automobiles that can be found
at ATLANTA CLASSIC CARS. From the economical and durable 1995 BOO Diesel
to the pulse stirring E420 V-8, these cars offer unmatched quality and value to every
customer. Stop by ATLANTA CLASSIC CARS and test-drive the refined and comfortable E320 Sedan. Or maybe even an elegant yet versatile E320 Station Wagon. All come
with sunroof, rich wood interior trim, power windows and locks and, of course, Mercedes
reputation for performance and safety engineering. Should you decide to purchase an EClass Mercedes, you'll be immediately entitled to the benefits of doing business with
ATLANTA CLASSIC CARS. So stop by and take a look at the entire line of the
Mercedes-Benz E-Class at ATLANTA CLASSIC CARS, where service is as distinctive
as the cars themselves.

ATLANTA CLASSIC CARS
1655 Church Street
Decatur, GA 30033

ATLANTA'S only
Mercedes-Benz Dealer
Inside the Perimeter

296.1313
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AID Atlanta to host AIDS 101 seminar

118 Stanley Road, Fayetteville
An old south reproduction with open, flowing luxury
This majestic home is located conveniently to 1-85 and within 30
minutes of downtown. Four bedrooms, four fireplaces, four staircases, full brick construction, huge game room, full and stubbed
basement, a true Veranda, circular drive and in an area of fine
homes. Quality appointments, master craftsmanship and design.
Call for an appointment to preview this dream home. $333,000
Exclusively marketed by Lynny Snider.

ERA
Harass

Oak Manor Realty
1487 Highway 54 W
Fayetteville, GA 30214

Office 404/461-0090 • Home 404/271-3072 • Pager 404/388-4258

The next AIDS 101 Awareness and Action Seminar, sponsored by AID Atlanta, will
be held Saturday, October 1, 1994 at the
Cathedral of Holy Spirit, Chapel Hill Harvester Church, 4650 Flat Shoals Parkway,
Decatur. The AIDS 101 Seminar is an allday workshop, beginning with registration at
8 am and ending at 5 pm.
AIDS 101 Awareness and Action Seminars provide information and access to services for anyone who wants to learn more
about AIDS and HIV disease and volunteer
to help stop the epidemic. A sample of topics
covered at AIDS 101 Awareness and Action
Seminars includes:
Basic Medical Overview
Advanced Medical Overview
AIDS in the Heterosexual Community
Volunteer Opportunities with

AID Atlanta, and How
You Can Help Now!
Sources for Help for People Living
With HIV/AIDS
AIDS in the Lesbian and
Gay Community
Safer Sex
Research, What the Future Holds
So You've Tested Positive, Now
What?
AIDS in the African American
Community
When Someone You Love Has AIDS
The AIDS 101 Awareness and Action
Seminar costs $15 to attend, and lunch is
provided. A limited number of scholarships
are available. For registration information or
future seminar dates, call the AID Atlanta
office at 885-6800, ext 280.

AIDS Survival Proj. to hold volunteer orientation
AIDS Survival Project, a non-profit HIV/
AIDS advocacy, counseling and education
organization, will be conducting an orientation for potential volunteers on Tuesday, September 27, at 6 pm.
"We use the time and talents of people in
so many ways," said Volunteer Coordinator
Liz England, "from carpenters to accountants." "We are a membership organization—
our members are the ones who make what
we do here possible. Without them, we literally could not function."
The orientation will be held at the offices

of AIDS Survival Project, 44 12th Street, in
Midtown. The orientation will make participants familiar with the agency and in what
areas they may get involved. Anyone interested in helping is invited, regardless of their
experience with HIV/AIDS, and no reservations are required.
Since 1987, AIDS Survival Project (formerly Atlanta NAPWA) has provided free
advocacy, education, peer support and treatment activism to people affected by HIV/
AIDS. For more information, contact AIDS
Survival Project at (404) 874-7926.

Good Jun is JVei?er Out of Season

The Winning Combination:
Acura and Acura Carland

IROLLEY
SQUARE
APARTMENTS

In the most recent survey of new Acura owners in the
Atlanta area, a dealership that is barely two years old was
number one. The highest ranking for professionalism during the
sale and the highest customer satisfaction level for after-sale
service went to Acura Carland.

• Swimming Pool/Fitness Center
• Washer & Dryer in each apartment
• Free 24-hour monitored intrusion
alarm
• Outside storage

i=r
ii&HIMi

Thanks, Atlanta, for your vote of confidence.

GABLES

609 Virginia Avenue • 404/874-5512

Full Service Professional Dry Cleaning
at Your Service!
Your Clothes Deserve the Finest Attention to Detail

ACURA
Acura Carland
Satellite Boulevard at Gwinnett Place • 623-9211

• Specializing in hand-finished shirts
• Alterations
• Free nylon laundry bag

Same Day Service: Mon-Fri
Hours: Mon-Fri: 7-7, Sat: 8-5

1433 PIEDMONT AVE. NE • MIDTOWN (NEAR ANSLEY) • 873-6905
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'94 TRUCKS
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Full selection of incredible Toyota trucks
with loads of options available!

ANNIVERSARIES
Kathy and Maria are celebrating the 7th
anniversary of a very loving and committed relationship on Sept. 27. Three dogs,
two birds, some fish and some human
friends will be with them to join in the fun.
Nikki would like to announce that her
moms, Marcie and Karen, will be celebrating their 3rd anniversary on Sept. 28, and
that her dads, Charles and Ed, celebrated
their 14th anniversary on July 4. She also
says that they are the best parents any child
could ever ask for.
Congratulations to Lucy and Kim, celebrating their 6th anniversary on Sept. 28.

Badili Jones is SoVo's new receptionist

Happy birthday to Frank Louzek on Sept
27.

gravity enables her to carry Coca-Colacans
tucked beneath her breasts. Other less wellendowed members of the co-op recently
demonstrated their ability respectively to
carry Metameucil and pencils beneath their
breasts. Younger lesbians, don't despair—
you can look forward to greater efficiency
in middle age.

Happy 29th Birthday to Chris Bailey from
your best girlfriend on Buford Highway.

NEW JOB

David Jones and Michael Taylor celebrate
their 11th anniversary Sept. 28.

BIRTHDAY

MILESTONES
Duncan Teague celebrated his 10th anniversary in Atlanta over Labor Day with
brunch with his new boyfriend, David
Thurman, and the cousin who brought him
to Atlanta. Duncan promises more celebrations to come.
Congratulations to a certain member of a
lesbian eating co-op for having reached the
stage in life where the downward pull of

Atlanta's Truck Headquarters
ATLANTA'S VOLUME DISCOUNT AUTOMOTIVE SUPER MARKET!

Congratulations and welcome to the newest member of SoVo's staff, Bob "Badili"
Jones. Badili joins us as our new receptionist. In a related note, SoVo wishes the
best to "retiring" receptionist Mark duPont.

458-8601
SALES HOURS: Mon-Fri 9-9
Sat 9-8, Sunday 1-6

When you've got a special occasion,
send it to Southern Voice/Occasions,
PO Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316, call 404/
876-0789, or fax to 404/876-2709. Please
include a phone number for verification.

National Award Winning
Service & Parts Depts.
Mon-Fri 7-7, Sat 7-5

4900

i

Buford Hwy. p.
1 '/2 Miles inside 1-285
on Buford Hwy.
Conveniently
located 20 minutes
from anywhere in
Metro Atlanta.

LAMBDA Apothecary
Invites You to Visit Our New
Location at:
Rio Shopping Center
with CONVENIENT Elevator Access !
595 Piedmont Avenue, NE • Atlanta, GA 30308 (next to Lettuce Souprise You)
We will Beat or Match any Cash
Prescription Price (Ad or Receipt is
Necessary for Price Verification).

Hi-Tech Medical Supplies
and Equipment.
Prescription and IV Drug
Compounding Available.

Emergency Service Available.

Phone: 404/875-9717
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• Insurance Assignment - We Bill
Your Insurance Company for
Prescriptions.
• Free Delivery Available/UPS Carrier.

Fax: 404/875-1754

^TvX

"Total Service to Individuals, Families & Medical Offices tf
'■-'

Stop By, Sead Us a Fax or Give Us a Call Today!
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An EveningWith

THE MASTERS.

TRINITY ARTS GROUP
&

FERNBANK MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
•

Is PROUD TO PRESENT

ANEVENlNGWrnTTteMASIERS
You are invited to spend an evening with the works of the world's most renowned and distinguished artists.
REMBRANDT, TOULOUSE-LAUTREC, PICASSO AND CHAGALL,

Four legends who have made an incredible impact on art history and world culture,
will be shown in Atlanta on September 23rd, 6 to 9 p.m.
Due to limited space, phase R.S.V.P. fry September 2k.
Exhibit continues through October 20th.

TRINITY
QROUp
315 E. Paces Ferry Road • Atlanta, GA 30305 • 404-237-0370
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from home
Southern gay novelist John Paul Lee mines his life
for material—from a childhood in rural Tennessee
to the social circles of Savannah
by PAMELA EVANS
Growing up gay is hard. But growing up gay like writer
John Paul Lee did—some 50 years ago in backwoods,
poverty-stricken, deep southern Tennessee—was downright
terrifying.
"I had a miserable childhood, but that's what made me a
writer," Lee explains during a recent interview. He is speaking in a voice like that of the narrator in his first book,
"Childhood Stories and Letters From Mama" (1991).
"Now," Daddy said, and grabbed me under the
arms. "I'm gonna learn the little fucker to swim." He
picked me up and swung me out into the muddy,
churning water. I went under, coughing and gagging. Everything went haywire. I came up. I saw the
trees above, and the banks of the creek, and Chuck
running on the bank, screaming at me, I thought.
Then I went under again. I was thrashing my legs
and arms and trying to scream but the water rushed
in my mouth and the screams all stayed in my
head. I was going down the third time when Chuck
jumped in and pulled me out.
Lee has always relied on events in his own life for material
for his writing, including the 25 years he spent in Savannah.
His early years, however, before he escaped his childhood
home at age 14, were the catalyst to discovering his voice as a
writer.
"I eventually had to do something or die," Lee states
matter-of-factly.
Once safely away from his hometown, Lee took a job as an
auditor. He lived in Chicago before moving to Savannah,
where he owned an art gallery, an antique shop, and owned
and renovated 12 houses. He moved in the social circles of
Jim Williams, the real life main character in John Berendt's
bestseller "Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil," the tale
of a gay murder case that rocked Savannah society in the
1980s.
And, yet, what it all eventually came down to for Lee was
making sense of a childhood that would have been difficult
enough even if he had not been gay. As it was, everyone in his
family realized early on that Lee was different, and they
treated him cruelly in the hopes he would change.
"Oh, my," laughs Lee. "They knew before I did."
In the woods we spread our clothes on dead
tree limbs and sat down naked beside the
creek...Suddenly, there came tearing through the
woods a screaming figure...Its head was covered
with a brown paper bag, painted red, like the devil's
face. In our fright we could see nothing through the
holes cut for eyes, nor catch a glimpse of the flapping hands under coarse brown gloves...
..."The bogeyman gets little boys that plays naked together!"
What may have saved the young Lee, who was sexually
abused by an older cousin every Sunday—and was forced to
carry a doll during physical education because he refused to
play ball—was a precociousness that allowed him to defy his
family and those in the town who ridiculed him.
"I said, 'I'm gonna be what I am,'" Lee explains. '"You're
going to kill me maybe, but I'm going to be who I am.'"
"I'll wear what I want to," I said, and slipped the
dress over my head, "even if they do beat me up."
They will," Faith said. "And remember I ain't
going to do nothing about it."
I told her I didn't care, and went out onto the
front porch and sat down in the swing. I got the

I

swing going as high as it
would go, and every time I
came down, the dress bellowed out around me like a
red fiery parachute.

Lee began writing seriously 15
years ago, when life in Savannah had
left him so empty that he was drinking heavily and being arrested continuously for public drunkenness.
"Oh, there was no problem," he
says of the arrests. "They knew me.
They'd just say, 'Come on now, John
Paul. Let's go.'"
Lee followed a friend's advice and
flew to Guatemala, where he
rented a small house with a
dirt floor. Not knowing the
language ("They just hooted
at me when I tried to talk!"),
he was forced to live silently,
speaking his words on paper.
"It was a way of doing
my own analysis," he explains.
Six hundred and fifty
pages later, the stories of the
young John Paul Lee were
finished. Although he threw
away much of the original
work, Lee felt somehow released from the pain of his
childhood and the family who
had harmed him.
"They are my blood family, and that is all," Lee says.
"We're of different worlds.
They've never understood
me. I think I've finally come
into my own. I don't have to
have that family acceptance
thing. I've got a family out here in the real world."
Lee's second book, "A Mixed Marriage" (1993), also is
autobiographical, although told in the third person. In it, he
relates what he describes as one of the greatest betrayals of his
life: A close lesbian friend in Savannah talked Lee into getting
her pregnant, married him, then divorced him a year later and
won custody of the child by accusing Lee of physical abuse.
Adamandy denying such behavior, Lee says he is unable
to fight for his son because, unlike his wife, whose family has
plenty of money, he cannot afford a huge court battle.
"I was beat to shit," he says. "I had nothing. They had
plenty."
Robert didn't rest that evening. He bought a
bottle of tequila and drank steadily until midnight,
all the while thinking about Amy, incensed that she
had taken him for such a ride. And to top it off, she
had arranged it so that she didn't have to face him
until the courtroom, where, of course, there would
be no discussion. He beat the table with his fists
and cursed.
Today his son is 16, living in Chicago, and has never
spoken with his father. Lee believes his ex-wife has told their
son that Lee is dead. Not one to give up, however, Lee is
preparing for the day when his son is grown and he can reach
out to him. He plans at that time to present him with the book

"A Mixed Marriage."
He has already mailed his ex-wife a copy.
Says Lee, laughing, "I sent her a copy and a
note, telling her I thought she might want to read it. I also
made sure I got heavy press and book reviews in Chicago."
Lee is currently preparing to release his third book, "On
the Square," which is based on zany Savannahians he knew
before moving to New York. He continues to self-publish his
books through Xanthus Press, a publishing company he founded
because his writing kept being rejected.
Although he has not read "Midnight in the Garden of
Good and Evil," Lee believes his characters portray life in
Savannah more accurately. Unlike Berendt, Lee does not softpedal anyone's gayness, even though his books end up hidden
under the counters in Savannah's bookstores.
"The newspaper even refused to review my book," he
says. "I was really angry and crazy for a long time."
He also states, contrary to what Berendt wrote, that the
real-life Jim Williams died of AIDS. "Oh, they would never
say that," Lee says. "Queers and AIDS are so hush-hush in
Savannah."
Just as he refuses to avoid the obvious, Lee also will not
stop writing about the family he long ago deserted. The peace
he feels today, having given up drinking and drugs several
years ago, does not block the memories of his family or keep
him from appreciating their value as stories to share with
readers.
"They keep popping up everywhere," Lee chuckles. "The
next thing you'll read about is when I literally grabbed my
daddy up out of his casket."

September 1T — October 30, 1994
Sponsored by

Actor's Express at
King Plow Arts Center

Reservations Required
607-SHOWf 74ficn
607-SHOW(7469)

This Production contains adult language and situations
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Georgia Home Therapeutics sponsors the Actor's Express 1994 —1995 season
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THURSDAY

FACES OF OUR TRIBE.
Thru Sun. The Celebrating Gay
Spirit Visions Conference on
The Mountain. Cost is $235,
and scholarships are available.
292-8567.
BASEBALL. The strike
continues, and Ken Burns'
long-awaited nine-part series on
the game will as well. Part 5
airs tonight, parts 6-9 Sun-Wed.
8 pm. Also tonight: "Safe at

Home Plate," black baseball in
the era of segregation. 10:30
pm., GPTV Ch 8.
PAM DURBAN AND
DALIAN MOORE. The
Georgia Writers Author Tour
comes to Charis, 1189 Euclid,
7:30 pm. Free. 524-0304.
WHEN SHADOWS FALL.
An installation created by seven
men to allow a glimpse into the
horror of childhood sexual
abuse. In conjunction, a
symposium to address the issue
will be held. Nexus, 535
Means. 6:30 pm. 688-1970.

LEILANITEGER. Thru Oct
20. The Massachusetts-based
photo-artist's work is on
display at Studio Five in L5P.
Reception 5-8 pm. 524-5223.
SISTER'S TIME. An audio
magazine featuring the rhythms
of African women's health. 6-7
pm, WRFG, 89.3 FM.
GAY GRAFFITI. Out and
loud lesbian and gay radio. 7-8
pm, WRFG, 89.3 FM.
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FRIDAY

COMING OUT UNDER
FIRE. Thru Sun. Back to
WWII to the origins of the
military's anti-gay policies in
Arthur Dong's film. 8 &10 pm
Fri & Sat; 5 pm Sun. IMAGE,
75 Bennett St. $5&6. 352-4225.
ZAP MAMA. Five women
vocalists, all mixed African and
European heritage, offer an
exciting trip back to the roots of
music—the human voice.
Georgia Tech Center for the
Arts. $11-$15. 894-2787.
TO US AT TWILIGHT. Thru
Sun. A solo performance and
installation by Alyson Pou.
King Plow Art Gallery, 887 W.
Marietta. 8 pm. $8 & $10. 7240155.
IT'S ALL TRUE. The 1993
reconstruction of Orson Welles'
legendary film. High Museum,
8 pm.
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PENELOPE WILLIAMS
TRIO. Performing every Fri &
Sat 9 pm-1 am at the Hotel
Nikko. 687-8866.
SOAP. Comedy Central has the
controversial '70s TV series. 7,
7:30 & llpm,Mon-Fri.
GO FISH. The lesbian film is
now at Tower Place in
Buckhead.
PLANET EARTH, INC. Thru
Sat. The Center for Puppetry
Arts kicks off the 1994-95
Family Series with Lee Bryan's
lively romp through
conservation. Mon-Fri 10 am &
11:30 am; Wed also 1 pm; Sat
11 am & lpm. $4.75 & $5.75.
873-3391.
OF MICE AND MEN. Thru
Sat. Theatre in the Square's
production of the powerful
Steinbeck story. 422-8369.
WARREN. Thru Sun. SAME'S
OutProud Theater reprises
Rebecca Ranson's true story of
a friend who died of AIDS in
the early years of the epidemic.
$10/adv at Maddix DeLuxe,
Charis, ED's Gourmet Records,
and Outwrite. $ 12/door. 6099590.
ATLANTA ARTS FESTIVAL. Thru Sun. The annual do
in Piedmont Park with
performances, exhibits, and
enough people-watching to last
until holiday shopping begins.
MANIFESTED DREAMS.
Thru Oct 1. Dream-related
surrealist oil paintings by Ron
DeNardo at Inner Space
Gallery, 310 Hammond Drive.
252^540.
MY POINT OF VIEW. Thru
Oct 1. Photographs by African
American photojoumalist
Moneta Sleet, Jr. at the High
Museum of Art, Folk Art and
Photography in the GA Pacific
Center. 898-9286.
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BLUE WINDOW. Thru Oct 1.
Craig Lucas' slightly disturbing
look into the lives of dinner
party guests, presented by Art
Attack at 14th St. Playhouse.
881-6304.
ANGELS IN AMERICA.
Thru Oct 2. The Tony-winning
play at the Alliance Theatre.
$18-$34.75. 892-1414.
BETWEEN FANTASY AND
REALITY. Thru Oct 7.
Paintings by Ling Y. Zhang on
exhibit at Callanwolde Fine
Arts Center. 872-5338.
GREATER TUNA. Thru Oct
9. ART Station in Stone
Mountain offers the wildly
funny stories of Greater Tuna,
Texas, brought to you by two
actors who play the whole
town. $8-$16. Thur-Sat 8 pm,
Wed & Sun 3 pm. 5384 Manor
Dr in Stone Mtn Village. 4691105.
LION IN WINTER. Thru Oct
9. Stage Door Players open
their 21st season with James
Goldman's timeless classic.
North DeKalb Cultural Ctr,
5339 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd.
$9-$14. Thur-Sat 8 pm. Sun
2:30 pm. 396-1726.
CAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF.
Thru Oct 9. Neighborhood
Playhouse presents Tennessee
Williams' sexiest drama. $7$12. 430 Trinity PI, Decatur.
Thur-Sat 8 pm. Sun 2 pm 3735311.
RUTH ALLISON. Thru Oct
16. Three dimensional paintings
on view at 1st Existentialist
Church.
LOCAL SEX, LOVE AND
DEATH. Thru Oct 22.
Exhibition on display at Nexus,
525 Means St. 688-1970.
THE PLEASURES OF
PAINT. Thru Oct 22. Works by
Jeremy Dickinson, Li Lin Lee
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and Leslie Wayne inaugurate
the new Nancy Solomon
Gallery, 1037 Monroe Drive.
875-7100.
CHARLOTTE'S WEB. Thru
Oct 22. The classic children's
tale at Onstage Atlanta's
Children's Theatre, 420
Courtland. Sats 10:30 & 1:30.
$6. 897-1802.
RUSSIAN JEWELS. Thru Oct
30. A collection of miniature
watercolors by St. Petersburg,
Russia artists Anna Resnick and
Anna Kozhina at BumNoff
Gallery, 1529 Piedmont, Suite
G. 875-3475.
TRADITIONS AND
VISIONS. Thru Oct 15. Spruill
Center for the Arts (5339
Chamblee Dunwoody Rd)
sponsors six weeks of events
and exhibits highlighting the
culture and arts of Native
Americans. 394-3447.
TWELFTH NIGHT. Thru Oct
16. Shakespeare's romantic
comedy features a bit of
gender-bending when a
countess falls in love with
Viola, who happens to be
dressed as a boy at the time.
Thur-Sat 7:30 pm, Sun 6:30
pm. Atlanta Shakespeare
Tavern, 499 Peachtree. $10 &
$15. Tavern opens an hour
early for food and beverage
service. 874-5299.
CLOUD 9. Thru Oct 30.
Actor's Express opens its 7th
season, now at its new location
at King Plow Arts Center, with
Caryl Churchill's raucous,
gender-bending sexual comedy.
$12-16. Thur-Sat 8 pm. Sun 7
pm. 607-7469.
AN AFFAIR TO DISMEMBER. Thru Nov. 2. Agatha's A
Taste of Mystery dinner theatre
sets sail on the Love Boat gone
mad. $33-$38, includes dinner.
Tues-Sat 7:30, Sun 7 pm. 693
Peachtree. 875-1610.

THE DIARY OF ANNE
FRANK. Thru Oct 30. The
teenager's WWII diary comes
to life at Onstage Atlanta. ThurSat 8 pm; Sun 5 pm. 420
Courtland. 897-1802.
WILLIAM AND KEIKO
RANSOM. Duo pianists
perform at Emory's Glenn
Memorial Auditorium. 8:15 pm.
Free. 727-6666.
EMILY WILSON AND
MARY CARMICHAEL. Thru
Oct 21. Sculpture by Wilson
and paintings by Carmichael on
exhibit at the Marcia Wood
Gallery, 1198 N. Highland.
Reception 7-10 pm. 885-1808.
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Imhotep and Normando Ismay
at the Arts Festival in Piedmont
Park. 7:15 pm.
JOSEPH BEUYS. Thru Dec
30. Drawings, objects and
prints by the German artist at
the High Museum. The
Museum's annual open house
for the arts community
celebrates the opening,
beginning at 4:30 pm. 800 East
performs Ed Woodham's "Row
the Boat" to round out the
evening. Free. 733-4461.
OUTLOOK. Radical talk for
revolutionary intellectuals—
feminist, Afro-centered and
pro-gay radio on AM, with
Alicia Banks. New time: 4 pm8 pm, WIGO, 1340 AM.
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RAISE THE RED LANTERN. Chinese film explores
the politics of power and
control. High Museum, 8 pm.
THE BIG CHILL CONCERT
FEATURING THE BILL
PATTON BAND. The last of
Decatur's Concerts on the
Square with dancin' tunes from
the'50s to the'70s. 7pm.
RIVERS OF GOLD. Thru Dec
18. Precolumbian treasures
from Sitio Conte on display at
the Michael C. Carlos Museum
at Emory. 727-4282.
CAFE BIZZOSO. Alternate
ROOTS presents Margaret
Baker, Leah Mann, Akbar
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WILLEM DE KOONING.
Thru Nov 27. A collection of
works by the Dutch born
American artist, in celebration
of his 90th birthday, at the High
Museum. 733-4444.
PUPPETRY OF AFRICAN
DESCENT. Thru Dec 17. A
special exhibit showcasing the
works of African-American
puppeteers. Center for Puppetry
Arts, 1404 Spring. 873-3089.
MINNIE EVANS: ARTIST.
Thru Dec 31. Works by the
self-taught African-American
artist on display at the High
Museum's Folk Art and
Photography Galleries, Georgia
Pacific Center downtown. 5776940.
BLACK AND FEMALE:
WHAT IS THE REALITY?
Sept 30-Oct 2. Be Present, Inc.,
sponsors this retreat for African
American women and girls.
$250 per person; $175 low
income; $125 17 and younger.
624-9509.
PHANTOM OF THE
OPERA. Oct 1-Nov. 5. Tickets
are now on sale at the Fox box
office and TicketMaster outlets
for the Andrew Lloyd Webber
musical, brought to Atlanta by
the Atlanta Broadway Series.
Tues-Sun 8 pm. Sat & Sun 2
pm, special performances Oct
31,8 pm and Nov 3, 2pm.
$22.50-$47.50. 249-6400.
GAY ISSUES IN THE
WORKPLACE. Oct. 7. A
half-day workshop with author
Brian McNaught, sponsored by
AT&T's LEAGUE. Atlanta
Church of Religious Science,
52 Executive Park So. $30
before Sept 10, $40 after, $45
at door. 516-1917.
BONNIE RAITT. Oct. 22,8
pm. Bruce Hornsby opens for
the R&B great at Lakewood.
$17 & $26. 249-6400.

SUNDAY

GAPAC GARDEN PARTY.
Meet the candidates at Villa
Bella di Fiori (1106 Lullwater
Rd) 3-6 pm. $20 single; $35 for
two. 872-8095.
WATER GARDEN TOUR.
Wonderfalls, Inc. hosts a tour
of water gardens to benefit
Project Open Hand. Noon to 5
pm. $5. 653-0853.
ART AND FASHION FOR
AIDS. Designer Bill Hallman
teams with The Lowe Art
Gallery to benefit Jerusalem
House's new facility for
homeless women with AIDS
and their children. The Lowe
Gallery, 75 Bennett St. Doors
open at 8 pm. $20 & $25. 2398600.
LES CHANTEUSES
AFRICAINES. The musical
and literary voices of African
women, with host Alicia Banks,
who offers a unique perspective
that includes the lesbian point
of view. 1-4 am. WRFG, 89.3
FM.
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MONDAY

OUT IN ATLANTA. Atlanta's
local lesbian and gay cable
program, featuring interviews,
news, arts & entertainment and
more. 10:30 pm and again, Wed
5:30 pm. Cable Ch. 12.
DYKE TV. Activist television
from a dyke perspective. 9:30
pm, People TV. Cable Channel
12. Also airs Tues, 5:30 pm.
STILL AIN'T SATISFTED.
Music and interviews from a
lesbian perspective. Cool music
for any queer or interested

other. 7-9 pm, WRFG, 89.3
FM.
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TDESDAY

FROM SDS TO THE
SOFTBALL FIELDS. Saralyn
Chestnut, director of Emory's
Office of Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual
Life and longtime Atlanta
resident, speaks about Atlanta's
lesbian-feminist community,
1972-1980, at Fourth Tuesday's
monthly meeting. 662-4353.

intertwined lives of five
members of a harmony pop
group at the Alliance Studio
Theatre. $20 & $26. Tues-Sat 8
pm. Sun 2:30 & 7:30 pm. 7335000.
EARTH LINKS. Thru Oct 15.
Children's art from around the
globe at the Arts Exchange. 750
Kalb St. in Gram Park, t)?.'!4211.
POSITIVE LIVING. This
locally produced show about
people living with AIDS tire
twice every week on People TV
Ch. 12, 2:30 pm and again on
Sat, 10 pm. Also airs on City
Ch. 6, Thur 5 pm.

MAX AND MILLI. Thru Oct
29. 7 Stages presents a play
written for children,
confronting young people's
fears and rivalries. Tue-Fri 10
am; Oct 22 & 29,1pm. $5 &
$7. 523-7647.
TAKE BACK THE NIGHT.
Kennesaw State College and
the Cobb County YWCA
sponsor a march and
candlelight vigil to call
attention to the crimes of sexual
assault and rape. 7 pm.
Carmichael Student Center on
campus. 423-6280.
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WEDNESDAY

UP ON THE ROOF. Thru
Nov 14. The intermittently

PICTURED:
ABOVE: Zap Mama performs
at the GA Tech Center for
the Arts on Sept 23. Photo
by Maria Dewlat.
LEFT: Orson Welles' "It's
All True" is onscreen at the
High Museum on Sept 23.
BELOW: The Compagnie
Phillippe Saire performs at
8:30 pm Sept 23-24 on the
Midlown Valley Slage as the
Arts Festival of Atlanta
continues.
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ATLANTA
CHURCH
OF
RELIGIOUS
SCIENCE

Find a God who
believes in you
- just as you are.

SEPTEMBER

22/1994

Starting
Thursday,
September 29,
Kennedy
Shultz
is teaching a
new ten week
class that will
show you
how to
change
your life*

Teaching
the
Science

of
Mind

Find a church
that welcomes you
- just as you are.

Dr. Kennedy Shultz, Pastor
Come to the Atlanta Church of Religious Science
Sundays at 10:00 and 11:30 a.m.
Walter Hill Auditorium High Museum of Art
Wednesdays at 7:00 p.m.
52 Executive Park South #003,6364567

"The Power of Decision"
"You will never get what you want until YOU decide just
what that is and just why you should have it.
THE POWER TO CREATE OUR OWN GOOD
BEGINS WITH THE POWER OF DECISION."
—Kennedy Shultz

Mornings at 11 and Evenings at 7
Open to all
Tuition $100.00
For more information (404) 636-4567

WOULDNT YOU RATHER
STANDOUT IN A CROWD?
YOU ALREADY KNOW THAT TRONCALLI
sells only the finest automobiles. Nissan, Infiniti, Mitsubishi, Saab,
Lincoln-Mercury and Jaguar. These names mean QUALITY.
What, then separates us from other dealers selling the same cars?
PEOPLE. When you visit one of our dealerships, you will be greeted,
not hassled, by a friendly professional. After you 've made your
purchase, you'll feel confident that we haven't forgotten about you. And
should your new car need servicing, our courteous service team will
make sure you're satisfied. That's how we stand out in the crowd!
TRONCALLI NISSAN
1625 Church Street • Decatur • 292-3853

A national laboratory has proven HLM is more
effective on reddened, roughened hands than
any other company. HLM-never sticky or greasy!

HLM Services, Inc.

TRONCALLI SAAB
11507 Alpharetta Hwy. • Roswel! • 475-0030

TRONCALLI INFINITI

TRONCALLI LINCOLN-MERCURY

1625 Church Street • Decatur • 292-6930

11507 Alpharetta Hwy. • Roswell • 475-0030

TRONCALLI MITSUBISHI

TRONCALLI JAGUAR

1625 Church Street • Decatur • 294-0040

11507 Alpharerta Hwy. • Roswell • 475-0030
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IRS problems and collection issues. Accounting and financial
advising for the small business. Income tax preparation.

We service all 50 states.

(SUPERSTORES^

404-370-0986, Outside Atlanta: 1-800-GAY-TAXS
412 Church St., Decatur, GA
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Atlanta's getting an education in gourmet coffee and
microbrewed beer. What with Caribou, Starbuck's
and Aurora opening multiple stores in the area the
espresso Machines are about to kick into high gear.
Luckily, the fine specialty ale department is also
growing in the Metro area to counteract the sudden influx of
caffeine. Two new breweries are open for business. The gay
owned Black Sheep label has appeared around town, as
has Marthasville Light Lager. It's about time. The Pacific
Northwest can't have all the good beers. Seattle's got Red
Hook. Bend, Oregon's got Deschutes' Jubel Ale. And Atlanta's
got Black Sheep. Thank you, Dave (Verzello) and Mark
(Goodwin) of the David & Mark Brewing Company, for this
long-overdue addition to Atlanta's malted beverage menu.
One place to request these new limited edition beers is the
month-old bar called Shahan's Saloon where The
Tower used to be located at 735 Ralph McGill Boulevard.
The site has a long history in serving the gay community.
During the '40s it was open as a restaurant by day only. In
1954, The Tower opened at night serving a mostly lesbian
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David Verzello (left) and Mark Goodwin have brewed
up Black Sheep Light Lager, a gay-owned label.

clientele which it continued to do for over 35 years. Of
course, men were always welcome as they are now. Drink,
dance, shoot pool, and what have you at the same 'ol spot,
different name: Shahan's 523-1535.
The High Museum of Art will host their Annual Arts
Community Open House on Saturday, September 24, to celebrate the opening of a major touring exhibition, Joseph

Beuys: Drawing, Objects and Prints. This
guy sounds pretty interesting as far as performance artists go.
Beuys was of the same school of artists as John Cage and
Yoko Ono, so expect the weird. Everyone's invited to the
open house which will be held in the Museum's Atrium. A
cash bar, music and that's right, performance art will ensue.
Ed Woodham's "Row the Boat," a Beuys-inspired event will
be performed by 800 East, which is an alternative venue for
experimental performance art guided by artistic director Ed
Woodham. Admission is free. 733-4461.
Recently, I saw a play that was just flat-out funny. Comedy is tough to pull off for very long, that's one reason why
Blue Window works. Art Attack's current 75-minute
production of Craig Lucas' ("Prelude To a Kiss," "Reckless")
comic play is just the amount of time I want to be with the
seven characters who find themselves at the same dinner
party that includes a sensitive-manof-the-'80s parachutist, a

JIM GRIMSLEY
"WINTER BIRDS
Sunday, Oct. 2,7:30pm

PAUL RUSSELL HEHHH
"SEA OF TRANQUILITY

<£*

CHANGE

secretary who can sing but never to her preoccupied musician/boyfriend, a family therapist who can't figure out her
lesbian novelist/lover, a hostess with a secret and her flamboyant confidant whose performance is somewhere between
Elizabeth Taylor and Rip Taylor. The play is about people's
private lives. By exposing each other, the characters, who
quickly become people, make you think about the things we
do and why we do them. In the absurd details of these characters' lives each member of the audience is bound to recognize
him/herself. Seeing this play was like looking in a funhouse
mirror, distortions and all. Still it's a laughable and human
picture Lucas shows us. "Blue Window" plays through October 1 at 14th Street Playhouse. Wednesdays-Saturdays at 8
p.m., Sundays at 6 p.m. 881-6304 for ticket info.
Help Jerusalem House help Atlanta by attending Art &
Fashion for AIDS '94, a benefit art and fashion show
to be held at The Lowe Gallery at 75 Bennett Street in
Buckhead. The event will help provide funds for a new wing
to Jerusalem House that will house mothers with AIDS and
their children. The new space will be Atlanta's first permanent housing program for these underrecognized members of
the community affected by AIDS. Clothing designs by Bill
Hallman, artwork by Oregon artist Fran Murphy and gourmet health food by The Props Bar will be served as well as
wine and beer. Doors open at 8 p.m. Show begins at 9 p.m.
Sunday, September 25. Advance tickets available by calling
239-8600. Join the fun for moms and kids.
And don't forget two events coming up this weekend in

historic Grant Park: The Grant Park Moth Ball
and the Grant Park Tour of Homes. The
annual "Moth Ball" may just be another theme party but it's
the biggest one around this week and the only one under the
big tents at the Atlanta Zoo. Enjoy a seated dinner of summer
fare and swing to the Big Band sounds of the '40s with live
DJ entertainment. Whether you live in one of these old houses
or not, everyone's welcome in Grant Park. Saturday, September 24. 8 p.m. Call Patsy Hedrick for tickets. The Grant Park
Tour of Homes will include ten homes and a church. A ticket
booth will be set up on the corner of Berne and Boulevard
from 12 to 6 p.m. Sat. and Sun. September 24-25. All proceeds go to the preservation of Grant Park. Or call Patsy.
She's friendly.
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^~ verything on Toast From a Secret Place
New Wdeo explores coming-out issues for gay teens
I recently read a column by a
gay Generation X-er, who was
refuting attempts to define his age
group and then proceeded to offer
his own generalities. Among the
latter was the idea that coming out
is no longer a process, that today's
20-something gays and lesbians
were always aware of and open
about their sexual identities.
At first I thought, hallelujah!
This is what my generation, and a
few brave souls in earlier ones,
have been marching, fighting and
taking risks for. My second reaction hit a split second later: Bullshit
—honey, you went through the same crap as
the rest of us.
This was reinforced when I saw the
40-minute video "From a Secret Place," made
by Karin Heller, MSW, and Bill Domonkos. It
features gay and lesbian teenagers talking about
their own coming out processes with Wendy
Rosen, Ph.D., offering more technical descriptions of the phenomena they've experienced.
Three actors put the issues in a dramatic context with a shared monologue.
P-FLAG gets involved in the last 15 minutes as parents join the exchange to present
their own perspective on the issues, including
coming to terms with their children's gayness
and changing their expectations without losing any love for their sons and daughters.
The sense of differentness that precedes
sexual awareness is described in various ways
by the individuals who recently went through

it and by Rosen, who says the youngsters may
at first attribute their feelings to other things
that separate them from their peers. She doesn't
mention race, which would seem relevant in
the case of an Asian-American boy who seems
to have been more affected by this syndrome
than the others on the tape.
Participants discuss and dramatize the problems of a lack of role models and the inability
to find each other for support, and explore
young people's responses to homosexuality in
themselves and others, both positive (acceptance, forming or facilitating groups) and negative (name-calling, suicide attempts).
STEVE WARREN
"From a Secret Place," priced for institutional use, is available for sale or rental from
Fanlight Productions, 47 Halifax Street, Boston, MA 02130; or phone (800) 937-4113.
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Fitness Center
321-6507
Wolff Tanning Center
320-3077
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gay, lesbian & bisexual

discount books
FREE CATALOGUE

1-800-649-7898
"miitimtotheneed
oftheinfra-ailtute"

TATTOOS

• 404/222-8385

483 MORELAND AVE. NE STE. 5
ATLANTA

PIERCINGS

GA 30307

• 404/222-0393
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Coming Out Under Fire
A new documentary chronicles the origins—as well as the human
costs—of the U.S. military's homophobic policies
by JIM MERRETT
"I'm always on the lookout for good stories," says openly
gay documentary filmmaker Arthur Dong. "Whether I'm reading newspapers or just walking down the street, I'm always
looking for something that can become the subject of a film."
Dong, 40, thought he had the story of a lifetime in 1990
when he read Allan Berube's "Coming Out Under Fire," a
nonfiction book about the struggles of lesbian and gay service
members during World War II. "As soon as I picked up this
book," Dong says, "I thought it was a fascinating document of
American history."
Zeitgeist Films has recently released Dong's film "Coming Out Under. Fire," featuring interviews with veterans, vintage photographs and rare archival footage from the era that
demonstrates the government's pattern of homophobia. And
although the making of "Coming Out Under Fire" turned out
to be a path fraught with difficulties, the finished film could
be a serious contender for an Academy Award for best documentary next year.
The process of translating Berube's book into a film was
somewhat arduous, even for Dong, a filmmaker with two
respected documentaries to his credit. "Allan had researched
his book for over ten years and had found over 100 people"
who had been gay in the service, Dong explains. "To tell
history through people's lives, I needed articulate, interesting
people who will work on film, which is different from working on paper. We went through all his files and talked about
every person he interviewed, and through this process narrowed the field down to nine who appeared in the film."
One man who consented to interviews is Marvin Liebman,
a World War II veteran who is ampng America's most prominent conservatives. During the 1940s Liebman was interrogated when military censors intercepted a letter he'd written

that contained campy language borrowed from the writings of
Dorothy Parker. Based on such flimsy evidence, Liebman was
discharged from the U.S. Air Corps as undesirable.
Another veteran who sat for an interview was still closeted
and wouldn't let his name be used even 50 years after the war.
"He was so closeted that he didn't want us to film in his house,
but he was a great storyteller," Dong says. "He's seen in
silhouette, which becomes a visual reminder of the psychological scars left on gay veterans."
The documentary also includes a number of women, including Phyllis Abry, a radio technician in the Women's Army
Corps, who carried on an undetected lesbian relationship during the war.
Although Abry was terminally ill during filming (she died
before the film was released), she was anxious to be interviewed. "She was very upset with Clinton [over his "don't
ask, don't tell" compromise]," Dong remembers, "and she
really wanted to speak her mind."
An interesting finding of the film is that despite the
military's, continued hostility to homosexuals, there was a
time in the early '40s, between Pearl Harbor and the middle of
the war, when gay men and women were quietly tolerated.
They developed a camaraderie that included gay cliques with
their own newsletters and participation in drag shows. It was
only when the armed forces decided to weed out men and
women with so-called "psychopathic personalities" that the
tolerance ended.
According to Dong's film, the military was trying to prevent a recurrence of the kinds of battle-related psychological
illnesses suffered by soldiers during World War I, and at the
time homosexuals were considered to have a propensity for
mental illness. In an attempt at fairness, the film explains the
government's reasons for quarantining gay soldiers, but Dong's
personal judgment on such policies is much harsher.

HOME OF THE ALL NUDE ALL THE
TIME MALE AND FEMALE REVUES
Lights! Camera! Action! Come to the STUPENDOUS EXTRAVAGANZA
as a famous movie star. It's going to be a COLOSSAL SPECTACLE, a
GRAND COSTUME BALL. Dress as a screen siren ... a lovable comic
... a celluloid Lolhario ... a lariat-tossing son of the West. Take your
cue from the suggested movies.

WIN

AVN

'"OSCAR"

for the BEST costume ... The FUNNIEST ... or the BEST COUPLE!

THE CASTING COUCH IS NOW OPEN
LET THE CAMERAS ROLL
WIN A FABULOUS WEEKEND
TRIP FOR TWO TO

HOLLYWOOD CALIFORNIA
All right, Now I want everybody
in FULL Costume by 9:00pm
Check over the list 'thought-starters'
below and be prepared to
'Give It Everything You Got'
J3UIET PLEASE - OKAY • ROLL 'EMUIj
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SUGGESTED MOVIES
Antony & Cleopatria
KingKong
Victor Victoria
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The King & I
Gone With The Wind
Mutiny on the Bounty
Diamond Lil
Tarzan
Star Wars
Ghost Buster

Tootsie
Lawrence of Arabia
Hello Dolly
Conan the Barbarian
Amadous
Dracula
The Wisard of Oz
Some Like It Hot
The Great Gatsby
Superman
The Ziegfield Folies

2788 East Ponce de Leon Ave

(404) 377-2956

Phyllis Abry (left), shown here with her lover, Mildred,
was interviewed for Dong's film shortly before her
death.
"I see this as the same kind of persecution that Japanese
Americans suffered in internment camps in World War II, and
I want the public to know that if their elected officials do this,
it can happen to any of us," Dong says.
Dong's previous films include the Oscar-nominated "Sewing Woman," a profile of his mother's struggle to survive and
raise a family in China and then in the United States. Dong
also directed "Forbidden City, USA," a well-received study of
Chinese-American entertainers who broke through to mainstream nightclubs in the 1940s.
Dong thought that his excellent track record would pave
the way for funding for "Coming Out Under Fire," but in
1992, when Dong conceived of adapting Berube's book, no
one seemed to be interested in funding a film about the
CONTINUED ON PAGE 32
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Under Fire
Continued from page 31

If you find a lower price on any
ncndlll Fabric, Wallpaper or Blind we
d{e A A
stock we'll match the price
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take $5.00 Off your purchase
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Why Wait For a Sale
At Decorating Depot
a Sale Waits For
You Everyday!

Custom
Blinds
Levolor, Delmar, Fashion
Tech, Comfortex and
Many More!

Wallpaper & Border

ovr 2000 CURRENT PATTERNS IN STOCK
OVER

$1
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Drapery & Upholstery

Fabrics
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Compare Anywhere

Brewster, Imperial, Schumacher, Waverly,
Village, Seabrook, Sunwall Warner

CUSTOM FURNITURE .&

Accessories

military's persecution of gays and
lesbians.
"I sent the NEA my proposal
for a film about gay and lesbian
veterans in 1992, the height of the
NEA controversy, when people
were getting turned down," Dong
remembers. "In my application, I
stated that my main goal in filmmaking is to tell stories about social injustices, and then I added
that this was to be my first major
documentary as a gay person on a Filmmaker Arthur Dong (right) worked with author
gay subject. The then acting di- Allan Berube to find interview subjects.
rector, Anne Imelda Radice, personally approved [my application], I was told. still as bad as they were back in World War II.
There was no big ruckus."
The publicity also made veterans eager to
To be on the safe side, Dong spent the be a part of Dong's project because "suddenly
$50,000 grant "right away—just in case they what we were talking about was very relevant,"
changed their minds!"
he says.
And then, midway through shooting, Dong
Dong takes a dim view of the "don't ask,
found his project lifted up by another major don't tell" compromise that came out of the
controversy: the attempt by gay and lesbian hearings. "I think things are worse now," he
activists, with the, vacillating assistance of says. "We are supposed to have gone through
President Clinton, to lift the military's ban on decades of evolution and understanding, so
gays and lesbians.
it's appalling that Sen. John Warner can say
The controversy at first threatened to de- what he does at the end of the film, on national
rail Dong's project, but instead wound up pro- television, describing why we should despise
viding a stronger ending for the documentary. gay people as a class of citizens, saying that
Dong included what he calls "book-ends" foot- we are contaminating the armed services, and
age of the hearings at the beginning and end of why we need to be kept invisible. I was astonthe film, which places the issue in the context ished watching those hearings. It really gave
of the current battle of gay and lesbian Ameri- me a sense of how dangerous government can
cans to serve. "As it happens, Sam Nunn gave be."
us a great ending [in leading the opposition to
lifting the ban]," Dong explains. "Thanks to
"Coming Out Under Fire" plays Sept. 23him, the film really soars—it really speaks to 25 at IMAGE Film and Video, 75 Bennett St.,
what is happening today and lets us see whether in TULA Arts Complex. Tickets are $6 for the
there has been change or whether things are general public and $5 for IMAGE members.
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Bartson Fabrics, Angu Woodridge, John
Wolf, Ametex, Robert Ailen,T3arrow,
Bloomcraft,
Cyrus Clark

Lamps, Rugs, Si Plants, Vases, Pictures and Much More!,

THE FACE OF TODAY'S
PERSONALS IS CHANGING.

Special Order Wallcovering*/

40%0ff

1,000's & 1,000's of Patterns from 100's of Current Book*.
"Schumacher Not Included

Towne Village Shopping Center, Marietta 424-3025 P*
Hours: Open Mon & Fri 10-8m Tues, Wed, Thurs & Sat. 10-6, Sunday 1-5

Bargain Bins: Remnants & Closeouts Restocked Daily!

We make things grow...
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LANDSCAPING
"Serving Atlanta and all surrounding areas"

;, Complete Landscape Design,
Installation, & Maintenance
Services include:

New Trees & Shrubs, Sod,
Mulch, Pine Straw, Top Soil,
Hardscapes, Fertilization,
& General Clean-Up

Free Evaluations 508-0724

And you'll be surprised at the kind of people you meet.
Southern Voice personals are filled with new, exciting people every day.
People from all walks of life, with one thing in common.
They're looking for someone like you to share a smile...and possibly a life.
You'll find them in Southern Voice personals.
To place your own ad fill out the order form and mail it to
1189 Virginia Ave. NE Atlanta, GA 30306 or call 876-1819.
To listen and respond to ads, call

1-900-370-4099

Call costs $1.50 per minute. Must be 18 or over. Touch tone phones only.
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Gay vocalist David Sereda shines on new CD
Whoever mixed the 12 tracks on David
Sereda's "The Blue Guide" obviously knew
that when your singer has a voice of gold, you
should let the singer be heard—loud and clear.
The Alberta native's first CD, on Toronto's
Rocky Wednesday Records, is a glorious collection of songs ranging from pop ballads to
gospel, and rich in both sound and meaning.
No less than three songs on "Guide" lament the loss of
Sereda's lover, William Deacon, who died of AIDS in 1988.
"I've got mail for you," he sings on "One Thing Missing,"
"They don't know you're gone/Mail for me, saying c'mon/
You've got to carry on." Lyrics like these manage to avoid
mawkishness, and Sereda hits his high notes from above,
like a Broadway performer. The result is something very
rare in both its earnestness and beauty.
Sereda has enjoyed moderate success in his home country, where radio stations have been giving airtime to "Anything is Possible," a track that finds Sereda sounding a bit
like Leo Sayer circa 1978. Catchy as it is, "Possible" is
probably the least impressive track on the disc. More stirring is the gorgeous a cappella gospel hymn "Powerful
Love," and "Do Me Deluxe," whose lyrics ("I'd like to take
you away/...but who's got the bucks?"—are as whimsical
as its doo wop chorus.
You'll think you've heard Sereda's voice before; he's
Billy Joel without the gravel, Kenny Loggins without the
nasality, Freddy Mercury without the camp. But the truth is,
Sereda achieves a weightless, ethereal quality rarely matched
by male vocalists. In another ode to Deacon, "All or Nothing," Sereda sings, "...sometimes I wish you weren't/Such
a hard act to follow."
"The Blue Guide" proves Sereda's a pretty tough act to
follow, himself.

David Sereda

Here's LookirT At You, Donna
The Casablanca Records Story celebrates
the heyday of disco
"Thump thump thump thump...At about 120 beats per
minute, give or take a thump...blend in some girls cooing
suggestively, an extended orgasm (vocal, orchestral, or both),
a storm of strings, and a delicately embroidered synth line
or two, and you've got the Casablanca sound."
So writes Vince Aletti, the first "disco journalist" ever,
on the liner notes of "The Casablanca Records Story" (Mercury), a four-CD box set chronicling the life of disco's most

prominent record label. For the disco lover in you, here's
over five hours worth of digitally remastered music, the
majority of which are the 12-inch-single club versions. But
more than that, the set offers, through the liner book, a
fascinating look at the life (and death) of the '70s disco
scene as viewed through its promoters: Aletti, Brian Chin, a
former Billboard columnist, and Cecil Holmes, who founded
the company along with the late Neil Bogart.
Casablanca struck gold with its introduction of Donna
Summer, and her songs appear most frequently—six out of
the 46 tracks on the set. Aletti explains that the studio's 16minute version of Summer's "Love to Love You, Baby"
inspired a whole new concept in dance music, the superextended track. Aside from that version, the 17-minute
"MacArthur Park Suite" sounds better than ever, as do "Bad
Girls" and "On the Radio." After Summer, the group most
represented on the set is The Village People, whose verygay overtones, notes Chin, were responsible for both the
negative media backlash and the delightful bohemian appeal of the disco scene.
In addition to the Summer and Village People tracks, the
set contains some titillating oddities, like the Skatt Brothers
singing "He's gonna make you grovel on the floor/Make
you spit up and beg for more" in "Walk the Night," and,
inexplicably, the Captain and Tennille's "Do That To Me
One More Time." You'll also be treated to Cher's "Take Me
Home," Brooklyn Dreams' "Music, Harmony and Rhythm,"
and Lipps, Inc's "Funkytown."
Yet The Casablanca Records Story is superior to any
standard K-Tel nostalgic collection because is has obviously been assembled by true lovers of the disco genre.
Listening to the music, you understand that more than something to laugh at, disco was a rich and complex medium cut
down before its time. This collection proves that in addition
to providing the roots for today's club music, disco was
rather... funky.
ADAM J. SANK
Performing in the Robert Ferst Theatre
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a lesbian organization
promoting social and
business networking
presents...

Saralyn Chestnut, Ph.D.,
Director of the Office of
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Life
at Emory University speaks on

"From SDS
to the Softball Fields:
Atlanta's
Lesbian-Feminist
Community,
1972-1980."

Friday
September 23, 8 PM

Friday & Saturday
October 7 & 8, 8 PM

ALAMBDA CENTER NlGHR
Bring your change and hear
AA
about the "Pennies from Heaven" jj
campaign to build our center.
Tuesday, September 27th
Doors open at 6:30pm, Program at 8:00 pm
**A Women only event please**

Colony Square Hotel • Cash Bar Avail. • Hors d'oeuvres
Members $10.00, Guests $13.00. $2.00 late fee for any reservation
received after Fri., Sept. 23, 5:00 p.m. Parking w/validated ticket $2.00

Call 662-4353 for further information

IMII
Center for the airts
• WHERE TECHNOLOGY MEETS THE ARTS

Order via INTERNET at:
center.arts@stucen.gatech.edu
or call the Georgia Tech
Center for the Arts box office

A Capella Group

Japanese Percussion
Taiko Group
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Restaurant Listings
American Roadhouse From breakfast
to blue plates, burgers to fresh
vegetables, old fashioned milk
shakes to wine.
842 N. Highland Ave • 872-282
Anis Food from the sunny South of
France at reasonable prices.
2974 Grandview Ave • 233-9889
Aroon A Thai restaurant specializing in
dishes from the vast alluvial plain
surrounding Bangkok.
4825 Buford Hwy, Chamblee • 9369030
Atkins Park Atlanta's oldest restaurant
and bar serves best in continental
cuisine.
794 North Highland Ave. • 876-7249
BJ's Coffee House Enjoy a variety of
coffees, cappuccinos and espresso
with salads, sandwiches and desserts. Open 7 days.
250 W. Ponce, Decatur - 373-3423
Babette's Country European informal
fine dining. Cassouletto Coqauvin.
Entrees $8-16. Tue-Thur 6-10, Fri-Sat 611, Sun 11:30-9.
471 North Highland Ave - 523-9121

"■—W—»—1^

Follow the Cheshire Bridge Road

wide selection of beer
Cheshire Bridge at Piedmont

FREIGHT ROOM

i

i

301 E Howard Ave. Decatur

j

378-5365

I
I
I

15% off entire check
with this coupon
Coujxm expires 10/2/94

Tandori & Curry
Restaurant
Voted one of the finest Indian
Restaurants in Atlanta

873-0009
1529-B Piedmont Ave., Atlanta

Capo's Va-Highlands favorite dinner
restaurant since 77. Seafood,
pasta, chicken, etc.
992 Virginia Avenue, NE • 876-5655
Caramba Cafe Traditional Mexican
cuisine. Mia's famous margaritas are
a must.
1409-D North Highland Avenue •
874-1343
Chef's Cafe A San Francisco style
bistro in Atlanta's elite "Top Ten."
Serving American cuisine with a
California influence.
2115 Piedmont Rd • 872-2284
Chef's Grill Creative American
cuisine. Perfect for pre-theatre
dining. More intimate dining after
8:00.
7280 Peachtree St • 881-0652
Chow The epitome of Va-Hi dining.
Pastas, chicken, seafood for lunch,
brunch or dinner.
303 Peachtree Center Ave, Dwntwn
• 222-0210
10261/2 N. Highland Ave, Va-Hi •
872-0869

Basta An informal cozy atmosphere.
Creative pasta dishes, gourmet
pizza and salads. Microbrewed draft
beer. Closed Sundays.
Inside the Georgian Terrace • 8748980

Ciboulette Enjoy a warm dining
atmosphere while viewing the chefs
in our open kitchen preparing
savory modern French dishes.
7529 Piedmont Road, NE • 874-7600
Ciboulette To Go Now your favorite
menu items are available to take
home or stay in the cafe.
1529 Piedmont Road, NE • 874-7600

Bertolini's offering authentic Italian
cuisine at affordable prices. Fresh
pasta, gourmet pizzas, desserts.
3500 Peachtree Road (Phipps Plaza)
. 233-2333

Coco-Loco Serving the best Cuban/
Caribbean food in Atlanta for the
past 4 years.
2525 Piedmont Rd B'head Crossing •
364-0212
6301 Roswell Rd Sandy Springs Plz •
255-5434

Bistango Chef Tom Coohill and his
staff serve creative Mediterranean
cuisine in a cozy, fun decor.
7 700 Peachtree Street • 724-0901

Cooley's Cafe - Great Southern
cooking. Catfish, fresh vegetables
and daily specials.
3rd & Peachtree • 607-7736

Brasserie au Bar A new, reasonably
priced French bistro restaurant in
the heart of Midtown Atlanta. Live
piano music nightly.
704P Juniper Street (corner of 11th) •
875-5976

Cowtippers Specializing in chargrilled
steaks, BBQ, chicken and seafood.
Midtown's Texas-style roadhouse.
1600 Piedmont Road • 874-3469

Brasserie Le Coze Owners of Le
Bernadin in NY give you a casual
French brasserie.
3393 Peachtree Road • 266-1440

R'E«S«T»A'U'R'A'N«T

Camille's - The closest Atlanta has to
Little Italy. Hearty platters of pastas,
seafood, veal & chicken in rich red
sauces.
1186 N. Highland Ave • 872-7203

Bacchanalia Country European
cuisine. Extensive wine list and select
beers available. 27.50 prix fixe. TueSat. Resv ace. Free prkng, wheelchair access.
3725 Piedmont Rd • 365-0410

Beans A casual and lively sidewalk
cafe in the heart of Atlanta. Quality
food, great service and fine music.
303 Peachtree Center Avenue •
614-0210

PIZZA PASTA DELI

from our fully stocked bar.
1140 Crescent Avenue • 873-0794

Bridgetown Grill Creative cuisine from
hot and spicy climates.
7756 Euclid Avenue • 653-0110

Crab House Full fresh seafood menu
featuring world famous garlic 8c
steamed crabs 8c our fabulous All-UCan-Eat seafood salad bar. Entrees
$9.95-17.95
Piedmont at North Ave, Rio • 8720011
Marietta: 2225 Cobb Pkwy • 9552722

Cafe Diem Coffee house serving
lunch, dinner, Sunday brunch; with,
desserts, espressos, cappuccinos.
640 N. Highland • 607-7008

Delights of the Garden Serving
vegetarian cuisine cooked only by
the sun.
72fn & Juniper • 876-4307

Cafe Mythology An international
coffee house serving desserts,
coffees and your favorite cocktails

Dusty's North Carolina-style pork,
brunswick stew, chicken, beef and
CONTINUED ON PAGE 36
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The old saw that location, location, location is the name of the game in real estate is
also true when it comes to locating a restaurant. The city's trendiest neighborhoods are
home to dozens of eateries too dismal to
survive without the hoards that patronize
them because they just happen to be in the
line of profitable fire. A mile or two away,
hidden from the masses, good eateries do
litde more than struggle along, barely able
to pay the rent and maintain the kind of
energy necessary for critical mass.
If Pasta da Pulcinella (1027
Peachtree St., 892-6195) were located in
Buckhead or Va-Hi, there would be lines
out the door, around the corner and into the
parking lot. Were it the first (or even second) decent eatery in a small neighborhood
hungry for good eats (like the Hying Biscuit
in Candler Park or Zack's in Ormewood
Park), it would be thriving.
But located where it is, just south of
Brother Juniper's and Frijoleros, on a stretch
of Peachtree Street that was turned from a
thriving community resource to a virtual
wasteland by outright commercial greed,
Pasta da Pulcinella sits almost undiscovered.
That's a shame.
The storefront that most recendy housed
Ericka's (and, before that, a whole range of
equally dismal attempts to turn turnips into
gold) has finally become a restaurant worth
visiting...and revisiting. Not a fancy place,
mind you; the floors are painted concrete,
there's no wood wainscoting, and the mix of
prewar Italiante and post-conflict Americain
decor is far from riveting. But the prices are
low—$6.50 for almost elegant plates of
pasta—and the service friendly, if abbreviated—you place your order at the counter,
schlep your own silverware and wine, and
pay extra for more than one (very good)
piece of bread.
The menu is dead simple: two salads,
seven kinds of pasta, eight kinds of wine,
coffee, tea, and espresso or cappuccino. Desserts from Alon's were originally offered,
but business has been too slow to make them
profitable.
Both the mixed green and low fat Caesar
salads are better than good. The former is
dressed lightly with a citrus balsamic
vinaigrette that should offend no one. Better
by half, the latter is slathered with an eggless
emulsion that tastes mostly of smoky, roasted
garlic. Not a particularly authentic take, but
a might tasty one. Add $1.50 worth of
smoked chicken to the full ($4.50) size of
the Caesar and you've got one very tasty
light entree.
But then you wouldn't have the chance
to try any of the noodle dishes. Like buckwheat tagliatelle tossed with sauteed rapini,
roasted radicchio, browned garlic and roasted
red pepper. Or litde pansotti (potbellied pasta
packs) stuffed with greens (spinach, Swiss
chard, beet tops, and dandelion), marjoram,
basil, ricotta and parmesan and topped with
a buttery pecan sauce.
Sound yummy?
When it works, it is. Tottelli filled with
browned Granny Smith apples, sausage, and
parmesan and topped with brown butter and
fresh sage is the sort of rustic-elegant stuff
you'd expect to find at Buckhead's best.
The tastes and textures are at once discreet
CONTINUED ON PAGE37
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Options
Available.
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ft'sthewood
that makes it good:
We give you and your appetite a lot of
options to explore. Order our woodroasted quarter or half chicken dinner
and pick any two of Kenny's homemade
side dishes to enjoy. If you're a lighter
eater, pick just one side dish. Or treat
yourself to a crisp tossed salad or tasty
chicken pita. You'll love 'em all. Come
by for lunch or dinner or bring Roasters Home. It's your option.

6400 ROSWELL ROAD
SANDY SPRINGS « 252-9490

2916 N. DRUID HILLS ROAD
TOCO HILLS • 315-8555
Best New Restaurant/1994 Taste of Atlanta
fflg) Eat In • Take Out • Cater Parties

-THE-

MELTING

6 L^onee ^/ro ude
ofDecatur

Come with a group, come with a
friend or just come by yourself. But
come and enjoy a variety of coffees,
cappuccinos and espresso with salads,
sandwiches and excellent desserts.
A Fondue Restaurant

Hours: Sun-Thur: 7am-10pm,
Fri-Sat: 7am-12am

Reservations requested
351-1811 • 857 Collier Road
(1 mile west of
<^Sf/7
Piedmont Hospital)
'==p//

373-3423
250 W. Ponce de Leon Ave., Decatur - Next to Maud Baker Flower Shoppe
Mention this ad and get a free coffee with purchase of a salad, sandwich or dessert. Expires 9/30/94.

j Qcojofo]
Cuban & CariBSean Cafe
Vhe'Best in Atlanta

I
I

364-0212

I
I
I
I

NOW OPEN

rri/

cm

AUTHENTIC

THAI

CUISINE

Featuring the Culinary Vision of
Robert S. Khankiew

2625 Piedmont Rd. Buckhead Crossing |
fNear Cub FoodsJ

GuiUne of Pt&aeHce
in @>ucJzlteac&
Closed on Monday

2974 Grandview Avenue
233-9889

i
i Buy One Lunch/Dinner
i#
Get One Free
i
i
Sunday- Thursday
■

i
i
L

($6.°° Limit)
Offer good through 9/15/94

I
I
I
I
I
I
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315-&50
2169 Briarclrff Road
Briarvlsta Shopping Center
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ribs. Lunch & dinner 7 days.
1815 Briarcliff Rd • 320-6264

COWTIPPERS

Einstein's Featuring massive salads,
pastas, sandwiches and more.
Located 1 block from Piedmont
Park.
1077 Juniper Street • 876-7925

_ mint *. tpnitt =

INTERNATIONAL
COFFEE HOUSE

Specializing in
Massive Salads,
Pastas, Sandwiches

ELEGANT COURTYARD

& More!

SPECIALIZING IN
FABULOUS DESSERTS
COCKTAILS & COFFEES

FULL MENU
FRI./SAT. TO 3 AM

LIVE JAZZ!
FRI. & SAT. NITES

TEXAS SIZE PATIO

1140 CRESCENT AVE • ATLANTA GA
873-0794

1600 PIEDMONT RD • ATLANTA, GA
874-3751

Featuring Atlanta's
Largest Patio
1077 JUNIPER • ATLANTA, GA
876-7925

SPECIALIZING IN
CHAR/GRILLED
■ STEAKS • CHICKEN
• SEAFOOD • BBQ

.:
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fjjme meet Fred and Dave, two "straight" but not narrow guys
who are the new owners of the Mid Crty Fish Company, with the
"we shuck 'em you mcV. 'err? oyster bar and serious seafood!
r

MicroSrewed and Premium E3eers on Draft
Hew Oeer and Wine Li&t
Beautiful Patio Pining

MID-CITY
COMPANY

96\ Amsterdam Avenue, Atlanta •572-0114

You don't have to
eat this!
Z&ffifflMZ%te

Try our complete guide to some of
the best restaurants in town.
Wake UP lir Piggy,
>^ wake UP...
4

Elena's - From crawfish enchiladas to
baked grouper, we've got something for everyone.
469 N. Highland Ave • 522-9211
The Flying Biscuit Cafe Eclectic,
healthy, hearty cuisine. Virtuously
vegan to downright decadant.
Closed Mondays.
1755 McLendon Ave. • 687-8888
Franco's - Family owned and operated for 25 years. Pasta dishes,
salads,, sandwiches, hoagies &
calzones. Wide selection of beer on
tap. Open 7 days 'til late.
Piedmont at Cheshire Bridge • 8731577
The Freight Room Great food and late
night entertainment.
301 E. Howard Ave. Decatur* 3785365
Galletto Espress-ohi European coffee
cafe with cozy seating and
delectables. Coffees from around
the world.
985 Monroe Drive at 10th St. • 7240204
Gourmet Grill Original wood-fired
grilled pizza, steaks, seafood,
vegetarian entrees, pasta, soups &
salads. Gourmet dining in a casual
atmosphere.
Peachtree Battle Shp Ctr next to
Oxford Books • 266-8477
Harry & Sons Harry & Sons puts the fun
back in dining in Va-Highlands.
Good bites, elegant entrees, great
desserts and Atlanta's only Satay
bar.
820 North Highland • 873-2009
Jewel of India - Thanks for your
support. Voted one of the best
Indian restaurants in town.Open 7
days. Lunch-Dinner.
1529-B Piedmont Avenue' 873-0009
Johnny Harris Restaurant - Seafood,
chicken, BBQ and vegetarian light
fare. Dinner 5:30-10. Entertainment
Wed-Sun.
1545 N. Decatur Rd • 370-0029
Kenny Rodgers Roasters Woodfire
roasted chicken. Voted "Best New
Restaurant" 1994 Taste of Atlanta.
2916 N. Druid Hills Rd. Toco Hills •
315-8555
Lettuce Souprise You - The best salad
bar in Atlanta. Try our new rotisserie
chicken (Pharr Rd. Location Only). 7
locations in metro Atlanta.
Mahjong Enjoy gourmet Hong Kong
style Chinese cuisine with a contemporary flair.
2140 Peachtree Road • 352-8339

Q BREAKFAST ALL DAY! V
@
CO
@

HEARTY, HEALTHY LUNCH &
PINNER SPECIALS!

TUES-SUN 9AAA-10PM

(§
rO
@

<? 687-8888 o
S

1655 MCLENDON AVE.

®

C^

IN THE HEART OF CANDLER PARK

<$

320-6264

1815 Briarcliff Road

Mambo Voted "Best Cuban Restaurant" by Atlanta Magazine for '92,
'93. Specializing in seafood with a
Cuban accent.

22/1994

7402 N. Highland • 876-2626
Marra's Seafood Grill Offers only the
freshest fish and shell-fish—grilled to
perfection or prepared with eclectic creativity.
7752 Cheshire Bridge Rd • 874-7363
Mary Macs Featuring traditional
Southern cooking. Atlanta's best
fried chicken and fresh vegetables.
224 Ponce de Leon Avenue • 8761800
The Melting Pot Incredible fondue
dining. Come enjoy a memorable
evening of fruity wines and delectable entrees.
857 Collier Road '351-1811
Mick's Mick's restaurants have been
serving our community for 20 years.
Check the hours and menu of the
Mick's nearest you. Lunch & Dinner,
and don't forget those decadent
desserts.
Mid-City Fish Company Home of the
"we shuck 'em you suck "em" oyster
bar and serious seafood.
961 Amsterdam Avenue • 872-0114
Milano's Pizza & Subs Complete
menu, salads to desserts. Common
Market Place.
736 Ponce de Leon • 874 CALL
(2255)
Ashford Dunw'dy at Johnson Ferry •
451-3200
Partners The intimate bistro with
Mediterranean and cross-cultural
fare.
1399 North Highland Avenue • 8768104
Pastabilities Design your own perfect
pasta dish. Gourmet pastas, low fat
and vegetarian specialties; dine in
or take home. Closed Mon. Parkside
Center next to General Cinemas.
5920 Roswell Rd, Sandy Springs •
847-9393
Peasant Restaurant & Bar Casually
elegant dining in the heart of
Buckhead. The perfect place for a
relaxed Sunday Brunch. Lunch or
dinner outside on the patio.
3402 Piedmont Rd. NE • 231-8740
RJ's Uptown Kitchen and Wine Bar
Largest selection of wines by the
glass in Atlanta. Great vegetarian
selection. Friendly service, reasonable prices.
870 N. Highland Ave • 875-7775
San Gennaro - The home of award
winning fried calamari and hearty
Italian cooking. Two patios allow
dining "al fresco." Full service bar.
270<S Cheshire BrRd • 636-9447
Surin of Thailand Chef Surin brings to
Va-Highland the cuisine for which
his native country is famous in his
own superb style.
810 North Highland Avenue • 8927789
Thai Chilli Robert S. Khankiew presents
the finest in Thai cuisine.
2169 Briarcliff Rd • 315-6750
Vassura Casual dining featuring foods
from Mediterranean countries.
1789 Cheshire Bridge Rd. • 872-1254
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Continued from page 35
and exceptionally well combined. The pasta
itself could be a little more delicate, but the
price could also be twice as much.
Even when it's less successful (ravioli
filled with eggplant, pecans, ricotta,
pecoriono, basil, and mint and topped with
tomato basil sauce), this is still sublimely
satisfying food. The problem with these
ravioli is that the ingredients are too finely
ground and too well combined. The taste is
better than good, but almost monochromatic—the sum of the whole being less than
its parts. The sauce, on the other hand, is
simple elegance personified.
Service (at least the part that you are not
responsible for yourself) is fast and friendly.
Cheap wines are appropriately cheap ($9 a
bottle), and better vintages are pricey ($30
or so). The food is good enough to deserve
the latter, but I'd sure appreciate something
in the $15-18 range.
The owner (born in Milan but raised here)
says he has spent the last ten years working
in many of Atlanta's most popular restaurants. Along with a friend who has been
cooking since he was a kid, he decided it
was time for them to strike out on their own.
Their creativity and entrepreneurial zeal are
a joy to behold. Go now, eat well for minimal dollars, and support a worthy effort to
revivify this too-long lonely stretch of our
fair city's most famous street.

Offering Authentic
Chinese Cuisine
Mahjong is a gourmet
Chinese restaurant with
contemporary flair. We
are not just another
Chinese restaurant—
for our distinctive
flavors set
them apart
from all the
rest. Specializing
in Hong Kong
style Chinese
cooking by
Chef
Han Wang.

TRADITIONAL

BISTRO

^an aufnentic casual
setting wiin a spaciouspatio
^AJJordable^ delicious dining.
/Divepiano music.
Open:
<bunoa.u~{JnurscfaiJ • 6pm-Miicfniqni
Ijrrioat/ £ <~>afuroay • 6pm-2am
Thinner and/Bate DQqni

For to go delivery
Call Buckhead Gourmet
261-6325
2140 Peachtree Road
Brookwood Sq. (behind Houston's)
Atlanta, GA • 352-8339

1049 jumper cS/ree/
\
404/S75-5976

Enlightenment Happens
The Taste Sheriff and I visited
RuSan's (1529 Piedmont Rd., 875-7042)
shortly after it opened and had almost no
fun at all. The menu was long and confusing; the food (other than sushi) between bad
and boring; and the noise level just shy of
nerve-racking.
We were not amused.
But it seems that about a zillion other
folks (many of them young, queer, and hip)
think that RuSan's is a mighty fine place. It
stays packed, and weekend waits can rival
those at the Colonnade.
So when my friend the Urban Shaman
said he wanted to celebrate the anniversary
of his natal day with raw fish, sake and lots
of energy we gave RuSan's another chance.
This time it worked. Despite the fact that
the menu is even longer and more confusing. Despite the fact that the decibel level is
even higher. And despite the fact that the
tempura is still dismal. (Not to mention that
nobody, customer or employee, seems to
give a shit that smokers feel free to light up
in nonsmoking sections.)
So what's changed? My attitude.
Take at least four folks, order only sushi
(and maybe some noodle dishes), drink
plenty of sake and become a willing participant in the ever-increasing noise level, and
RuSan's transforms itself from an overcrowded annoyance into what the Shaman
calls a "true urban fag experience." Truth be
told, there were more dykes than fags, but
you get the point. But be warned, homosexuals who eschew those terms of endearment will probably still want to celebrate
their birthdays with martinis and fried
chicken at the Colonnade.

FRENCH

Now Open

COOLERS

SEVANANDA

COMMUNITY OWNED NATURAL FOODS MARKET

c&caf COD

Introducing our new

The Finest in
Southern Cuisine

SALAD BAR!

• Fresh Vegetables
• Rotisserie Chicken
• Catfish/Hush Puppies

As always at Sevananda, we use only the freshest
natural ingredients. Stop by for lunch and a fresh
salad every day - including dips, spreads and
dressings made right here in our own kitchen.

and more...

Banquets/Special Events

The ONLY salad bar in Little 5 Points!
t

w

3rd & Peachtree Street '
I
607-7736
&

1111

NE • IN LITTLE FIVE POINTS • 681-2831
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK UNTIL 9 PM

EUCLID AVE.

Capo's
Cafe

Delights

Our New Management and
Culinary Team Invite You To
Come and Experience the
Magic of Capo's

,the
■aram

Old Favs: Chicken Diable, Fettuccine Alfredo
New Favs: Sunday Brunch
& Special Events Catering

A Supporter of Pride and ACT UP
Tu-Th & Sun 5:30-10:45
Fri&Sa 5:30-11:00
Brunch Sun. 11-2:30

876-5655
992 Virginia Ave., NE

*£££?lh

VEGETARIAN CUISINE

Pasta • Pizza
Cappuccino
r- Imported &
Micro Brew Beer

COOKED ONLY BY THE SUN
Sun-Thurs: 1lam-11piti
Fri-Sat: Wam-4-am

12th & Jumper Street
376-4307

*■*!

874-8980

Across from the Fox
le trie Georgian Terrace
* '(Ponced©Leon entrance).
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ORGANIZATIONS
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AIDS Organizations

Spiritual

AID Atlanta— 872-0600
AIDS Education/Svcs foe Minorities—POB 87277, All, 30337, 753-2900
AID Gwinnett— POB 884 Lawrcnceville, GA 30246, (404) 962-8396
AIDS Hotline for Women—888-9991
AIDS Info Line—876-9944 (Atlanta); 1-800-551-2728

All Saints Metropolitan Community Church —622-1154
Atlanta Church of Religious Science—636-4567
Catholic Gay and Lesbian Outreach—310-1529
The Catholic Group—POB 243, Austell, GA 30001, 310-1529
Christ Covenant MCC, Stone Mountain—297-0350
Clifton Presbyterian Church—(404) 373-3253
Congregation Bet Haverim (Jewish)—642-3467
Emergence/Atlanta (Christian Scientists)—565-2126
Fellowship of Love Christian Church—(706)660-0101
First Existentialist Congregation of Atlanta—378-5570
First Metropolitan Community Church of Atl—325-4143
Friends for Lesbian & Gay Concerns (Quakers)—370-1340
Gay & Lesbian Mormons—570-2561 (dig. page)

AIDS Legal Project—688-5433

REV. GIENNA

Shbphbucl, PASTOR

7m RAys ROACI, SuiiE 101 • SIONE MOUNIAJN, GA 50085
(404)297-05 50

Take Pride!

Arts/Entertainment/Culture
Atlanta Diversity Chorale—739-5607
Atlanta Feminist Women's Chorus—438-5823
Atlanta Freedom Marching Band—872-9763
Atlanta Gay Men's Chorus—POB 771144, Atlanta 30357
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay History Thing—POB 7032, Atl 30357, 876-1060
Atlanta Rainbow Ensemble—872-3135
"Funny.. .That Way"—875-2275
Pen-draggin' Poets—523-3639
Silver Fingers Productions—388-4624
Southeastern Arts, Media & Education Project, Inc—609-9590
Southern Country Atlanta—908-7480
Young Lesbian Art & Craft Exchange—Decatur, GA; 378-3367

SJmage U^Aoio
1 Hour Photo Processi

Bars

Atlanta's CM till)OWMtltllUiIjH'KllClt
Film Lab. Serving Atlanta With The Highest
Quality Processing Available! We Take PRIDE
In Our Work And Ourselves!
Next To Blockbuster Across From Piedmoijt Park.

985 Monroe Drive
Life Insurance
Disability Insurance
Supplemental Health
Insurance
Whether you are in preferred
health, have a serious illness, or fall
somewhere in-between, we offer solutions to your insurance-related
problems!
Preferred health qualifies you for
the lowest rates and highest benefits.
We offer insurance to those who
have commonly found it impossible to
obtain. Whether you have...
Cancer, Diabetes, HIV, MS, Drug
Abuse, Alcoholism, Overweight, or
other problems.

Give us a call
to see ifyou qualify
M. Bryan Freeman

pi BENEFITS
m^. AMERICA
3109 Maple Drive, Suite 404
Atlanta, GA 30305
404/233-5411 • 800/777-8878

AIDS Outreach Sewing Guild—325-4143
AIDS Research Consortium of Atlanta (ARCA)—876-2317
AIDS and Substance Abuse Speakers Network—977-7797
AIDS SUPPORT—Jewish Family Services—888-6400, #76
AIDS Survival Project (formerly Atlanta NAPWA)—874-7926
Atlanta Buyers Club—874-4845, or POB 77003, Atl, 30357
Atlanta Interfaith AIDS Network—874-8686
Atlanta Lesbian AIDS Project—250-8177
Childkind—936-9655
Common Ground—874-6425
First MCC AIDS Ministry—325-4143
Georgia AIDS Therapy Information Network—1-800-551-2728
Good Samaritan Project—873-4589
Grady Mem. Hospital Infectious Disease Program—341 Ponce de Leon
Ave., Ad 30308, (404) 616-2440
Jerusalem House—527-7627
The Living AIDS Memorial Park Project—876-0105
The Names Project/Atlanta—605-7386
Outreach, Inc.-<404) 346-3922
Pets Are Loving Support (P.A.LS.)-876-PALS
Positive Impact—885-9040
Positive Outlook On Health—872-9954
Project Open Hand Atlanta—5254620
Sister Love—753-7733

[illlMAMFA

The Armory—836 Juniper. 881-9280
Axys—(Sundays) 1150 Peacgtree St. NE 607-0922
Backstreet—845 Peachtree St. 873-1986
Blake's—227 10th St 892-5786
Buddies Cheshire Square—2345 Cheshire Br. Rd. 634-5895
Buddies Midtown—239 Ponce de Leon. 872-2655
Bulldog & Co—893 Peachtree. 872-3025
Burkhart's—Ansley Square. 8724403
Club Fetish—(Weds.)695 North Ave-577-8178
The Core—917 Peachtree St
Crazy Ray'z—1492 Piedmont 873-4655
The Eagle—308 Ponce De Leon. 87EAGLE
The Heretic—2069 Cheshire Bridge. 325-3061
Loretta's—708 Spring St 874-8125
The Metro-^t8 6th Street, 874-9869
Model T—699 Ponce de Leon, 872-2209
Moreland Tavern—1196 Moreland Ave. S.E. 622-4650
New Order—1544 Piedmont 874-8247
Opus—1086 Alco St 634-6478
The Orherside—1924 Piedmont Rd. 875-5238
Phoenix—567 Ponce De Leon. 892-7871
Revolution—293 Pharr Rd. 816-5455
Scandals—Ansley Square. 875-5957
Velvet-89 Park PI., NE 681-9936
Waterworks—107 Luckie St 577-7059

Direct Action/Political
ACLU of Georgia—523-5398
ACLU/Lesbian &Gay Chapter— 523-6201
ACT UP-44 12th St NE, Atlanta 30309-3979, 874-6782 (O)
Atlanta Greens, Green Parry USA, Lesbian-Gay-Bi-Queer Caucus
—368-7137
Catalyst—(404)776-1478

STUART McPHERSON
Serving the community for 15 years.

618-7227
2150 Cobb Parkway
Smyrna
PONTIAC—GMC—SUBARU

Cobb Citizens Coalition—POB 965336, Marietta 30066, 256-8690
Dykes & Faggots Bash Back—POB 14531, Atl 30324, voice mail 908-5369
Gay/Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation—876-1398
Georgia Advocates for Battered Women & Children/Lesbian Task Force—
524-3847; 250 Georgia Ave. SE, Rm. 365, All. 30312
GAPAC-Georgbt Political Action Committee—872-8095, FAX 874-8628
Human Rights Campaign Fund—Federal Advocacy Network, 231-5751
HRCF Event Hotline—840-6969
LEGAL—605-7476
Lesbian Avengers—798-7742
National Association of People with AIDS Hotline—874-7926
National Orginization for Women—875-0176
National Org. for Women, Gay & Lesbian Rights Task Force—636-7435
Neighbors Network—816-8348
Olympics Out of Cobb Coalition—POB 77341 Atlanta, GA 30357-1341—
798-7822
Out Front—PO Box 12369, Atlanta 30355
Republicans for Individual Freedoms—PO 13162, Atl, GA 30324, 2391679
Straight But Not Narrow—242-2256 (voice mail)
STOP Bias Crimes Hot Line—605-STOP

National
Human Rights Campaign Fund—1012 14th St NW, Suite 607, Washington,
D.C. 20005, (202) 628-4160
Lambda Legal Defense Fund—666 Broadway. 12th floor, New York, NY
10012, (212) 995-8585
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force—1517 U. Street NW, Washington,
D.C. 20009, (202) 332-6483
Old Lesbians Organizing for Change—OLOC, PO Box 980422, Houston,
TX 77098
Stonewall 25/IntematT March—662-6753

Professional
ANGLE (BellSouth Gay/Lesbian Employee Group) — (404) 723-6540
Atlanta Entrepreneurs' Club—Dr. Bravy 457-6347
Bar Owner's Assn—POB 15114, Atlanta 30333-0114
Community Network for Counseling Psychology and Social Work
—315-8945
Fourth Tuesday—662-4353
Gay/Lesbian Postal Employees Network (G/L PEN)—POB 580397,
Minneapolis. MN 55458-0397
GA Assoc of Physicians for Human Rights (GAPHR)—231-2251
LEAGUE ATLANTA, Inc (Employees of AT&T)—404/351-8322
Nat'l Gay Pilots Assoc—PO Box 27542, Washington, D.C. 20038-7542,
(703) 660-3852
Nat'l Lesbian and Gay Journalists Assoc.—634-7429
Nat'l Federation of Career Women—(404) 659-0315
OUTstafr (Emory)—727-2787 (Donna)
Turner Broadcasting Employess for Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Concerns—
223-5226 or 872-9678
Voices Out Front {Media Networking Assoc)—2103 N. Decatur Rd Sle.
185, Decatur 30033

Gay Spirit Visions—292-8567

Grant Park Aldersgate United Methodist Church—627-6221;
575 Boulevard SE
Home Free Ministry—POB 668 Atlanta, GA 30301, 758-4034
Integrity (Episcopal)—642-3183
Lutherans Concerned/Atlanta—636-7109
New Age Gays^t34-7338
Oakhurst Presbyterian Church—378-6284
Presbyterians for Lesbian and Gay Concerns—373-5830
Redefined Faith Worship Center—388-4624
Unitarian Universalists—$34-5134, George at 688-2242

Sports/Outdoor/Hobbies
Atlanta Team Tennis Assn—621-2699
Atlanta Venture Sports—242-4899
Atlanta Women's Lacrosse Club—303-1160, 888-6738
Front Runners/Atlanta—621-5007
Greater Atlanta Naturist Group—851-2882 (voice mail)
Hodanta Softball League—POB 14582, Atl. 30324, 873-4061
Hodanta Volleyball—621-5062
Lambda Car Club—POB 11705, Atlanta 30355
Mountain Catalyst—POB 199, Demorest, GA 30535
OUT in Nature—619-9185
S.E. Gay Rodeo Assn—POB 7881, All, 30357. 760-8126
Wilderness Network of GA—SASE, POB 55156, Atlanta 30308
Women's Outdoor Network—624-3418
Women's Rugby—237-2752

TRICKS/Bridge Club— 1202 Summit North Atlanta, GA 30324

Service/Support/Social
Adoption Options-Rainbow Kids—(404) 633-6021
African American Lesbian/Gay Alliance—239-8184 (voice mail)
Amazon Salon Young Feminist Network—321-5678
American Educational Gender Info Service
—POB 33724, Decatur 30033. (404) 939-0244 (eve)
Asians & Friends-Atlanta—876-0090(fax)
Athens Lesbian Information—LSG, POB 7864, Athens, 30604
Atlanta Corporal Punishment Club—Box 11863, Atlanta 30355
Atlanta Couples Together—365-2455
Atlanta Entrepreneurs' Club—457-6347
Atlanta Gay Center—876-5372
Atlanta Gender Exploration—435-4203
Atlanta Lambda Community Ctr—POB 15180, Atl 30333. 662-9010
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Comm—662-4533
Atlanta Prime Tuners—For Information Call 734-2490
Atlanta Pro-Choice Action Committee—239-8016
BiAtlanta— 256-8992
Bisexuals of Atlanta Resource Network—908-3413
Black and White Men Together—892-BWMT
Black Lesbians with Children 498-3815
Caregivers to PWAs Support Group—874-1109 or 875-6109
Carrollton Gay Community Newsletter—POB 2416, Carrollton, GA 30117
Codependents Anonymous—239-1657
Consciousness Raising and Support Group for Women in Politics and
Grassroots Organizing—636-7435
Delphi—POB 14591, AUanla, G 30324
Emergence International—876-3997
Emotions Anonymous—925-4825
GAPHR's Support Group for HIV+ Dentists-Physicians —634-0672
Gainesville, Georgia Gay Men's Support Grp—(404)535-5445
Gay Fathers of Atlanta—342-6451
Gay Help Line—«pm-11pm 892-0661
Gay/Lesbian AA & Al-Anon—881-9188
Gay/Lesbian/Bi Teen Group—378-5570
Gay/Lesbian/Bi Vets of America—627-6981 Iv. msg.
Gay/Lesbian Task Force to the Public Safety Comm. of City Council
—330-6504
Georgia Girth & Mirth—POB 9678, Ad. 30319. (404) 621-5710
Georgia Lesbian Ecofeminists—525-9085
Hospitality Atlanta—627-1630, 708-6866
Interact of Atlanta—633-9466
lohn Howell Park Project—876-0105
Lambda Group/Narcotics Anonymous—237-6262
Latinos En AcckSn—621-5743
Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous—378-6935
Lesbian Narcotics Anonymous—703-3897
Lesbian Support Group—627-7387
Lesbians Considering Parenthood-767-6173
Lesbians Over 50— 908-6119
Lesbians With Children—641-0870
Men of Little 5 Points—POB 5425, Atlanta 31107, 523-5804
Name the Violence Support Group for Battered Lesbians
—822-9570; Crisis Hotline—688-9436
Overeaten Anonymous (gay/lesbian group)—892-5868
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays—296-0830 or 8759440
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays/Chattanooga—
(615)875-5750,(615)622-3813
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays/Southside—
(691-4729 or 981-5310
Positive Black Lesbians United (PBLU)—(404) 250-7950
Sexual Compulsives Anonymous—239-8048
Southern Bears, Inc.—PO Box 13964, Atlanta, GA 30324 (404) 908-3381
Support Group for Battered Gay Partners—(404) 350-0456
Survivors of Incest Anonymous—POB 2502, Decatur, GA 30031; 239-8018
Trikone-South Asian Gay and Lesbian Org.—607-1766
Uniformed Svcs Activity—Box 6057, Arlington, VA 22206
Women In Kahoots—(WINK) 438-1421
Young Adult Support Group—876-5372
Zami—370-1392

Students/Alumni
Agnes Scott Lesbian & Bisexual Alliance—Box 501, Decatur 30030;
373-1632
Alliance of Lesbian. Gay and Bisexual Students of GA State—605-768!
Bi, Lesbian 4 Gay Student Union of West Ga. College—706-834-3569
Delta Lambda Phi—All Campuses, 365-5357
Emory Lesbian A Gay Organization—727-6692
Gays & Lesbians United for Equality—Kennesaw Comm. College 4236246
Georgia Tech Gay Alumni Group—POB 50291, GA Tech Sta., Atl 30332
Georgia Tech Gay & Lesbian Alliance—497-0684
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Student Union of the Univ of Ga —104/549-9368
Spelman College Lesbian/Bisexual Alliance—681-2161
Univ. of Ala. Lesbian/Gay Alumni Assoc.—284-3479
Lambda Society of Clemson University—POB 5795 Clemson. SC 296325795

OUTLINES
REBECCA HEWETT
AGE: 31
How long In Atlanta: Vh Years

Relationship Status: Seeing someone
for 2 years
Last Book Read: "Feeling the Feeling"
by Brian Benson
Pet peeve: Fake people and dishonesty

It took a few years, and some travelling,
but Rebecca Hewett has found that special
peace with herself that human beings crave.
She works hard, long hours as a hairstylist,
and devotes her free time to Ziggy, her Chinese pug—a birthday present six years ago—
and bicycling.
creativity. And by going into hairstyling as a
"I like myself these days more and more," profession, she was following in her mother's
says Hewett, who lives in a Brookwood apart- footsteps.
ment. "I think everyone goes through stuff
"Growing up in that environment as a kid,
like that. But it's important for people to re- that was the last thing I wanted," she says.
spect themselves, to like themselves. If you "But I guess it's a part of me."
don't, you can't share your life with someone
Back in Wilmington after school, Hewett
else."
decided that coastal North Carolina was not
Hewett grew up in Wilmington, N.C., and urban enough for her.
spent her summers at her grandparents' house
"I just knew my talent needed to go somein North Myrtle Beach, S.C., where she where larger," she laughs. "I was doing outworked as a lifeguard. And, she says, she rageous hair in a small town. It did not go
"always knew" she is a lesbian.
well."
"I enjoyed female companionship," she
And Hewett returned to Atlanta. "I'd alsays, adding that she had a boyfriend in high ways wanted to," she says. "I've always felt
school, however. "I actually did care about this was the place for me. I guess it's because
him," she says. "I just didn't need him in it's not too far away from home."
ways most women would."
Hewett has done well, and she's very
This is actually Hewett's second time liv- pleased with the direction in which she's going in Atlanta. She lived here for about three ing.
years in the late '80s, working as a bartender
"When I was living in Toronto, I went
at the Marriott Hotel. And then she followed through a bad relationship," she says. "I lost
a relationship to Toronto. But life there wasn't myself at that point. I knew I had to conceneasy.
trate on what Becky likes, what makes her
"I wasn't a Canadian citizen, and it was happy. I would always put someone else betough to make it there," she says. "I actually fore me."
married someone in order to stay. I really did
Not any more. Hewett devotes herself to
like it, but—and I know this sounds corny— her work. "When I found out what I wanted, I
you don't know how much you love your didn't have to struggle anymore," she says. "I
country until you're out of it."
can't really see myself doing anything differSo Hewett left, returned to North Caro- ent."
lina and attended a small Presbyterian col"I'm really into my work now," she conlege near Raleigh on a volleyball scholarship. tinues, "and the simple things in life—movBut before she left Toronto, she discovered ies, dinner out."
her true calling.
And time with Ziggy. "To me, dogs are
"I started doing hair there," she says. "I the best," she says. "They don't fuss at you or
was in an apprentice program with a trained give you a hard time."
Sassoon hairdresser."
"And biking," she adds. "I really enjoy
Hewett found she loved the work and that that, enjoy staying in shape. It's also a chalcutting hair was the perfect outlet for her lenge—especially on Peachtree."
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3885 BUFORD HIGHWAY
ATLANTA, GA 634-9463
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Piedmont Travel
• RSVP/OLMA CRUISES
,°Ur Friendly
• ATLANTIS VACATIONS
Agency on the
• ACCOMODATIONS WORLDWIDE
™orW7S/de
• FULL SERVICE AGENCY

573-1946
2550 Sandy Plains KA. Marietta, GA 30066 {near KROGEK/Sprayberry Square)

Come
experience God's
unconditional love
with us!
SUNDAY, 9 and 11* a.m.
('Signing for the hearing impaired
and Children's Sunday School)

tansform
/our hair and
feed your spirit.
* OPENING SPECIAL *
$10 HAIRCUT

A

Metropolitan
Community Church
PHONE: 325-4143
1379 Tullie Rd. (N. Druid Hills at I-85)

Mama's Black Ball
Hair Salon & Art Gallery
227 North McDonough Street
Decarur, Georgia 30030
404-373-0484
&
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Make checks payable to Southern Voice.
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P.O. Box 18215
Atlanta, GA 30316
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Frasier Comes Out? Dish thinks when it comes to
sophisticated humor on television, there is no show better
than the recent Emmy winner "Frasier." So imagine, if
you will, our delight when we heard that gay author Joe
Keenan has joined the writing staff of the sitcom. Keenan's
"Blue Heaven" and "Putting on the Ritz" are two of the
most hilarious gay books ever written, and if you don't believe us, just go and read them. The author is starting off with
a bang: Keenan's first script for "Frasier," which should air in
early October, involves a gay storyline in which Frasier, seeking a suitable mate for Daphne, brings a man home with him.
Unfortunately, the man in question thinks he is there for
different reasons—he thinks he's supposed to be Frasier's
date. According to Dish's source, "Nothing in the ensuing
scene disabuses anyone of their preconceptions." The only
down side Dish can see is that now we'll have to wait a little
longer for Keenan's next novel.
Tony Does Atlanta: Playwright extraordinaire Tony
Kushner has been leaving his mark all over town lately, and
we're not just talking about the fine production of "Angels in
America" that is currently running at the Alliance. Dish heard
that Kushner popped in on the folks at Outwrite Bookstore for
a visit and signed the infamous "Author's Wall," which has
quickly become an impressive collection of gay authors' autographs and aphorisms. Kushner's addition? Writing directly
below the autographs of hyphenated muscle boys Bob and
Rod Jackson-Paris, Kushner circled Bob's name, added "Had
it," then Rod's name, and added "Did it." Kushner closed with
a hearty "Fiddle-de-dee," and was on his merry way.
Is It Cold Out Here, Or Is It Me? Dish just hates to
wear a bra—we've always regarded them as an instrument of
torture invented by chauvinist males. The new bra market,

SEPTEMBER

breasts to become, according to manufacturer Phillipe DeCamp,
"perky." DeCamp further assures us that "Women feel lively
when they wear it." More like homicidal, Dish would think.
Somehow we just can't see ourselves pulling up to the lingerie
counter at Rich's and asking for a Freon recharge.

THERE'S ANNE LINE BETWEEN

In Praise of Pansies: Last year was a busy one for Dish,
but not so busy that we can fathom how we missed noting that
the National Garden Bureau officially named 1993 "The Year
of the Pansy." In fact, we can hardly believe that all our queer
garden-devotee friends managed to miss it as well, and somehow we've gotten through most of 1994 before the announcement landed on Dish's desk. We can only assume that someone at the National Garden Bureau's communications office is
asleep on the job, or else Dish's in-box really is, as has been
hypothesized, a black hole. What upsets Dish the most about
the whole thing is that, first of all, the joke possibilities were
endless; second, because we've been waiting for this kind of
recognition for years; and last, because pansies have always
held a special place in Dish's heart—and garden—because
we've always admired how they manage to withstand all
kinds of adverse conditions.

is Tony Kushner really a third wheel in the JacksonParis marriage, or is he only dreaming?
however, fascinates us. We've heard about the "Bullet" and
"Wonder bra" varieties, but our heart nearly stopped when an
item came across our desk recently marketing a new one, in
which refrigerant courses through the material, causing one's

September 22, 1994 - September 28, 1994
Fall officially arrives on the equinox (Sept. 22) as the sun
moves into social air sign of Libra. Happy birthday, Librans!
Take time to enjoy the beauty of nature during this wonderful
change of seasons. Also a very good time to clean out closets
and storage. Pass on the things you don't need or aren't using.
Do the same with emotional baggage to make room for life.
ARIES, your special life can be exhilarating this month with
the sun in your 7th house of close personal relationships and
partnerships. If you aren't already, put some more energy and
attention into the friendships that mean the most to you.
TAURUS, definitely a health week for you! How do you
treat your body? Even if you think you're really taking care of
yourself, note what you actually eat everyday. Are you fussing at yourself? Be as compassionate with yourself as with
others. GEMINI, are you feeling lighter and more free of
worries now that you have organized your personal business?
If you are still wading through masses of magazines and
papers, then keep throwing "stuff away till you really can
find those important notes!
CANCER, you may feel a little like an emotional ping-pong
ball with all the activity in your 1st house of self-awareness

22/1994
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and your 7th house of relationships. If life is a bit too intense
right now, do anything that nourishes your spirit. LEO, with
the assertive planet Mars stirring things up in your 12th house
of dreams and visions, you may feel like you are walking
around in an altered state. It won't last forever, so do your best
to remember this world is not the ultimate reality. Dear
VIRGO, how was your birthday month? Did you have an
absolutely marvelous time celebrating life with your friends
and loved ones? If you did, then good for you and keep it up.
If you fell a little behind schedule, then it's time to get with
the program.
Happy Birthday LIBRA! It's your time to celebrate life in
general and your life in particular. What do you love to do?
What brings joy to your heart and fulfillment to your soul?
Are you ready to commit to your life on this particular planet?
SCORPIO, how are you doing with your material resources
like money? Do you have what you need, or are you usually

Green Goddess And speaking of our gardener friends,
Dish also wants to congratulate fellow SoVo columnist Maria
Helena Dolan on her contribution to the beautification of
Little Five Points. Dolan's work on the formerly barren front
yard of Chads Books and More was described in the Sept. 8
issue of the Atlanta Constitution's City Life section. The
formerly forlorn spot is now lush with plant life, thanks to
Dolan, who used her celebrated green thumb to make a political statement at the same time by creating a triangle planted
with purple flora, located near the front door of the store. The
feminist cultivator even added vegetables to the mix.
"in need"? If you spend lots of time and energy worrying over
money, you may want to find more creative ways of using
your talents. SAGITTARIUS, with all the activity in your
12th house of dreams and visions, your dreamtime could be
filled with a variety of images and fantastic stories. It isn't
necessary to make sense of it, but do pay attention and look for
personal themes.
CAPRICORN, if you are living with a bit too much stress at
the moment or just too much busy-ness, find a way to do the
things that are relaxing and nurturing for you. If you aren't
sure what that is, then it is definitely time for discovery.
AQUARIUS, fall is an excellent time for you to travel, to
see the world, have an adventure or go on a vision quest.
Seeing the world through a television may be informative, but
it is not the same as being there. Check in on your deeper
aspirations. PISCES, it's a busy time for all the water signs,
with everyone needing to release emotional baggage and clarify
the past. No need for you to carry extra weight emotionally or
physically. Do keep your spirit and soul well nurtured.
Mary Bailey Rule is a professional astrologer who specializes
in personal and relationship chart interpretation as well as
crisis management. She can be reached in Santa Fe at (505)
473-0095 to order charts or arrange a chart interpretation.
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LOOK
LOOK
LOOK

The
Money.

Campbell & Hoin, P.C.

JOANNA M.
CAMPBELL
Child Custody
Wills

c

404-414-1188
J

ACCOUNTING

371-9912

1

(CARPET CLEANING)

We can

JCM

help small

•
•
•
•

Carpet
Upholstery
Wet/Dry Clean
Truck Mounted or
Portable
• Special Services
• Draperies
• Oriental Rugs
• Pet Odor Removal
• Water Damage
• Carpet Repair &
Reinstallation
Certified & Bonded

9

ACCOUNTING
Is your accountant accessible to you ?

financial JJynamkxp
Accounting & Business Advisory Services

Hazel Edlineer

obstacles

Bankruptcy • Insurance • Contracts
wills and Trusts • Real Estate
incorporatjons and Business Affairs

1316 N. Highland Ave. N.E.

Attorney at Law

876-7612

ATTORNEY

(

CLEANING

~)

In the Heart of Virginia Highland
1187 Virginia Ave NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30306

J C

(

9

DUI
ATLANTA'S LARGEST

CLEANING

MIDTOWN
wilh 14 Other Location!

A-1 DUI & Defensive
Driving School
Gay Friendly A Gay Staffed

705-8838

9

REAL PEOPLE • REAL SOLUTIONS

Weekly & Biweekly
Rates Only

LAW OFFICES OF

BARBARA JO CALL

Call for Free Estimates
& References

• PERSONAL INJURY
• CONTRACT DISPUTES
• DOMESTIC RELATIONS

~)

ATTORNEY

3 (

Best Roof Expert

Attorneys at Law

From Mew Roofs
to Old Roofs
100% Guarantee

Barbara E. Katz

Law in the Service of Human Needs
DUI Criminal ▼ Divorce Custody ▼ Bankruptcy
Wills ▼ Employment Discrimination ▼ Mediation

404-233»9510

c

CONTRACTOR^ (

MACKINSON & KATZ

TRADE MASTER

478-5561
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m
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AIDS
AWARENESS
mUli In

electric
manscapes
ELECTROLYSIS

• Affordable
• Male Technician

816-5050

3

RENOVATIONS
INTERIOR/EXTERIOR
IMPROVEMENTS
FORREST G. CAMP
261-1335 (H) • 954-7179 (BEEP)

HOME IMPROVEMENT

3

Odd Jobs:

Dependable
Remodeling
622-4922

^

PAIXAPItXrvl

C.J. Clark

Specializing in
Quality Work

'

HOME IMPROVEMENT

CONTRACTOR )

CONSTRUCTION

,

BUCKHEAD
ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC
375 PHARR RD., NE • SUITE 303

Call: Mark & Mark
(404) 873-6144
Pager: 839-6891

'

( ELECTROLYSIS ) ( ELECTROLYSIS )

USA
Take a
Vacation from
Housework!

'

GA Cert. #1478

IN THE

633-1751

350-9656

" " "!'""""

Cheshire Bridge
876-0002

MAID

Professional
Residential
Cleaning

873-2957

Classes, Assessments
& Defensive Driving

Licensed/References
874-1144

CORBET
BROWN

Reasonable Fees-Consultations at No Charge

371-1255 Voice/TDD

DENTIST

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL

-BANKRUPTCY
-CRIMINAL LAW

-&*«4<<

"Insuring Your Comfort While Providing Quality Care"

Call today for
Directory rates
876-1819

-EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION

Gail A. Mackinson

/?

Comprehensive Dental Services

"It's not clean, until
it's All-Clean."

Attorney at Law

• WILLS & PROBATE
• BANKRUPTCY
• CRIMINAL LAW

32S-5771

Phobia Reduction • Flexible Scheduling • Insurance Filing

MELINDAA.HESS

ATTORNEY

The difference is one woman with 21 years
experience. She is Rosie Hallam, President of
Hallam Construction Services, Inc.
Rosie's customers will tell you she is fair,
honest, and produces a crisp, clean renovation. Call Rosie personally at 325-5771.
We have the best references in the community. Let Rosie help you with your design and
renovation...big or small.

Owner Operated Residential, Commercial,
and Turn-Key Cleaning
Serving our Community's Cleaning Needs
for over Five Years

3

-WILLS AND PROBATE
-DIVORCE/CHILD CUSTODY

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE
IN RENOVATION CONTRACTORS?

Dr. Richard Hooker, DDS

D I
ALL CLEAN

Gary S. Hand

CONTRACTOR

c

CLEANING

Weekend and Evening Appointments Available.

c

BIG

455-9275
342-7832 PAGER

636-8800

ATTORNEY

MIDTOWN LEGAL
SERVICES, RC.

businesses
overcome

Carpet Cleaning

• Masters Degree in Taxation
• Member of American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants
• Over 9 Years Experience
Serving Individuals & Small Businesses

,^^|

I c

FULL service/repair
ALL models foreign/domestic
1618DeKalbAve.

Daniel Ross, CPA,
875-TAXS (8297)

,_ f r-

100% Financing Available
Free Estimates
Licensed/Insured

AUTOMOTIVE

to Southern Voice
Directory for services
and professionals
876-1819

ACCOUNTING

c

gene cloud • 371 -0398

MY FAVORITE MECHANIC, INC.
IS "FAMILY"

BRODIE

c

Family Law
Debt Relief

394-6353

Small business specialist,
my computer or yours.

G

DUI
Personal Injury

A quality service at a reasonable price.

ti'-v/Mw MMm
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Emmett Construction

Attorneys At Law

Experienced
professional accountant
shapes financial strategies.

TAX

A Full Service Company • 22 Years Experience
Gay Owned & Operated

PATRICIA A
HOIN

MM

• Painting
• Cleaning

• Yardwork
• Pressure Washing

Zan s Productions
577-6581 « Digital Beeper 652-6169

c
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HOME IMPROVEMENT

GREAT AMERICAN
■ S.MODSLINO

OPTICAL

Ken Carter, Ph.D.

L&H OPTICAL

Individual, Couples and
Group Psychotherapy

THE BEST EUROPEAN EYEWEAR
THINNEST LENSES
NO-LINE BIFOCALS
f
& MUCH MORE!

r

SUNROOMS
KITCHENS
BATHS
SIDING
ROOFS

YOU are
more than
a customer
...you are

FREE DESIGN CONSULTATION

See you at the
1994 Greater Atlanta Business Exposition
Georgia World Congress Center
Saturday, October 15,10:00-6:30
100% Financing with Approved Credit

FAMILY

(404) 416-0211

c

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST) (PSYCHOTHERAPIST)

save on fine designer eyeglasses from

ADDITIONS
DECKS

|

Sliding Scale Available

404-248-1159

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST)

If you need a fresh
eye exam, an
Ophthalmologist in
our store will be
. happy to see you
by appointment.

M.

• Women's Therapy Groups
• Individual Therapy
• Abuse & Battering Issues
• Codependency
• Adults Dealing with
Childhood Issues
Sliding Scale
Windy Hill Road

541 Edgewood Avenue S.E.
Atlanta, Georgia
30312
404.S24.S00S

953-6401. 952-0893
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SIGN'S

LOOK
LOOK
LOOK
LOOK

AAA RESIDENTIAL
HOME IMPROVEMENT
Pressure Washing
Whole House $99

Custom
Signs &
Banners

5501 Glenridge Dr. Suite #103 • 843-9269

(

INSURANCE ~~) (

MASSAGE ~^)

ALL TYPES OF INSURANCE

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
CAROL WALSH, LMT NMT

GETMET^PAifS3,1

■
C

PSYCHOTHERAPIST

)

Beverly Davidson, MSW
Frances L. Somerville, MSW
Women's Therapy Groups
Individual Psychotherapy

594-0028 -876-1907 ,

to Southern Voice
Directory for services
and professionals
876-1819

(404) 325-5302

Survivors of Abuse, Experiential Techniques,
Dream Work, Codependency Issues

IBECKEBJVIAN

C. A. C.

Traditional/Experiential
Survivors of Abuse
Addictive Diseases
Birth Regression
Inner Child/Imagery

' CARRIE JAFFE, M.A."

ANSLEY MALL
1544 piedmont avenue
atlanta, ga 30324
404.888.0330

Tffimn

S. W.

FAX 325-9917
2064 Briarcliff Rd. #103

1-75 at Windy Hill » 955-9417 • 955-9411

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST)
Stella Eller,

• NEUROMUSCUIAR.
• NEUROLYMPHATIC
• POIARJTT • TMJ

M.ED., M.A.

Counseling
• Recovery issues
• Abuse survivors
• 12 step focub

965 VIRGINIA AVE.
BY APPOINTMEW ONLY
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

874-2373

724-4662

sliding scale

WOE© GAYMEs

■'

2

'

11

J

MASSAGE

oM^ichad (SSrunscm
Certified Massage Therapist

• Deep Tissue
• Stress Reduction
• Sports Massage

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST)

17

24

MOVERS

MOVING!!!
AS LOW AS

)

(

MIKE the MOVER
II years experience

CTindwnoJ
uou need in

Coll for estimate.

<10<l-876-<M73

THE
DIRECTORY

42

49

48

:

1. That lesbian
4. Pacify
8. Direct action organization, _UP
11. Long narrow opening
12. Actor Baldwin
13.. Man
14. Gay Republican organizations
17. Slangy yes
18. Social or novel ending
19. Okay
20. Tolstoy's
and Peace
22. Tint

24. Saudi, for one
26. Robert Benchley novel, 77ie
28. Songtress Zadora

$92-°°
Packing Available
FAST SERVICE
352-1189
JAMES

)

■ 41

47

ACROSS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
15.
16.
21.
22.
23.

29

30

44

45

■ 38

40

1

DOWN

13

H 28

27

■| 37

53

,
MOVER

■ 26

46

10

23

36

Internal Medicine • Primary Care
All insurance accepted • Will file for you.

(

■ 22

21

35

299-2813

9

19

18

34

39

8

16

Individual, Couples, &
Group Therapy

M.D.

296-8383

1
33

Convenient Decatur Location

,

12

32

Comprehensive Care for HIV Patients

ED GIL DE RUBIO,

'

31

3

MEDICAL

1

25

50
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Janice Canon, LCSW

Locations in Stone
Mountain. Atlanta. & Duluth

In & Out Calls • 7 Days a Week
By Appointment 892-2290

5

15

14

H.
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OEGAMZA1T1IONS
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ACROSS (Cont'd)

■

31. New grassroots organization,
Americans
34. Yiddish "Oh boy's"
35. Hairless
36. Over there (archaic)
37. Lesbian poet Sarton
38. Roots star Vereen
39. The Princess and the
41. Bran type
43. Govt regulatory bureau
46. Gay computer organization
50. Gerund ending
51. Blue, to Proust
52. Cupid
53. Methane, for one
54. Nintendo competitor
55. Hallucinogenic

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
■»

Blackthorn fruit
Thoroughfares
And the like (abbr)
Taxis
Landed
Author Dreighton
Gay church organization
Flu
Baby bears
Allstar Cobb, et al.
Crafty
Express
Sodium hydroxide
Lawyer's organization
Pay attention to
Federal Express competitor
In the past
Shaft of sunlight
June 6, 1944
Pipe elbow
Willa Cather's Oh!

29. Lesbian singer, Janis
30.
32.
33.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

Romeo
Juliet
Cager's organization
Tata!
May in Miinchen
Heat unit (abbr)
colada
Future birds
Designer Cassini
Water

44. Prick

45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

Answers to last week's puzzle on next page

Donkey
Excavate
Recipe alternatives
Pub offering
Long fish
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VACATION RENTALS
PLAY ON THE BEACH
Two cozy cottages at Seagrove
Beach, Florida. Near quiet,
sugarsand beach; fishing dock,
wonderful restaurants and shps
in nearby, colorful Seaside.

Mowfmvt

RELAX IN THE MOUNTAINS
Secluded chalet in Franklin,
North Carolina. Peaceful atmosphere and reasonable rates. Fireplace, deck and beautiful view.

fireplace., dec(^
and waterfall.
'Beautifullyfurnished.

Pets Welcome.

(404) 297-9825

CALL (205) 263-5970

What You Don't Know Will Kill YouAnonymous HIV Screening Available at
Dekalb County Health Department, Atlanta Gay Center, Southside Healthcare,
Fulton County Health Department, Outreach, Inc. If you've tested positive for
HIV and are in need of housing, financial
assistance, social assistance, someone to
talk to, or just in need of a friend, call us.
We're here for you. AIDS Education/
Services for Minorities, 753-2900, 24
hours a day.

The next AIDS 101 Awareness and Action Seminar, sponsored by AID Atlanta,
will be held Saturday, October 1,1994, at
the Cathedral of Holy Spirit, Chapel Hill
Harvester Church, 4650 Rat Shoals Parkway, Decatur. The AIDS 101 Seminar is
an all day workshop, beginning with registration at 8:00 a.m. and ending at 5:00
p.m. The AIDS 101 Awareness and Action Seminar costs $15 to attend, lunch is
provided. A limited number of scholarships are available. For registration information about the upcoming AIDS 101
Awareness and Action Seminar, or future
Seminar dates call the AID Atlanta office
at (404) 885-6800, ext. 280.

Good Samaritan Projectoffers support for
persons with HIV/AIDS. Buddy program,
support group, food/clothing, practical
support. 873-4589. (7.40) AIDS Survival Project offers free services for people living with HIV, bypeople
livingwithHIV.Peercounseling(byHrV+
volunteers), advocacy, HIV education, the
best HIV treatment library in the South.
Mon-Fri, 874-7926. For 24hr. recorded
info 874-0384.

Finally, a suppot group for P WAs in North
Fulton County (Roswell). Therapist in
North Fulton County looking for participants to begin a support group for PWAs.
No charge, non-hospital setting! Refreshments and loving support will be on-going. Will offer Tuesday evenings, 6:308:00 p.m. weekly. If interested, please call
Sherry Meltz, M.S. at (404) 642-6646.
(7.34)

AIDS SUPPORT: Jewish Family Services
sponsors a support group for Jewish people
affected by HIV/AIDS, their families or
lovers. 2nd and 4th Sundays, 7:30 p.m. in
Buckhead. For information: 888-6400,
voice mailbox 76.

Alternative treatment therapy for HIV affected people. Improve the quality of your
life. For information call David (404)
496-4384. (7.29)

AID Atlanta-Services include education,
case management, transportation, housing, buddy program, practical support,
homeless services, pediatric services, support groups. AIDS Information Line. Call
872-0600 for more information.

Atlanta Unity AIDS Outreach is a group
of people willing to share unconditional
love and support, with confidentiality and
respect, with anyone who has been affected by HIV/AIDS. For more information contact the church on ChambleeDunwoody Road at (404) 455-8920.

AIDS HOTLINE FOR WOMEN- 8889991 -aproject of the Feminist Women's
Health Ctr. 5:30-9:30pm Mon-Fri,
10:30am-2pm Saturdays. Caller anonymity assured.

Social/Discussion Group—16 to 24 year
old HIV positive Gay, Bisexual, Lesbian
social/discussion group now forming!!
Safe non-threatening environment. For
more information, call Kris at 616-9759.
(7.35)

HIV+ Narcotics Anonymous (NA) for
African Am. FREE ANONYMOUS HIV
TESTS, counselling, referral (minority
cultural sensitivity). For confidential info
call OUTREACH, INC. 346-3922.

ANSWERS TO LAST WEEK'S CROSSWORD:
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CarisonlbaMFJ Network9

A private campground/retreat for
men. Membership is not a big deal.

23 HPulliam Mill Road
Dewy Rose, GA 30634
1 (706) 213-8081

Dr, House Cat
M.G. McReynolds, DVM

PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCED
GAY-OWNED

DAY CAMPERS WELCOME
LAST MINUTE TRAVEL
UNBEATABLE PRICES!

Office 522-1001
Pager 342-9418

870-1648

WHEN YOU TRAVEL
DON'T SETTLE FOR
LESS!
THE SOUTH'S LEADING GAY AND LESBIAN WEEKLY

Directory Advertising (404) 876-1819

P.O.O.H. - Positive Outlook On Health is
a supportive network of HIV+ persons
who share positive health attitudes and
want to meet similarly oriented people for
social and emotional interaction. Call 8729954.
THE ATLANTA BUYERS CLUB-ABC
provides access to optional treatments for
the HIV community in the Southeast.
Hours are 12-5 PM, Tuesday through Friday. We are located at 44 Twelfth St., NE,
with parking in the rear. For more information phone (404) 874-4845, fax (404)
874-9320, or write P.O. Box 77003, Atlanta, GA 30357-7003.
Atlanta Gay Center—Plus groups for HIVaf fected people. Fridays, 8:00pm and Sundays, 6:00pm. 63 12th Street. Call 8765372 for more info. Helpline, 892-0661.
for info, counseling and referral.
AIDS Information Line/GA Toil-Free
A IDS Hotline Free, anonymous information and referral services. In Atlanta: 8769944; Toll-free: 1-800-551-2728 (voice/
TTY)

Announcements
Anyone having computer w/modem,
online access Atlanta or BBS that could
send E-Mail or messages formecall David
(404)496-4384.(7.31)
Mr. Georgia/Hotlanta 1995 Information/
Crew Applicaton Meeting Tues, September 27,1994, 7:30 p.m. Sheraton Colony
Square Hotel. (7.32)
Free air fare for two to Acapulco. Join
Hotel Express International to save 50%
on hotels, air fares and cruises. (404) 8169353. (7.38)
LEAGUE Atlanta presents Brian
McNaught delivering the dynamic workshop "Gay Issues in the Workplace" on
October 7, early registration is $30, call
(404) 516-1917 for information. (7.32)
A therapy group for gay men and lesbians
in their twenties is now being formed.
Please contact Julia Strong, LCSW (404)
458-6886 or John Barrow, LCSW (404)
453-7445 for more information. (7.32)
The Atlanta Freedom Marching Band is
back in rehearsal! Join now to participate
in upcoming performances. All instruments needed. All interested persons call/
leave message at (404) 872-9763. (7.32)
The Atlanta Freedom Marching Band is
looking for Auxiliary Corps personnel.
Batons, flags and rifles. All interested
persons call/leave message at (404) 8729763. (7.32)
ATLANTA LAMBDA CENTER - Get
Involved! Volunteer with the ALC and
the opening of Atlanta's Center for the
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgendered Community. Huge Halloween Bash
coming soon. Call today!662-9010.(7.32)
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872-8747
1004 VIRGINIA AVE NE
INTL TRIPS UNLIMITED INC.

V.

AIDS Services &
Education

s

TRAVEL

22/1994

Attention BellSouth employees. Did you
know there is now an organized group of
your gay/lesbian/bisexual coworkers?
Associates Networking for Gay & Lesbian Equality (ANGLE) meets monthly
and is open to all active and retired employees of BellSouth Corporation, its subsidiaries and affiliates. For more information, call the ANGLE Hodine at (404)

-

An affordable house call
practice catering to cats.

,v

723-6540. We have or will start chapters
throughout the BellSouth region. (7.32)
Have you been charged or convicted of
sodomy or solicitation of sodomy? Please
contact the Sodomy Reform Task Force.
Join in the fight to reform Georgia's oppressive sodomy statute. Call 523-5398.

Health

There aren't enough homes for them
all...PREVENT A LITTER. SPAY OR
NEUTER YOUR PET. The Humane Society of the United States, Washington,
DC 20037.

FITNESS
Boost your immune system. Users report
increase in T-cell count, improved energy, mental clarity and attitude. Call (40)
377-8894 for free tape. (7.34)

Business
OPPORTUNITY

CD INTERACTIVE

AMPED, developer of interactive multimedia titles on compact disc, is looking
for individuals to providedirect cost funding for its new Interactive Literacy program. An excellent potential for longterm monthly residuals. (404) 242-2626.
(732)
Booming antique business on Cheshire
Bridge Road. Dealer spaceavailable. (404)
733-5599 or (404) 282-6422 (pager).
(7.33)

Employment

mm nil
FULL TIME
Buckhead Kroger is currently seeking
friendly, energetic, people for our frontend, deli, and seafood operations. Cashier/Customer Service experience a plus!
On MARTA route #5. Apply in person
3330 Piedmont Avenue, N.E., (404) 2378022. (7.32)

MASTER FORMULAS

Psychic
ATLANTA ADVISOR. Psychic reading,
spiritual channeling, body work and metaphysical healing. (800) 239-9796 ext.
5176061. (7.3)

Chinese Wisdom unites with Western
Technology. Nourish your body, mind
and spirit with: MaleChing, Immune Support, Tolerance, Supercharger. $35 each.
2ormore$30each. Send check or money
order to: W. Twiggs, P.O. Box 967, Pine
Lake, GA 30072-0967. (7.31)

SERVING PROFESSIONALLY 27
YEARS—Natural Psychic, Certified
Medium, Humanist Parapsychologist.
Psychic Readings. Past Life Regressions,
Reiki, Ro-Hun Therapy. Jack Bernard
Moon, (404) 333-0166. (7.34)

ENTREPRENEURS

Publications

Hyper-growth company is looking for
LEADERS. Our top 120 people average
$63K per month. No investment. Call
(800) 326-4908 (24 hours). (7.38)

MASSAGE

MIDTOWN THERAPIST

Feel the stress leave your body. Relaxing
atmosphere. Call Marc Sanchez, C.M.T.
at (404) 733-6300. (7.31)

ON OUR BACKS. The most intelligent
sex magazine just happens to be lesbian.
Offers you bimonthly award-winning fiction, sexy pictorials, sassy columns, humorous reviews, and thought provoking
features.$34.95/yr.(6issues).SASECatalog. On Our Backs, 526 Castro Street.
SuiteSV,SanFrancisco,CA94114.Send
ck, MO, or VI/MC. 1-800-845-4617.
(7.45)

Real Estate

Gail Massey, M.S, C.M.P. Relievecronic
pain and stress in a safe and supportive
environment. Located in Highalnds
Chiropractic. C404) 874-4448. (7.34)
Rick Johnson: Soothing, restful massage
in the convenience of your home. Unwind. Feel revived. Don't you deserve the
best? (404) 622-7444. (7.31)
Enjoy an hour and a half of full body
Swedish massage, Amma and
Accupressure followed by the warm relaxation of a spa. Please call Dave Fisher,
M.S., C.M.T. at (404) 987-1890. (7.33)

EXEC DIR NAT'L GAY/LESBIAN
TASK FORCE. Duties: Fundraising w/
emph on major donor/memb devlpmt;
public spkng; public policy/program develop; gen admin/staff mgmt/finance.
Qualifs: 3-5 yrs public/nonprof admin;
deomonstrated fndrsng, leadership, media mgmt skills; understanding of GLB/
diversity/AIDS issues. Salary Competitive. ResumeVreferences to NGLTF ED
Search. 2320 17th St NW, Washington,
DC 20009 by 10-10-94. Women, people
of color encouraged to apply. (7.32)

FOR RENT
Charming Candler Park home. Master bdr
w/sitting room, bath, walk-in closet, 2nd
bdr/den, new appliances, w/d hookup w/
separate systems. Offstreet parking, beautifully landscaped. $l,200/mo negotiable
(404) 377-5926. (7.34)
For rent 2 bedroom home 1 block from
Georgia Tech. 1014 Tumlin or call (404)
799-0969. (7.31)
Virginia Highlands House totally renovated, skyline view, 2 BR, 1 BA, fireside
living room, DR, fenced backyard, $ 1,050/
mo. 765 Ponce de Leon Terrace. Jane
(404) 875-0933. (7.32)
The Right House for Positive People
living with HIV. Historic Adair Park off
Stewart Avenue. Private Furnished Room
w/ ceiling fans, kitchen privileges, W/D,
all utilities included. $85/wk. Call Tony
Gibson (404) 753-2176. (7.32)

Stained Glass company needs an installer.
Must have experience hanging doors and
handling glass. Ask for TJ. (404) 3206613.(7.33)

Merchandise

Landscape maintenance crew members.
Residential gardening small company
good work environment. Experienced
Preferred. Call Steve (404) 621-7929.
(7.32)

Unstained pine queen size futon with sofa
frame. $175. Call Joe (404) 874-2481.
(7-33)

FUTON

Two queen size futons with sofa frames.
$200each,3 3-drawer entertainment center with 2 matching bedside tables. $200.
Call 373-7843. (7.31)

Poncey/Highland2BR. 1BA w/whirlpool.
Living room, dining, den, large kitchen w/
huge deck. 2 fireplaces, ceiling fans, hardwood floors, offstreet parking, washer/
dryer connections. Central heat/air. Utilities w/basic cable included. $1,100 + deposit. (404) 688-5819. Leave message.
(7.31)

MORE ON PAGE 44
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LUXURY HIR1SE
1 BEDROOM

Corner unit on 21st floor. New carpet,
great view, sun room, small ofc, pool, 24
hr security. Safe intown area. $750/mo
includes utilities. Call (404) 659-9040.
(7.31)
Candler Park-large, sunny, upstairs, 2BR,
1BA, study, deck, wood floors, central A/
C. $650/mo + utilities. Available OcL 1.
(404)584-6249.(7.31)

SEEKING TO RENT
GWM 37 clean, responsible, smoke/drug
free, returning to Adanla from California
seeking fully furnished apt/house share.
Bringing clothes and car. Everything else
goes to New York. Prefer north of Midtown. Please call me in New York (914)
229-5232 anytime. (7.31)

FOB SALE
Midtown Siena II Renaissance Park new
1BR w/den, fireplace. $95,000. Call Jim
(404) 222-2876. (7.34)

DECATUR/AVONDALE
Charming 3 BR, 2 BA. Upscale neighborhood. Cathedral Ceiling. Fireplace. Low
100's. Belinda (404) 626-9737. PAUL
RICE REALTY (7.34)
Morningside Townhouse, attractive, safe
and quiet 2+ large bedrooms, 2.5 bath,
full basement, energy efficient $147,500
firm. 752 Hillpine Terrace. (404) 8928821.(732)
Foreclosed government homes and properties! HUD, VA, RTC, etc. Listings for
your area. Financing available. Call toll
free! (800) 436-6867 ext R-2516. (7.33)

Roommates
GWM seeks male roommate for 2BR,
1BA apt on Buford Highway. Fully
equipped kitchen, niceprivatepatio. Laun-

dry facility on property. Could stand living room furniture if you have any. $350/
mo includes utilities except longdistance.
Depositand references required. No smoking. No drugs. No pets. Leave message for
appointment (404) 325-7600. (7.32)

WOODLAND HILLS/
EMORY

Lesbian seeks same to share home. Avail.
Oct/Nov. 3BR, A/C, W/D, Great Rm,
private deck, on bus route, safe, prefer
non-smoker, no kids/pets. $450/mo. incl.
utilities. Call Dennie 325-2630 home, or
(404) 252-4843 work. (7.33)

=■"■
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WANTED FEMALE
ROOMMATE

Share 3 bedroom, 2.5 bath house Southern End of Clayton County. More information, call Michelle (404) 603-9297.
$375 includes utilities. (7.33)
Brookhaven Housemate wanted to share
3BR, 1BA home. No smoking, drugs.
$350 + 1/2 utilities. Leave message (404)
325-5707 Mike. (7.32)
Smyrna GWM share 3BR house. Fenced
yard, washer/dryer, den, $270 + deposit+
1/2 utilities, (404) 436-3960. (7.31)

Stone Mountain GWF. Two stories, 3
bedroom, fireplace, W/D, dishwasher.
$285/mo plus 1/3 utilities. No drugs or
inside smokers. (404) 498-6068. (7.31)

Housemate wanted. Semi-furnished room.
Air, washer/dryer, private phone line.
Convenient to Emory, GSU, and Agnes
Scott. (404) 373-3619. (7.31)

Peachtree Corners: GWM seeks M/F to
share 2 BR, 2.5 BA home, $300/mo +
utilities. (404) 729-9253. (7.32)Decatur/
Stone Mountain. Sober, nonsmoking lesbian seeking same to share furnished suburban 3 BR home. W/D, Jacuzzi, great
backyard. I have two cats. Your pets negotiable. $300 mo includes utilities. (7.31)

Nonsmoking/drug-free woman to share
house in woods of North Cherokee County.
2 private rooms and personal bath. Gentle
pets, okay. $300 monthly + 1/2 utilities.
Leave message l-(404) 479-9339: Linda.
(7.31)

GWM seeks professional responsible
roommate for 2/2 high rise - 10th floor great view of downtown and Piedmont
Park area. Secured parking. Short term
okay. I am mostly away so will be like
having own place @ 1/2 cost. Would
consider renting both rooms. Call Steve
(404) 607-9391 anytime. (7.32)
GF to share 2 BR, 2 BA, walkin closets,
W/D, pool. $320/80wk, 100 dep. Available 10-94.1-75 & Tara. (404) 907-4932.
(7.34)

DECATUR

GWF couple seek GF/GM roommate.
Nonsmoker, no drugs. W/D, fenced yard,
patio, deck, storage space, fireplace, private bath. Must love animals, be stable
and responsible. We are very hardworking,
you will have lots of privacy. $300 includes all. Must have references. Sorry,
no pets. Page (404) 417-9555 or (404)
726-9468. Available Nov. 1. (7.31)

Service

HAIR WRAPS

with gorgeous eclectic beads $30-40. Call
for appointment. Rhiannon (404) 8349525. (7.32)
PERSONAL COMPUTER SERVICES
Software/Hardware acquisitions, delivery,
setup; Training (DOS/Windows/
WordPerfect, etc.); Repair service, consulting, multimedia. Call "Kate" (404)
242-0221.(7.31)
Residential cleaning service. Looking to
establish small clientele for weekly or
biweekly service. I'm flexible, dependable, thorough. Willing to do lawn work.
(404) 352-0106. (7.32)

TAKING PRIDE IN OCR CULTURE

(404) 876-1819

=s|^|

$55/daily. Affordable weekly specials.
(404) 923-6442. (7.33)
SW1FTWATERS WOMANSPACE
Wooded, riverfront Campground/Bed &
Breakfast with in-room HOT TUB in
mountain foothills near Appalachian Trail
an hour north of Atlanta. (706) 864-3229.
(7.28)
THE OLD MULL - Bat Cave, NC. B&B
on banks of rushing mountain stream near
AsheviUe. Call (704) 625-4256. (7.40)
Stillwell House B&B, Hendersonville,
NC. (704) 693-6475. Queen size bed.
Private baths, mixed, European style home
architecturally, built 1920. MC & Visa
welcomed. (7.34)

Volunteers
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED to participate
in GSU Psychology Research on childhood experiences of gay and bisexual
men. Involves completing questionairre
by mail. All responses kept strictly confidential. Study results available to participants. (404) 288-6821 for information or
to participate.
Volunteers needed for sponsor sign-up on
5K Walk and Run against domestic violence. Help get your friends in gear. Call
now at Crisis Resource Center (404) 2210252.
WENEED YOU! Good Samaritan Project
provides support & community for persons with AIDS. 873-4589. This includes
all Disability Divas. (7.40)
AIDS Survival Project is a volunteerdriven agency for people living with HIV/
AIDS, and we need YOU as a driver.
Office/clerical, special events, peer counselors are special needs. No experience
needed -just come ready to make a difference ! Find out how to offer your time and
talents by calling 874-7926.

HOLLYWOOD HOTS!

Travel
OCEAN VIEW! Condo, sleeps four,
poo I side patio. Seagrove, Florida (near
Panama City). Clean, peaceful, secluded.

CLASSIFIED
ORDER FORM

= :=

2 2/1994

Volunteers are needed NOW fhrugh September for this year's event Earn free
tickets to the show. Please call (404) 8760954

Voice Connection
WOMEN

SoVo Pick of the Week
Reply if not frightened
to GWF: 27, Psy. Graduate student, blonde, eyes:
1 green, 1 brown, 5'4",
wanting friends. Tame
looking-surprise wild
child. Fin. secure, catperson, garlic lover,
eclectic music, cappuccino addict, lives to blow
bubbles in the woods under moon, warms toe
rings by fireplace, reads
lots, no white drugs,
smokes only on WEAK
days, plays with beads
& drinks fine wine.
Travelled, spiritually
creative, Rush hater,
failed debutante. "3
2152
GWF, 30, petitie, br/blue, professional. I
smoke & drink! (Just thought I'd warn
you.) Seek fun loving woman for friendship, maybe more. Enjoydiningoutreading, movies, walks, and love animals. I'm
new to area & would love to meet woman
with similar interests. "3 2151
An Honest Ad. I love romance, but my
passion is for good sex, intelligent conversation and laughter. Is anything else
important? Tt 2149
GWF professional. ISO feminine 30s who
advocates mental and physical healthwho wants to live life to its fullest. Nonsmoker. W 2146

TO PLACE AN AD:
In PERSON: Bring completed order form with payment to Southern
Voice offices (M-F, 9-5pm) 1189 Virginia Ave., NE, Atlanta.
By MAIL: Mail completed order form with payment to Southern
Voice Classifieds, P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316.
By PHONE: Call in with completed order form to (404) 876-1819.
By FAX: Fax completed order form and credit card information to
Classifieds (404) 876-2709.

GWF, 42, professional, adventurousheart
searching soul, personal/spiritual growth
is priority. ISO committed relationship
with like-minded mature women. If 2155
Intelligent feminine, cultured woman, 35.
desires fun and frolic with affectionate,
witty, feminine, stable professional GWF
30+. into motorcycles, travel, the arts.
Smokers welcome, drinkers not. IT 2125
GWF. 29. looking for GWF 26-35 (feminine) for companionship and more if opportunity presents itself. I work in the
sports field and love sports. Very family/
goal oriented looking for same. Professionalism, stability, and honesty a must.
No smokers or drugs please Live in Cobb
Co. Write & tell me about yourself. Picture optional. Box 421,4983 Austell Road.
Austell, GA 30001. C 2126
ISO GWF. Highly manipulative, addictive personality to be the next woman in
my life, matching all the others. I'11 understand if you can't respond. "B 2101 or
write to SoVo Box 6521, 1189 Virginia
Ave., N.E.. Atlanta, GA 30306

I SAW YOU AT

theCobb/Marietta rally. You: sht blonde
hair & glasses/jeans. Would love to hear
from you! Me: blonde, black shirt/shorts
hair wraps & captivated by you! You were
next to a lady selling bumper stickers. IT
2102
GWF, 38, feminine, attractive, fun-loving
professional seeks same. Enjoys conversation, golf, tennis, beach, adventure, cuddling, romance and more. No dykes, bis,
druggies. 35+. HT 2103
GWF, 40, hopeless romantic. ISO GWF
35-50 with intelligence, humor and romantic nature. Looks are immaterial. Personality is the key. Smokers okay. Write
Box 6513,1189 Virginia Ave., N.E., Atlanta, GA 30306
GWF, 34,5'4", 130, br/br, attractive, feminine, professional. Enjoys watersports,
walking, reading, good times, withfriends.
ISO feminine GWF 28-40. "B 2018

MORE ON PAGE 46

AD POLICY: Southern Voice reserves
the right to edit, reclassify or reject ads
not meeting Ryan Publications' standards.
No refunds for early cancellation.
MISPRINTS: Southern Voice is not
responsible for misprints appearing after
first week. Check ads promptly.

ADS MUST BE SUBMITTED by Tuesday, 5pm to appear in the following week's issue.

E

PICK YOUR
CATEGORY

Category

INDIVIDUAL
AIDS Services
Announcements
Employment-Seeking
Pets-Free or Lost & Found
Roommates
Volunteers

BUSINESS

# of Issues

Giant Headline (optional)-not to exceed 14 characters/spaces

Text

/

Autos
Employment-Part Time
Employment-Full Time
Finance
Health-Fitness
Health-Massage
Health-Personal Growth
Insurance
Legal
Merchandise
Pets (For Sale/Training)
Publications
Real Estate-Financing
Real Estate-For Rent
Real Estate-For Sale
Services
Travel

VOICE CONNECTION
VOICEbox
Written Response

WRITE YOUR AD

EJ

TOTAL YOUR COST

i^?i^s

INDIVIDUAL RATES

Up to 20 words for $3.00 per week. Additional words at 500 each per week.
Up to 20 words
$3.00
additional words x 500
Giant headline @ $3.00/wk.
SUBTOTAL
x
^# issues
TOTAL =

BUSINESS RATES
Up to 20 words for $12.00 per week. Additional words at $1.00 each per week.
Up to 20 words
$12.00
additional words x $ 1.00
Giant headline @ $3.00/wk.
SUBTOTAL
x
# issues
TOTAL =

VOICE CONNECTION

Name
Address
City/State
Phone

Zip

Up to 20 words & VOICEbox
additional words x 500
Giant headline @ $3.00/wk.
SV forwarding box $10.00/wk.
Other P.O. Box $5.00/wk.
SUBTOTAL
TOTAL=
CHECK ENCLOSED
#

FREE

# issues

CHARGE MY MC/VISA
exp.

SOUTHERN

SEPTEMBER

VOICE

22/1994

EXPERIENCED.

If You're Not Dealing With

DEPENDABLE.

LEE
SMITH

EFFECTIVE.

You're only getting
'/> the attention you
deseire!
Large all brick 3BD
Ranch with completely
new black and white
kitchen. Great Decatur/
Market Square
Location. $96,900

STEVE BLAND
THE CONDO STORE IS THE FASTEST WAY TO GO
FROM "FOR SALE" TO "SOLD"! CALL OUR SUCCESSFUL,
KNOWLEDGEABLE AND DEDICATED TEAM OF SALES EXPERTS
SPECIALIZING IN CONDOMINIUMS, TOWNHOMES AND
CLUSTERHOMES. OUR TEAM WILL GET THE JOB DONE!

RE/MAX ACHIEVERS
847-0808
Each office is independently owned and operated

LEE SMITH

2140 Peachtree Road, NW
Brookwood Square, Suite 325
Atlanta, Georgia 30309

•fl THE T^

umdo
STORE

[404] 26-CONDO
Fax: [404] 355 5341

Associate liroker, dRl
(office phone) X74-2262
(24 hr. phone) 453-1945

Paula Needle, GRI
ljjP

COLDUieU.
BANKCRU

RE/MAX Metro Atlanta

(=}

* ^B

Residential Real
Estate Services

Shea Smbry

Serving the Community
for 10 Years

Office: 321-3123
Fax: 321-0051

• A Wide Spectrum of
Mortgage Products
• Competitive Rates
• Free Consultation

Lifetime Member Million Dollar Club ^

Each Office Independently
Owned & Operated.

I will donate 10% of my take home
commission to an AIDS Research or
support group of your choice when you
mention this ad at closing.

321-3123

COLDWeU.
BANKjeRO

378-9069

RE/MAX Metro Atlanta

RAINBOW

Mary Swinford, President

FINANCIAL SERVICES

233-9901

2609 Apple Valley Drive, NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30319

GA Res. Mortgage Licensee

Each office Independently owned and operated.

MORTGAGE SHOPPING?
Call JEFFREY HALEY

1

•
•
•
•
•

Lowest Rates
FHA & VA Loans
No Income Verification
Cash Out Refinances
2nd Mortgages
Exceptional Service

Fixed & Adjustable
Condo & Investor
Commercial Loans
Rehab Money
Jumbo Loans

Variety & Convenience

ArVlEHIUAM
AMERICAN

Chuck Daily

Carey Lokey

_

c M

ORTGAGE.CORP.

of Buckhead

FINANCIAL
ilN

JEFFREY HALEY
Office:

After Hours:

Home:

404/475-3984

ext. 134

872-JEFF

the Best!

(O) 233-4633
(H) 873-9999

Office: 874-2262
Home: 892-8692

Historical Grant Park.
Wonderful Victorian home! 738 Hill Street.
Completely Renovated! A Must See!

JimHMiard

WHY??
When choosing a REALTOR to market
your home, why should you call
Charlene?
SHE" S THE EXPERT !

CharleneCothran
Vintage Howe Sales

(404)673-6099

RE/MAX In TOWN • 622-2127

DVGAKD

Each office independently owned & operated

Dugard...
To guard you in buying
or selling your home.

A Home for You and the Kids.

COLDWeU.
BANKCRL1

Expect the best.™

(0) 394-9170 (H) 634-4360

Chris
Carroll

When it comes to selling
or buying your home,
Andy gets the results
you're looking for.

ANDY PHILHOWER
Re/Max of Buckhead

233-4633

The perfect home fits
your taste, budget
and lifestyle.
Call me to
help you
find it.

DIXIE CARD SALLYE PARSONS
/

377-1166

848-00O1

For All Your
Real Estate Needs...
• Buyer Agency Specialist
• Decatur/Intown Properties
• New Homes

VIRGINIA HIGHLANDS- Best neighborhood and
Best investment! Call me now to see this solid brick
home with huge welcoming spaces, 3 full baths, all
new kitchen and 2 car garage.

RB^MKK metro attanta

RE/MAX METRO ATLANTA 321-3123

DonnaGodsey;

Each office independently owned and operated.

321-3123
933-4707

Million Dollar Circle
Million Dollar Club

^\
Office: 840-9933
tf*^Z Pager: 337-1149
|&#>| Home: 184-4090

Residential Marketing Kealty

SOUTHERN

GWF, 25, short brown hair, blue eyes,
seeks GBF 24-30 for dinners, movies and
long talks, etc... No drugs/smoking. 9
2019
Insightful, sensual, humorous, sweet, aesthetic, passionate, spiritual GWF, 43, ISO
mutuality, good conversation, quiet fun.
NS, please. H 2020
GWF, 28, professional 5'3", 110, blonde/
blue, feminine, attractive, nonsmoker,
spiritual, affectionate, passionate. Loves
animals, music, quiet romantic evenings.
ISO feminine woman 25-35 for friendship, hopefully more. V 2021
Sincere, caring. GBF 28 seeking GBF for
good times friendship or relationship. Must
be drug free over EX. No Bi's. « 2022

29 and 35 for friendship possibly more.
No smokers. It 1614
GF Any Age. Alhfun! No games. Happy
Shiny People seek same. LETS DO
LUNCH. TT 1616
N/E CoastGWF-28 intelligent, very good
looking, great sense of humor, well-travelled, studying law. ISO similar friends,
but would enjoy dating if mutual attraction. Tell me about yourself. TT 1497
GWF, attractive, blue-eyed, long-maned
guitar goddess looking for GWF, hippytype, 26+ for friendship, possible relationship. No drugs. No smokers. Call
now... IS TT 1498

GWF-very goodlooking, alternative, petite, professional, fun and physically fit.
Seeks: same or a gorgeous hippie-chick.
tT 1993

NE Ga. GWF 35, wks nights/weekends,
smoker seeks sincere, monogamous relationship-oriented GWF. No drugs, bar
scenes, games, butches. I am seeking
soulmate. P.O.Box 1115, Flowery Branch,
GA 30542

Gorgeous and outrageously daring GWF
ISO androgenous and sensual GWF. 3545 in relationship but seeking quality time
with discreet partner. IT 1994

GWF seeks "Better-Half, petite, femme,
GWF 35-45. Be center of my amorous
attention/sexual energy. Let's talk. No
drugs/bisexuals/alcoholics. "B 1500

Our life is dull! GBF (couple) seeks other
couples to befriend. Nothing sexual. Just
lunch - movies or 2 hang-out with. Give
us a call - Let's do lunch! TT 1980

GWF-fem/attractive/35 educated/physically fit/ new age/non-drinker seeks similar GW-Fem for companionship. No
alkies/druggies. TT 1501

Stable, professional, GWF, 37, who enjoys movies, reading, walks in the mountains and along the beach, eating out,
travel and romance. Seeking somewhat
feminine, non-smoke with similar interests. 35-45 yrs. ft 1981

Curiousgdlkg 5'5", 114#, bl/br, 36, feminine seeks same for friendship. D/D-free.
New to lifestyle. No butches. TT 1502

GWF, 43, feminine, educated, professional, passionate, affectionate, bonestand
adventurous. Seeks warm heart, intelligent mind, playful spirit for quality relationship. IT 1982

AttractiveGBFeducated,career oriented,
feminine. Enjoys jazz, dining out, weekend rendezvous, and more. Seeks GB F for
friendship/more. TT 1503
BiWF, 27, 5'4", 119#, married, seeks
single.attractiveBiF's 18-35. Live-in lover
relationship possible. No Men/Couples.
TT 1593 (7.40)

GWF, 29, attractive, fit, non-smoker,
settled, honest, caring, affectionate. Seeking spiritual growth. Loves music, sports,
animals. Desires mature relationship. "B
1983

Angela Lansbury lookalike seeks Linda
Evans lookalike 40-50 something. I: cat
lover, smoker, buxom, blonde/blue. U:
similar. TT 1549

Attractive, feminine, GBF artisan, 30's
(laid-back, nature-loving, spiritually-expressive) sks GF for conversation, friendship & intimacy. *B 1984

GBF, 36, attractive, professional, searching GF (35-40) sensitive, good conversation, adventurous, love good food, jazz.
Over ex. TT 1567

GWF, 40's, trim, petite, shy, mature,
stable, just coming out. Seeking serious
relationship with butch woman. TT 1985

GWF, Buckhead-looking—notpolitically
correct—desire attractive, intelligent, travelled, spiritual, communicative, affectionaleGWF, 28+. No Yankee-haters, butches,
smokers, drugs. TT1554

KEY TO MY HEART

Cute GWF, 29, semi-bu tch, open minded,
brn/gm, Tin. secure, loves to laugh, dance
& romance. ISO: similar semi-fern, 26
and up GWF, "over Ex." Come try your
key! TT 1986
Relationship oriented, professional GBF
seeks same. Must be emotionally stable,
disease free, and over your X lover. TT
1712
GWF, 25, blonde, blue-eyed, slim, addicted to coffee and music, enjoys traveling, writing, movies, psychology, seeks
attractive, intelligent, creative woman.
Let's talk. TT 1713
Quiet GWF, 42 seeking warm, healthy,
stable GWF over 35 who likes sports. I
like sunbathing in summer and fireside
talks in winter. No smokers/druggies. "B
1714
SEE THE HUMOR in Newt Gingrich
donating snake to zoo? GWF, 31, professional, politically aware, physically fit
seeks self-assured GWF, 27-37, with
eclectic musical tastes, diverse interests,
liberal philosophies. Must possess passion for life, sense of humor. No smokers,
emotional vampires, additions. Write Les
Bian. P.O. Box 2554, Beaufort, SC 29901.
WF wants serious relationship with tall,
slim, feminine woman. Prefer long hair.
Must love animals, and fun. Outgoing,
trustworthy and honesty a must. No
Dutches or Bi's. Age 23-35. TT 1619
GWF, 25, attractive professional. Love
golf, all sports, quiet evenings. ISO feminine women age 30-38 w/similar interest
for dating. TT 1620

MEN
SoVo Pick of the Week
Cherokee/Irish GWM, 35,1
gcflkg, muscular, 5'9", Baptist. Seeks 30-40, GAY
Christian to make home |
with.TT 2147

GBM, boyishly attractive and acting, 30s,
5'9", 155, healthy, educated, positive
minded nonsmoker seeks similar who is
fit and fun. TT 2148
GWM, 31, HIV+, very healthy and fit
I' m nice looking and interested in meeting
another sane guy. TT 2154
AAA Hottest Ass. HIV-, FIT, 145, br/br.
Can't find Well Hung stallion. Want it,
love it, gotta have it IS 2137

COLOR OF NIGHT

Ambitious, attractive, healthy, masculine.
sexy, articulate, caramel coated male, 36,
UCLA, budding screenwriter seeksagenuine, masculine, greying, healthy, Southern beau, Scott Baku la type, muscular,
hairy top, great legs, thirtysomething intowriting, film and romance. Photo. Michael.
IT 2145
SGWM, 27,6' 2". Seeking SGWM, 30ish,
successful mentor, attractive, relationship
oriented. Show me successful career, exploring life long monogamous relationship. IS 2144

BEER BELLY?

Goodlooking, stocky GWM, 26, seeks
proud owner of rotund, over-the-belt
expanding potbelly. Masculine, humorous, under 35 preferred. TT 2143
Lake Lanierprofessional GM couple, both
35 seeks single/couples for boating, cookouts fun and friendship. No fats, ferns,
drugs. TT 2142
Young 35 yearold GWM seeking 35 or
older GWM for friendship and companionship. Lilbura area. TT 2141

FATHERSONUNCLE

GWM 35, hot BB, wants to hear from
those guys who have had real experiences
with their Dads, Sons or Uncles, 3-way
possible. Write A.P., P. O. Box 531033,
Miami, FL 33153 or TT 2140

for $5.00 per week. Mail or drop off your

your choice. Listen to the spoken ad and then leave

instruction sheet will be mailed to you which

your response. Cost to you will be $1.50 per minute

will enable you to record your spoken

CALL NOW

1 -900-370-4099
$1.50 per minute. Must be 18 or over. Touch tone phones only.
Southern Voice, P0 Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316

DIR ECT I O
appreciation. Will service. Call for fun!
NO strings! TT 2108
New to Auburn, AL area and wanting to
make friends. 35 yr. old, 6' 1", etc. Please
call! TT 2004

FIRST CLASS MENTOR

GWM, 40s, well-educated. Traditional
values, nonsmoking/drugs. Enjoy outdoors, boats, quality conversation. Seeking clean-cut WM student or young professional, 18-28. NOVICE FINE. Write
to Box 6510, 1189 Virginia Ave., N.E.,
Atlanta, GA 30306.

BLUE EYED TOP

DOMINANT DAD

Home Depot employee, former Boot
Camper about 5'9", receding hairline,
handsome. If this is you, please call! TT
2009

Tall, incredibly handsome, muscular, biracial GM, 22, seeking masculine, fit,
attractive GM top 30+ for wild, uninhibited encounters. Hairy +. TT 2132
GWM, 32, 170, SMI", vgdlking, HTV-,
seeks attractive WM who enjoys lunchtime oral service. No relationship desired.
TT2133
Shiny Vinyl. Black leather fashionGWM,
36 slim masculine. ISO wannabe. 27-29
waist. No smoke. Southsider. Box90357,
Atlanta, GA 30364-0357.

Attractive GBM, 24 seeks open-minded
intelligent masculine men of any race for
unique romantic encounters. TT 2136

GWM, 36, 185 (workout), goodlooking,
man's man. Looking for j/o partners),
single, group? Large? Yes. You? Let's
Talk! IS 2106

CRUISE BUDDIES

GWM-35 masculine, sincere, attr. seeks
heavyset mature cuddly GWM for sharing life's pleasures, enjoy seasons & outdoors. TT 2107
GWM, 26, skinny, tall, boyish, clean-cut,
funny, somewhat quiet and homebody ish,
HIV-, seeks similar for possible relationship. It 2135
MUSCULAR bodybuilder or jock sought
by GWM 24.6', 185 bm/grn student, for

charged to your phone bill.

message AT NO COST.

GWM, 39, moustache, 5' 11", 165, enjoy
tennis, movies, safe sex. Seeking cute
passive boyfriend. TT 2008

GWM 40,6", 175, HIV-, seeking masculine GWM bottom into B/D, TT, CBT
leather. Inexperinced OK. HIV-. Relationship possible. TT 2131

system will guide you to the recorded message of

completed order for with payment. A simple

Successful GWM wishes to establish fun
experiment involving two intelligent, attractive, imaginative college WMs. Discrete & safe. No drugs. Interested? TT
2130

Anyone going on RSVP March Gras Cruise
February '95? Going alone? Meet/talk
before? Why not? TT 2105

38 y/o GWF in committed relationship
seeking Butch Buddy for friendship/pal.
I' m honest, hardworking, nature lover, in
recovery. Alcohol/drug-free. IS 1622

symbol TT and call 1-900-370-4099. The

WNC Teddy Bear looking for another
teddy bear to kick up his heels with or get
into mischief with. TT 2007

Nice guy, GWM,30,5'9",155,masculine
goodlooking, toned hardbody. Seeks similar cleancut inshape guy for lasting
goodtimes. Do It! TT 2153

GWM 26, 5'11", 155, brown hair, hazel
eyes. Starving student, seeks professional
man 35-55 for discreet, mutually beneficial liaison. Athens, GA. TT 2150

which interest you. Choose ad(s) with the

$10.00 per week or you may use your own FO Box

Though theearlybird may catch the worm,
the shaved, wise, white owl will definitely
catch the young black cobra. TT 2127

GWM successful professional 40s, masculine. Non-smoking/drugs. ISO slender/
athletic WM college boy. Fun, travel,
mutually beneficial discrete relationship.
TT2129

Check each week's paper for ads

MESSAGE FREE. An SV forwarding mailbox costs

INTELLIGENT Professional GWM5'l0"
I love bodybuilding, long walks, swimming & cuddling. "NO Games", I seek
same for friendship/possible relationship.
•TOP' TT 2006

GWM, 45, 160, 5'9", moustache into
music, sports, outdoors, dogs, seeks masculine romantic country boy 35-45, uncut
a + for lifetime. TT 2128

TO RESPOND

Fill out the classified order form in this section. 20 WORD

GWM, 32, 5'7", 148, blk/br, attractive,
workoutregularly. New to Atlanta. Would
like to meet other attractive GWM, 30-36
for friendship or dating. Prefer nonsmokers and non or light drinkers. TT 2138

Hairy GWM sought by 40s hirsute GWM
medium, trim build. Prefer warm bear of
professional nature. TT 2104

GWM 62, 190,6'2", attractive seeks 3545, HIV-, slender, educated with appreciation of arts. Write Box 6525, 1189
Virginia Ave., N.E., Atlanta. GA 30306

TO PLACE FREE AD

Bottom GWM 29 slim, smooth. ISO GWM
TOP Endowed only. Up to 35, in shape,
smooth chest. Safe only. TT 2139

BIGGER'S BETTER

22/1994

VOICE CONNECTION

Horny in Huntsville. GWM Professional,
30ish, 107, blond. Needs a Huntsville
Sweetheart. Where are you hiding? You:
intelligent, in shape, fun loving, stable
GWM 30/40, relationship minded.1T
1515

Three's Company. GWM professional,
masculine, 40s. No drugs, safe, amateur
photographer. ISO slender/athletic young
guys. Fun. Possible travel. Note/photo(s).
P. O. Box 5416, Atlanta, GA 30307.

GWF, 37, tall, attractive, blonde/blue, fit,
feminine, professional. Appreciate: humor, honesty, spirituality. Interest: music,
sports, movies. ISO similar traits, appreciation/interests. Age 32-42, for friendship/dating. No smoking/drugs. TT 1621

Lesbian artist. 31, attractive, professional,
ISO woman with similar interests between

SEPTEMBER

VOICE

Tall Dark Handsome GWM 28,6' 4", 195,
artistic, romantic, healthy, happy but still
searching for that special man. TT 2010
Thirikfamuyplanning/futurekids?GWM,
28, thinking similar <35 commits "joint
daddies". Enjoys sharing memories, travel,
rising our future generations. Write Box
6511,1189 Virginia Ave., N.E., Atlanta,
GA 30306
WM, 36, 5'11", 165, seeks dominant,
well-equipped, older BM for oral and FF
action. IS 2012
GWM, 41. Let's do country! Work downtown, will commute within 1 hour.
Healthy, masculine, nonsmoker seeking
nurturing monogamy. All answered. 'S
2013
Masculine GWM, 27, 5'10", 155, hairy,
with B/D interests seeks dominant daddy/
coach (30-40) to show me the ropes. TT
2014
Good looking, muscular, HIV-, 34 yr old.
ISO same between 30 and 40. Must enjoy
life, affection, and quiet time. I'm looking
for magic. Write Box 6512.1189 Virginia
Ave., N.E., Atlanta, GA 30306
Sincere GWM, HIV+, bid/blue, 5'11",
140, 30, endowed and versatile. Seeks
WM. teens thru twenties for fun, friendship, possibly more. TT 2015
GWM couple 38,40, good looking, masculine professionals, in shape. Seek similar for no strings weekend sex. TT 2016
Black male seeks masculine black male
for uninhibited adventurous mouth watering fun. H 1995

BM, 30s, 155 lbs, 5'8", masculine, trim,
hung, versatile, seeks butch brother with
same qualities. No fats or ferns, TT 1996

Gay BM 38, HIV+, seeks GBM sincere,
honest masculine top. for friendship/possibly more, reocvering addict IT IX
1721

Boy-next-door, shy, masculine suburbanite, clean-cut, handsome, healthy, homy,
good body and endowment seeking
sugardad with good skills. TT 1997

WM, 50, slim. Loves pets, motorcycles,
beaches seeks very masculine lifematc.
TLC, P.O. Box 2095, Atlanta, GA 30301

Submissive, responsive, WM bottom seeking dominant, endowed top over 35 for
pleasure sessions. TT 1998

GWM, 23, tall, fit, into 99X, outdoors.
ISO same 21-30. Dark hair, blue/green
eyes a +! Real people only! IT 1722

BOY! NEED DISCIPLINE? gwm, 37
masculine, top. Romantic, HIV negative,
into safe, sane S/M, B/D, seeks boyish but
mature comrade. TT 1999

Dominant GWM 47, 6', 165, seeking
masculine GWM bottom with muscular
sensitive pecs into B/D, TT, CBT. IT
1723

GWM, 34, 5'9", 165, br/gm, smoker,
masculine seeks masculine Latinoor Black
25-35 to share time. IS 2000

Versatile leather man 41, 5'7", 140, into
being serviced and submissive, cock and
butt play of all kinds. Safe action seeking
same. TT 1724

Handsome NorthGeorgia Mountains WM,
38,5'8" 148, healthy, fit, HIV-, endowed,
seeks eager French active WM for regular
service. TT 2001
HOT TOP seeks hot bottom. Me: 30s,
5* 11", 165, moustache, HIV-, dominant
You: submissive, attractive, safe, 20s30s. Afternoons or evenings. TT 2002
GWM-Looking for real soldier boy(s).
Men in uniform. Let's create our own
maneuvers. Fulfill our fantasies. Write
first. Then... P.O.Box 18875, Atlanta,
GA 31126
COMPLETE THE FANTASY...Hot,
masculine blue-collar/leather top wanted
to discipline exotic, muscular bottom boy
while hairy Italianloverwatches.1T 1987
HIV+ - Brains, eyes, heart, tan, 5'10",
155#, healthy, ready for love maybe. TT
1988
GWM, 34, 6', 190, hairy, hot, versatile,
looking for GBM for private parties. Age/
looks unimportant Discretion assured. 1?
1989
GWM, 29, bm/blu, very attractive seeks
similar in West Metro Area. IT 1990
GWM, 32, affectionate, professional, nonsmoker/drinker, non-stereotypical, seeks
similar eclectic partner. TT 1991
Attractive GWM, 30, blk/bl,5'10". 155#,
healthy HIV+, seeks friendship for hiking, scuba diving, motorcycling, boating,
movies, and fun times. IT 1715
Hairy, short, stocky, 40something teddy
bear workaholic tired of looking in all the
wrong places for quality companion. TT
1716
GWM, 24,6'3", 250#, brown/green. You
GWM under 40 masculine NO ATTITUDE for friendship/relationship NO
drugs, NO ferns. IS 1717
GWM 30somethirig 6', 155#, bl/bl, sensitive, good conversation, professional, relationship oriented. ISO younger, 25-35,
easygoing slender guy who's not into
games. TT 1718
Personable, witty GWM, 6'4", 37. ISO a
mature GWM who never fears spontaneity and enjoys the art of conversation. IS
1719
GWM student seeking a generous male to
satisfy my wants. I will satisfy his needs.
TT 1720

Sharp GWM 56 into writing music, movies, psychology, gardening, self growth,
slight kinks seeks partner any age. IT
1387
Any hot-looking Queer Nation leftovers
out there wanna have some fun??? Kick
ass/move society and laugh. IS 1702
Cute, BM, athlete, 22,5'8", smooth body,
great personality. Seeks interesting WM
25- 35 forfun Friendship/Relationship. IT
1624
GWM, 47, responsible, attractive, masculine, professional, no smoke/drugs/drink
seeks GWM son, under 30, for long-lasting monagomous relationship. TT 1700
Hairy? Homy? 34 year old cub seeks
aggressive nonsmoking sexy kinky Dad
(30-45) for intense relationship. TT 1701
Hot GWM wants hot OUT friend. No
cowards. Sex maybe. Fun. Adventure.
Any race. Change world. No fats/fems.
TT 1703
Hunting for bear! Attractive, hairy, athletic, GWM,31 looking for a beefy, stable
WM into sports, movies and travel. IT
1704
Two attractive, HIV-, discreet, GWM,
versatile tops, 37-40 seeking mutually
satisfying ongoing sexplorations. Anything SAFE/kinlcy. Bottoms preferred,
versatile okay. IT 1705
GWM 30,5'8", brn/hzl, 1701bs. Bottom.
Enjoys books movies and adventurous
sex. Seeks top for good times possible
relationship. IT 1706
WM, 23,5'7", 138, seeks W/B/Muscular
males 18-30 for honest friendship and
adventures. Endowed and tanned are plus!
TT 1707
GBM, 34, 5'7". 135 healthy, interesting.
Seeks tall, heavyset country type Dominant Top 40-50, 200-300 lbs. TT 1708
Attractive, masculine, caramel Southern
Virginian male, 36, healthy, screenwriter
desires goodlooking, muscular, blonde
beau, hairy, creative professional into romance. T? 1710
GWM seeks GBM professional, mature
and sincere wanting to improve the Quality of his Life with massage. Erotic and
Safe. IT 1711
GBM 38, professional. Dislike club scene.
Very masculine seeking same. Financially
independent. Would like to enjoy life.
HIV+. TT 1600
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GWM, 34. preppy, professional, curious,
always up. ready for adventure. Seeks
discreet GWM, 20-40 Adonis for stimulating sensual seduction. B 1519

EX SOLDIER BOY

Attractive, hot, clean shaven BM 24 y/o,
5'10", 155. seeks versatile, attractive
GWM 18-30. O 1602
Classical musician. GWM 24,6', 150, br/
br, educated, attractive, romantic nonsmoker seeks similar WM 22-32to "make
our garden grow". B 1603
GWM thirtysomething from Northwest
S.C. Honest, drug-free. ISO similar 28-38
possible relationship. B 1604
BM, attractive, sexy, seek dominant BM
top who's into FF. Remeber the song "I'm
looking for a two-fisted love". B 1605
Dig this. Landscapes 36, 5'10", 155 all
muscle, 30" waist. Handsome, overeducated corporate drop out. Similar? Callfor
stress reduction. "B 1606
WNC Teddy Bear looking for another
teddy bear to get into some mischief in the
afternoon or early evening. U 1607
Healthy Wealthy Wise MBi WM 45, burly,
hairy. ISO young smooth, endowed submissive GBiWM available daytime for It
mentoring loving, B 1608
Genuine, masculine, GBM, 24 seeks sincere romantic, masculine, open-minded
GMs of any race for exploring stimulating new friendship/relationship. *B 1609
GWM, early 30s, 180,5' 11", brown hair
seeks daytime fun. Box D-498, 2221
Peachtree Road, Atlanta. GA 30309
Buff jock 18-35'.' WM football player
6' l",230,musculargoodlooking 40 gives
rubdown and service after workout. B
1610
Landscapes 30s, 5' 10", 155, 30" waist,
masculine, muscular, hot, handsome.
Similar in Smyrna, Vinings. Austell? Discreet! Regular buddy for shower days. B
1611
Goodlooking maculine WM seeks ONLY
very masculine BM for safe, discreet en-

counters. No fats/ferns. Discretionassured.
"B 1612
Muscular GWM, 40, 6ft, 1801bs. HIV+,
vgdlkg, in relationship, needs more. Seeking submissive boy, 25-30, for role playing, B/D. Discreet. C 1504
GWM, 36,6'3", 195, blue foliar professional, OK bod, avg looks, hard working,
stable, w/varied interests. Would like to
meet similar guy 28-38, establish friendship. Goal: monogamous. Write Box 6501,
1189 Virginia Ave., Atlanta, GA 30306
GWPM, 44, new in Adanta, seeks GWM
18-30 for friendship, fun. Prefer slim
swimmer's build, active top, endowed,
cleanshaven, non-smoker w/discretion
assured. No fats, fems, bears, barflies
please! B 1506
GWM young 48,5'11", 158,1 want it all!
Passion, romance, sex—all is possible in
a committed relationship. I am a sales
executive with an outgoing personality, in
shape, healthy, non-smoker/drinker. Looking for fun, adventure, and quiet times.
B 1507
Attractive BM sought by tall, slim WM.
Safe, discreet, good times only. No strings.
W1508

BUTCH BOTTOM

GWM33,6'1", 152, blueeyes, dark brown
hair, moustache. Seeks romantic GWM
30-40s with moustache, into lots of cuddling, kissing, dating, quiet times, maybe
more. No fats or ferns. Box 77, 1544
Piedmont Ave, Adanta, GA 30324

CUTE 28 GWM

HIV- bm/haz 160. Not N-2 bars. ISO
GWM 25-35 N-2 gym, movies. No drugs/
alcohol/fems. Buckhead Roswell area. B
1511
Romantic North Georgia bottom, chubby,
seeks average top with above average
endowment. Like movies, music, sci-fi,
ethnic men. Ready for Mr. Right Hi-tops/
workboots A+. Box 1512, 1189 Virginia
Ave, Atlanta, GA 30306. B 1512
Oriental male fit/safe cleancul seeks quality foil body massage once a week. Please

non-smoker. B 1513
GWM, approaching 40, OK looks, HIV
neg.seeks similarfor movies, walks, home
life, some going out. B 1514
GWM, 34, genUe, kind professional seeks
same. Handsome, articulate, creative.
Likes classic films, theatre, dining and
soft music. HIV+. B 1516
BM. 30, sexy, attractive, 5'8", bottom
seeks a hung masculine, aggressive, BM
top for fun sessions. Any age okay. B
1517
ISO Peter Brady. GWM seeking average
GWM. Prefer stable Plymouth-Rock-type
person (not financially but Spiritually) for
breezy relationship. B 1518
Writer seeks correspondence with male
prison inmates, gay or non-gay, reference
gay sponsors, pen-pals. Gaddis, P.O.Box
40, Marblehill, GA 30148

GM couple, 27 and 33. down to earth,
masculine, likes outdoors, seeks similar
GM couple for fun and friendship. B
1490
Sexy, passionate, Italian, GWM, 32,
swimmer's build, 6'0", 160, seeking hot,
gym-boy couples for mutual satisfaction.
B 1491
BOTTOM WANTED by attractive playful safe top, late 30's, Australian heritage
for safe discreet fun-day/night. 'B 1492

SPREAD & SMILE!

Love your butt played with? 39, hairy
HIV- top, 5' 10", 170, seeks healthy bottoms, 20-45 for rear action. NO MARRIEDS! W 1495

GWM, 24,5' 10", 165, bl/bl, likes hiking,
camping, mountain biking, movies. Sincere, honest, ISO same. No fat/fems. V
1482

GWM, 40,6', 210, br/blu, into 99X, sports,
travel, poetry, seeks GWM 35-55 for dating and possible relationship. B 1578

GWM, 37, 5'11", 150, MASCULINE,
dominate, aggressive, Romantic, HIV-,
into light S/M, B/D. Seeking younger
counterpart, long term. B 1483
Hairy Italian extremely goodlooking, exmodel, 29, 6'3", 188, sexy, dark skin,
masculine, seeks Black or Latin masculine top in great shape w/9" or more. B
1443

RU SHORT&LONG?

GWM, 5'7", 165, br/br, mod. hairy, seeks
GMs under 5'6" w/equipment over 8.5.
Uncut a plus. Also into body worship for
bodybuilders under 5'6" w/same equipment requirements. Let's play! B 1580
GWM submissive seeks leather Masteror
dominant, 25-45, for daytime discipline
and service. IT 1470

Are you HIV+, horny and in need of
sexual fun? Me 20's slim submissive bottom. Large endowments get an A+. No
one over 35 or out of shape. B 1484

GWM. 33, 5'9", 180, masculine, attractive seeks GWM 21-39 for giving and
receiving massages and/or playing tennis.
B1357

GWM, above average looks, trim, hung,
seeks similar for safe oral encounters. B
1485

TV/T8

ElderGWM MysUc (60's) in Western NC
seeks younger man (30's) with psychic
awareness to explore live-together relationship. C 1486

Atlanta's Exclusive Gay
24-Hr. Introduction Service.
Messages Change Often.

$3.00 PER CALL
Plus tolls, if any, to appear on phone bill.

Leave your own message for FREE by calling 365-8158.
Must be 18 years or older.

365-8127
OFFFRKD BY INTRODUCTIONS, P.O. BOX 52883, ATLANTA, GA 30355

Find the right roommate
with Southern Voice
Classifieds

Race unimportant. Early 40s, nice looking, 5'10", solid 180, dedicated, professional, HIV+, GBM, seeks sincere GM
for dating/relationship. B 1489

WM with 300+ videos, looking for others
wanting to trade; possibly more with right
person. Midtown area. ^ 1488

976-4MEN
976-4MEN

GOOD FRIENDS

WM Masculine 6'4", 150, looking for
masculine Black male top. Discretion assured. Can handle business. U 1487

Smallish, easily passable TS - pre or post
- sought by healthy, well-endowed WM
for Harley adventures. Sun/Stars. W1992

LONELY ONE

BM-Top; mid 40s, HIV-, seeking feminine, pleasant, HIV-, TV/TS bottom for
fulfilling relationship. It has been a very
long time. Please respond. S1 2011
CROSS-DRESSERS GUIDE! A complete information resource. Wonderful
Fantasies, InfoGuide, Personals, Catalogs,
True Experiences, More! Newest Fantasy: "Pampered In Panties!" Hear full
details (recorded, 24 Hours). Call 3336455.

BISEXUAL

SoVo Pick of the Week I
Wanted: BiWF 18-30 for
inexperienced couple. Me:
green eyes long blonde hair
21 yrs old. Him: salt/pepper grey hair very sexy.
Experience preferred. S
2134
BiBM, 35, stocky build seeks BiBM for
safe encounters. No pain. B 2109
WF sought by gdlkg. WM. Safe, adventurous, marriage of convenience. No
strings. Write Box 37, 1544 Piedmont
Ave., Atlanta, GA 30324
Bi-Female: Sensual, health conscious,
responsible, youthful, playful companion
for couple: male is straight, athletic (6-1,
180), international entrepreneur; fern is
bi-curious, fit (5-7,125), adventuresome,
into native American spirituality. Let's
meet, talk, then proceed if there's mutual
interest. B 2003
BiBM, 6'2", Carl Weathers look alike
seeks young men for no strings attached
fun. B 1613
GBiSWF sought by fun safe gdlk w/$
WM for marriage of convenience w/o
strings. 1544 Piedmont Ave. Ste 37, Atlanta, Ga 30324

WM 48 slightly submissive oral devotee
and enthusiast ISO G/Bi/S female attractive requiring daytime stress relief,
reciprication not required. B 1615
BM, 42,5'8", 175#, seeks feminine BiM
for ongoing relationship. B 1630
BiWF, 20, 5'5". br/gr, feminine, sexy,
intelligent, seeks taller feminine woman
for exciting companionship. Long hair
preferred. No butches. B 1631
I' m a fun guy, 30, into sci-fi, classical rock
and roll, seeking male or bi female, 20-40,
any race. TT 1577
BiWM. 25, student, hot looks, body, endowment, seeks man for discreet, nostrings visits. All answered. B 1551
CURIOUS VIRGIN-VGDLKING. shy,
quiet, kind, smooth, diseaseless 32 6' 175,
WM, ISO younger smooth patient understanding tender top for discreet sensual
pleasureable sexplorations. B 1452
BM, married, 55, in great shape. Seeks
mature Bi female for safe discreet encounters. B 1304

IS ONLY THE BEGINNING!
Witness the Spectacle All Season with the

ALLIANCE THEATRE COMPANY'S
All New

SUBSCRIPTION PACKAGE
Guarantee your tickets as you select your 4 favorite plays and save up to 16% off weeknight and matinee box office prices.
The Season includes:
□ ANGELS IN AMERICA (Aug. 31-Oct 2,1994) by Tony Kushner.
This kaleidoscopic drama boldly explores issues of Washington politics,
spirituality, homosexuality and healing. Contains adult language, graphic
scenes and nudity. Suggested for audiences 18 and over.
LIMITED SEATING AVAILABLE. IF ORDERING
"ANGELS IN AMERICA" PLEASE CALL 733-4600.
Sponsored by MCI, Elton John, Black Sheep Light Lager, Outwrite Books,
The Siegel-Templeton Fund, Peach State Restaurants—Cowtippers,
Einstein's, Cafe Mythology; Media Sponsor Southern Voice.

D DREAMS FROM A SUMMER HOUSE (Jan. 4-Feb. 4, 1995)
Book and lyrics by Alan Ayckbourn. Music by John Pattison.
This witty adult fairy tale brings the classic world of Beauty and the Beast
together with our contemporary world for a whimsical, magical and
hilarious tale of love and romance. Sponsored by ABN-AMRO Bank N.V
□ FROM THE MISSISSIPPI DELTA (Feb. 15-March 19,1995)
by Dr. Endesha Ida Mae Holland.
The inspirational true-life story of a Southern woman who rises above
adversity to become a celebrated literary success. Contains adult language and situations. Sponsored by BellSouth Mobility;
Pryor, McClendon, Counts & Co.

□ A RAISIN IN THE SUN (Oct 12-Nov. 13,1994) by Lorraine Hansberry.
Woodie King Jr. directs Esther Rolle, Carol Mitchell-Leon and Kenny
Leon as they bring to life this treasured masterpiece of one family's
struggle to claim their piece of the American Dream.
Sponsored by NationsBank.

□ ONE LAST SUMMER (March 29-April 30,1995) by David H. Bell,
Barry Mason and Henry Marsh.
' A funny world premiere musical about a southern California singing
group who has an unexpected top-ten hit in the early 60's.

□ UP ON THE ROOF (Sept 2&-Nov.l3,1994) by Simon Moore & Jane Prowse
(Alliance Studio Theatre). This Big Chill story chronicles the reunion of five
American college students who sang together in the 70's.
Sponsored by WH Smith Group (USA).

□

BLUES FOR AN ALABAMA SKY (March 15-April 30,1995)
by Pearl Cleage (Alliance Studio Theatre).
This world premiere by Atlanta playwright Pearl Cleage explores life and
love in Harlem during the Great Depression. Sponsored by AT&T.

□ A CHRISTMAS CAROL (Nov. 23-Dec. 23,1994)
by Charles Dickens, adapted by Sandra Deer.
The fifth annual Alliance Theatre holiday production promises to be a
treat for the child in all of us. Sponsored by Dean Witter.

Call 733-4600
or

Check your selections above, fill out info below and mail with payment to Pick 4 for $84,
Alliance Theatre Company, 1280 Peachtree St. NE, Atlanta, GA 30309

What's more, if you purchase a "Pick 4 for $84" subscription package with the
American Express® Card, you'll receive four 2-for-1 certificates for Old World Italian dinners at
the award-winning San Gennaro restaurant on Cheshire Bridge Road.

SANGENNABO
The Italian Feast

PICK 4 ORDER FORM
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE (HOME)

Cards

:
STATE

# of Subscription(s) @
Method of payment:
Check enclosed (payable to the Alliance Theatre Company)
Charge to:
AmEx
VISA
MC
Discover
Card Number
Exp. Date
Name on Card
Authorized Signature

The Most Exciting Stage Of Life

THEATRE
COMPANY
WOODRUFF
ARTS
CENTER
33-4600
Group rates call 733-4690
Tickets also available at the High
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Select one of the following days for your PICK 4 FOR $84 subscription:
TUE
WED
THUR._
SAT MAT _ SUNMAT_..._ SUN EVE
For Frl. and Sat. evening prices call 733-4600.
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Service Charge $3.00
Tax-Deductible Contribution
TOTAL ENCLOSED
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